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ABSTRACT

Botswana experienced rapid growth since independence generated prirnarily from
minerai exploitation. This enabled the country to pursue successfully human development
as evidenced by human development indices. Despite this achievement, the country is
challenged by a set of sociwconomic problems that include: its inability to divenifi the
economy adequately from the diarnond and beet rising income inequalities, widespread
poverty, and rising unernployment. A major challenge to the economy is that there is
wilikely to be any major growth in govemment revenues in the fbture, and yet there will

be a need to finance the growing expenditures. This implies that government will, in
m e , need to curtail its expenditures on various aspects of the economy. The fimding of
education is a major cost, which will have to be evaluated,
The major aim of this thesis is to calculate private and social rates of retum to
education in Botswana We also test the empiricai usefulness of the human capital mode1
in the Botswana economy and finally, contribute knowledge to an understanding of the
functioning of Botswana's labour market. The main tool of analysis is the Mincerian
earnings fùnction and the elaborate method. We w two data sets, one frMn a household
income and expenditure survey and a supplementary survey conducted by the author.
The major results are: 1) rates of rehim nse by level of education; 2) the highest
distortion between pnvate and social returns is at tertiary level and the lowest is for
primary education; 3) education is not income equalizing; 4) women are paid less than

men and yet they are on average more educated than men; 5) rctums to education are
higher in the public sector than in the pnvate sector, supporting a screening role of

education hypotheses; and 6) the empirical fitness of the human capital mode1 is quite
robust, even though the results show some role of screening.

The policy implications include: there is room for private financing at the upper
secondary and tertiary levels of education; employment creation has to be pursued
vigorously; and there is a need to address equity and gender inequality issues.

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Econornic Growth

The impmsive performance that Botswana has achieved since pining
independence in 1966 is one of the few success stones of economic development in subS a h m Ahica For much of the 1st 25 years Botswana has been the fastest gnwing

economy in the world with an average d growth rate of 13%, and this has enabled the
country to move fiom position of severe poverty to king one of the richest in the region,
and is one of the few in sub-Seharan Afkica now classified as a middle incorne country.
Much of this success is attributable to the exploitation of major diamond deposits
discovered one year after independence. Nevertheless, important aspects of Botswana's
political economy

- includlng political pluralism and Sound economic management -

have been singled out as major factors to this success story. This success story has also
been evidenced by the good performance in ternis of human development indicators,
showing that some part of these nsources have been transfonned successfully into
human development. This is shown clearly by increasing life expectancy, high literacy
rates, low rnortality rates, etc. Education was one important human development aspect
that received a tremendous attention frorn the governrnent.
Despite the country's impressive performance in ternis of bot. output growth and
increased expendihues towarâs education and 0th-

basic n&,

the economy is

problerns, which threaten the country's progreu.
challenged by a set of soci~le~~nornic

Somc of the major problems are: its inability to diversi@the ea>wmy adequately from

diamonds and beef; rising incorne inequaîity, especially cash incornes; absolute poverty

of a major part of its population, especially in the rural areas; and rising unemployment

especially in the urban centres. Unemployment is especially rampant among the youth
who have completed only primary and junior certificate levels of education Most
graduates of the university were mainly king employed by the government sector, but
government has corne to redise that it can no longer absorb al1 of drmi. In the pst,
graduates were allocated to jobs even before completing their final year exams. This
picture has changed in the last three years.
1-2 The emeraim
financial problem

Towards the end of National Development Plan 7 (NDP 7) there was an indication
of an important and different problem to the Botswana economy.

There was an

indication that the boom period that the economy went through in the p s t p e n d is
quickly coming to an end. The major factors to the anticipated fa11 were mainly the
uncertain market for the two major commodities of beef and diarnonds, which were the
major driving force to the impressive growth in ihe pst. In 1994/95, for instance, there
was an economic slowdown in the economy, due partly to the levelling off of the
diamond boom. The projections by then were that the fiiture economic growth would be
much lower than the levels to which Batswana have become accustomed. For the
remainder of the National Development Plan 7 period, real GDP was expected to grow at

an average rate of 4.6% per annum. The r d GDP growth rate in 1994/96 was 3.1%, and
it doubled to 7% in 1995/96 (Republic of Botswana, 1997a). The improvement was
mauily due to a significaat recovery in the mining sector.

Given this low anticipated growth rate in real GDP towards the end of NDP 7, the
government budget was forecast to run into increasingly large deficits h m 1996
onwards (Republic of Botswana, 1991d). However, no budget deficits were incurred up

to the pnsent moment. The tirst major factor that changeci the 1995/96 governrnent

budget fiom an anticipated deficit of Pz70 million to a surplus of P269.9 million was the
depreciation of the local currency. The depreciation of the Pula currency has the result of
boosting major revenue sources when measured in local cunency ternis. A second factor
was the underspending of the authorised development budget, a pmblern that has affected

the public sector for several years (Republic of Botswana, 1997a). The new projections
for NDP 8 indicate that govemment is likely to be faced with abundant financial
resources derived mainly from the mineral revenue. A major fanot is the intended
expansion of the ûrapa mine to double its capacity by the year 2000. The 1997198 budget
is forecast to nin into a surplus of W 6 3 Million (Republic of Botswana, 1997% Bank of

Botswana, 1996). The surplus however is mainly on account of the depreciation of the
locai cumency, vis-à-vis the major cunencies of which ow exports are denominated The
Minister of Finance emphasised that ' W s is not a reflectlin of hcreased revenue
petjiorrnance per se" (Republic of Botswana, 1997a:20).

What sve need to remind ourselves, however, is that diamonds are a nonrenewable resource. A more rapid rate of diarnond extraction does not itself increase the
nation's wealth, for what i s mined toâay cannot be mined tomonow. The fact of the
matter is that Botswana has a very n m w revenue base and it is vulnerable to drought

and extemal events. Such a situation pua Botswana's long tenn su~t~nability
on a very
precarious position. Given the high dependence on minenil revenue, the economy is
likely to run into serious financial problems if eiths diamonds are depleted or their
market does not do very well. A major issue mentioned in NDP 8 is that after the Orapa
mine expansion, it is unlikely that any signifiant strong growth in the diamond sector
will continue. Since government receives more than half of its revenues fiom the mining

sector, govemment expenditure growth will have to be restrained in order to mdce the
budget sustainable (Republic of Botswana, 1Y97b: 89j
The implication of the changing situation is that the government will, in fiiture,

need to curtail its expenditures on various aspects of the economy. niere will therefore

be a pressing need to prioritise in terms of government expenditures from the falling

revenues. Moreover, as the Bank of Botswana (19%) rightly put it, more revenue does
not itself alter the cost benefit @sis

that should underlie invesbnent projects,

including investmenîs in education. An estimation of rates of return for diffemt levels
and types of education will therefore be usefut as a guide to the Botswana Govemment in
setting its priorities as to what education to promote, how students are to be allocated
arnong the types of education available, and how the various education 3ro&rams should
be fiindecl.

The second implication of the fuhne budget constraints is that the government's
ability to deal with the aforementioned problems of income inequality, poverty, and
unemployment, especially as mon youths aud graduates becorne unemployed, will be
limited. These problems will definitely have an impact on the End of education policy
to be followed. There will be a need to prioritise in terms of diflerent levels of education

as the budget constraint becomes more tighter and labour market conditions change. The
choices to be made will be whether to emphasise pimary, secondaty or higher education
and how to allocate students between those education levels. Or still whether to promote
vocational or general types of education. Also important will be to find a suitable role
for education in helping to deal with widening earnings differentials, that could in the
long run threaten the stability of the economy. The question to be established is the role
of increases in educational opportunities in reducing educational inquelities and income
inequalities. Given that earnings and general incomes are generally unequal, govemment
will need to promote schooling programs that promote equity. The fonn of funding such
education programs is an important aspect of addressing the equity issue. Therefore an
understanding of how îùnding the different types and levels of education affects equity is

an important research issue for sound education policies in contemporary Botswana.

1-3 Aims and Obiectives of the Research

The main aim of this research is to estimate private and social rates of r e m to
different types of education in Botswana. Private rates of retum indicate the individual's

dernand for that level of education, while social rates are usehil as a guide to resource
allocation h m the government and society's point of view. Even though education is
made for important purposes other than just king an investment, for which the pnpose
is to enhance the funre eamings of the graduate, the hope is that these estimated rates of

retum will be used to justify emphasis on different types of education as the economy

moves into the lean years.

The eamings profiles fiom this study will also serve to show the earnings
differentials and what explains those eamings diffmntials in Botswana's labour markets.

In particular, the study tests the empirical fitness of the human capital model in
explaining earnings differentials in a less developed country. This will also bring out the
implications for education's role to earnings inequality, i.e. whether education expansion
would exacerbate earnings inequality or not, and fiirthemore, which type can best and
efficiently address the inequality problem.
Labour market conditions are also brought into the analysis by estimating and
comparing the rates of retum between the public sector and private sector, forrnal and
infonnal sector, and between male and female workers.
This is an empirical study whose objectives are;
1) to test the human capital model in the Botswana economy;

2) to generate results that should be usehl for education policy in Botswana relating to
efficient allocation of resources between the different levels of education and how
hinding and access to different levels affects equity;

3) to conûibute howledge to an understanding of the fimctioning of Botswana's labour

market.

1.4 The Structure of the Studi

Chapter two summarïses the changes in education in Botswana in ternis of both
enrolment and changes in expenditures fiom the independence years. We also deal with
the evolution of the education system up to its present status.

Chapter three descnks the theoretical mode1 îhat is used in the study. We also discuss in
this chapter the methodology, includuig a set of tesiable bypotheses, and the sources of
&ta for the study. Chapter four discusses the labour market in Botswana using two sets

of data, one set h m the 1993194 Household Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES),

and another data set h m a supplementary s w e y to HlES conducted by the author in
late 1996.

Chapter five gives a surnmary of the literature on rates of retwn to

education in Afica. Chapter six summarises private and social rates of retwn to
education h m Botswana fkom the two data sets. This is dooe by gender, type of
organisation, fonnal versus informal sector, location of workers, etc. Chapter seven
summarises some tests for the screening hypothesis fiom the two deta sets. Chapter eight

summarises the policy implications of the study for educational development. Chapter
nine summarises the conclusions of the study.

CHAPTER TWO
TEE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF EDUCATION IN BOTSWANA

2.1 Introduction

The first section in this chapter traces the development of education in ternis of
both enrolment and changes in eâucation expenditures since independence. The second
section surnmarises the education stntcture and traces the evolution of the structure.
2.2 Educution -Chames in Schooling Emolment and Exmnditures

Lack of slcilled and educated Batswana was one of the most important constraint
on development at independence and many years aftenwuds. At independence, there

were few schools and educated Batswana as a result of the neglect of education by the
colonial govermnent. The few schools that existed were a mult of local and missionary
initiatives. At independence, Botswana is believeâ. to have had 40 Batswana who were
wiiversity graduates and about 100 with senior secondary certificate. Most of the
univenity graduates were trained outside the country, mainly in the Republic of South
Afnca (Hwey and Lewis, 1990). Botswana was however not exceptional in terms of
neglect of education by the colonial government With a population eight times that of
Botswana, Zambia, for instance, had only twice as many University graduates at
independene, even though it had ten times as many secondary school graduates as
Botswana (Harvey and Lewis 1990). Given the small human capital inhented fiom the
colonial govemment, the Botswana govemment had to invest heavily in education, but

there were stiil severe shortages mainly due to long time lags inherent in education and
the rapid economic growth whicb in tum increased the demand for educated people
(Hmey and Lewis,1990). Most of these criticel manpower shortages were king met by
heavy importation of skilled labour, which was very expensive for the Botswana

govemment Iust two years prior to its independence, only 24 of the 184 administrative
posts were held by Batswana; even at lower levels, only 275 out of 623 posts in the

technical, executive and secretaria1 grades were held by Batswana (Colclough and

School enrolment for al1 levels increased considerably since independence, as

a response to this manpower constraint. In 1975 58% of the primary schooling going age
were enrolled, while that percentage had increased to 91% by 1991. Percentage of age

group enrolled in secondary education also increased remarkably fiom 7% in 1970 to 54
% in 1991. Post secondary (tertiary) enrolment increased slightly from 1% in 1970 to 3%

in 1991 (World Bank, 1994: 2 17-2 17). Compared to most countries, for which data are

available, the increase in emlment in secondary education between 1970 and 1991 for

Botswana was exceptional. South Africa increased its enrolment fiom 30% to 54% over

the same period, Zimbabwe, 4% to 13%, Lesotho 7% to 25% (World Bank, 1994: 2162 17). Between 1978 and 1990 enrolment had increased for al1 levels of schooling, with

secondary emlment having achieved the greatest change in enrolment of 254%.
Enrolment for al1 levels increased by approximately 112% between the period 1978 to
1990 (see table 2.1 below). The guiding principle to eàucation expansion was provided

by a manpwer plan.

Table 2. I Percentage Change in Schoding Enroiment 1978-90
Enrolment
1990 %Change
1978
Primary ,145,459 283,516
95
Secondary 16,086 56,892
254
All LeWs 164, 566 348, 648
112

Source: Education Statistics 1990, CSO, Botswana
Despite the remarkable achievements in ternis of enroiment, the mean year of

schooling was only 2.5 for the year 1992. Compared with other countries in the region,

the figure is a littie bit too low. Zimbabwe had mean years of schwling of3.1, Lesotho,

3.5, Zambia, 2.7, South Afnca, 3.9. The mean was only higher than Malawi (1.7) and
Mozambique (1.6) (LTNDP, 1994: 130-131).
Expenditure on education, both recurrent and developrnent expenditures
increased fiom 15.8% in 1982 to 16.5% in 1986, and to 1 8.3% of total expenditures in
1993. The recurrent expenditures fell slightly fiom a share of 21% in 1982 through the
years 1983, 1984, 1985 and 1986 and started increasing again theratter reachùig a

percentage of 22% of total recurrent expenditures in 1993. Development expenditure
fluctuated more as it increased to 12% in 1993 fiom 9 % of total development
expenditures in 1982 (see table below).
Table 2.2 Changes in Education Expenditwes us o percentoge of Total Expendirures

-

-

Source: CSO, "Statistical Bulletin", Decernber 1993 & March 1994, Vol. 18 No.4, pp
26-3 1

Most of these expenditures were king absorbeci by university education and
secondary education. Primary education share of the budget was projected to fall fiom
40% in 198485 to 30% in lWOI91, while that of university and secondary education was

to nse from 19% to 23% and 34% to 39% respectively over the same period. Technical
educationtsshare was to faIl fiom 3% to 2% in the same pend (Republic of Botswana,
1985). During 1991 to 1997 the share going to primary education will fiirther decrease to
18%, that going to secondary will remain at 39%, while the university share will fall to
18%. A notable increase is the share of technical education, which should absorb 17%

share of the budget compared to about 3% that it had in the previous plan period
(Republic of Botswana, 1991d). This reflects govemment recogni.tion of this type of

education, given that products of such institutions are believed to be more suitable for
selfsmployment.
During the late 1970's the govemment began to be incr~asinglyaware of the
equity issues of education as evidence was clarly showing that a nurnber of students

were unable to complete some levels of education due to financial constraints. In line

with the goal of universel education for all, the govemment abolished school fees, first at
primary school (1978) and later for secondary school in 1989. Despite k i n g free, its

quite clear that there are stiU some "rnjssiag children" due to some hidden costs of

schmling, for example, unifonns, opportunity cost of child labour especially for the poor,
etc.
University education was paid for by the govemment via a bunary scholarship
that provides that the graduate will contniute 5% of initial p s s salary for each year of
sponsonhip. Apart from the fact that this contribution does not cover the full costs of
training, a more serious problem has been that a majority of the graduates were not
contributing since the coordination between the employers and bursaries department has

been poor, making it difficult to find out who is contniuting or even to trace graduates
(Republic of Botswana, 1991d). To alleviate this situation NDP7 proposed to proceed
consciously to implement a cost recovery through a Ionin/ grant xheme, which will be
provided to any Motswana who qualifies to go to university. Primary and secondary

education will continue to be fiee.

2.3 The Structure of Botswania 's Eduçation Svstem and Ifs Evolution
Prior to 1988 the education structure in Botswana was 7 years of primary + three

years of junior secondary + two years upper seconâary + four years university education.

This structure was introduced in 1963/64. The first National Cornmission on Education

was appointed in 1977. This report became the guiding document for the direction of

education policy until 1993, when a second commission was appoint&
One of the major changes introduced by the fint commission (1977) was s
restructuring of primary and stxondary education They proposed a structure of 6 yean
primary + t h m years lower secondaiy + three years qper secondnry + 4 yean univenity.
A transitional structure of 7 + 2 + 3

+ 4 was proposed by the 1977 commission. This

system was introduced in the education sydem in 1988. Along with the changes in the

structure were also some fùndamental changes in both content and progression rates.
95% of the primary school leavers got places in junior secondary schools compared to

35% in 1977. In general, there was a move fiom a selective system to a massive

programme ofjunior secondary. In line with basic education being a basic 'human right',
provision of universal access to Nne years of basic education was guanuiteed to every
Motswana chiid. The govemment had to embark on a programme of expanding junior
secondary education both in terms of facilities and enrolment (Ftepublic of Botswana,
1993).

The 1993 Education Commission tecommendeci a re-introduction of the 7 +3 + 2
+ 4 system. The major reasons for proposing the r e m to this structure were; two years

of junior secondary was regarded as too short to adequately prepare student for further
education and especially for the labour market; the envisaged change to the 6 + 3 + 3 + 4

structure poses organisational, financial and educational problems; the two year
programme is not accepted by empioyers and training institutions as equivalent to the
former three year programme; the first year of senior secondary (fom 3) was widely

regarded as a wvasted year in ternis of academic progress, etc.(Republic of Botswana,

The 1993 Commission's remmmendation to revert the structure to that operating
prior to 1988 was widely accepted and sîarted to be put in effect in January 1996. The
education system in Botswana is operating on the 7 + 3 + 2 +4 structure. The minimum
age for entry into Standard one is 6 yean. Three years is the acceptable age for entering
pre-school. Students normally complete 3 year junior certificate at the age of 16, which is

considered a mature age for entry into the labour market if one does not quali& to
p r o c d Universal access to basic education (now 10 years) is still a major goal of
govemrnent. The govemrnent also aims to increase pre-schools and vocational education.

CHAPTER THREE
THE MODEU SOURCES OF DATA
3.1 Introduction

The main purpose of this chapter is to discuss the hurnan capital model including
its limitations and the sources of data The first section traces the development of the

hurnan capital concept The second section deais with the relatiomhip beîween human
capital and eanùngs. We then trace the theoretical development of the human capital
model in the third d o n . The fourth section discusses a major tool of the human capital
model known as an earnings hction. We then discuss some empirical results from the

use of various Mincerian eamings functions. The next section deals with the
rnethodology and data to be used in this study. In the last section we discuss the main
limitations of the study.
3.2 Develo~mentof The Human Capital con ce^

The idea that acquisition and developrnent of skills through education and on-the
job training are a fom of investment has k e n in the literaîure for some yean. Schultz
(1961) argues that economists have long h o w n that people are an important part of the
wealth of nations, but what they have avoided stressing is tbat people invest in
themselves and that these investments are very large. He mentions Adam Smith and
Irving Fisher as two economists that had an al1 inclusive concept of capital in the sense of
it king also applied to human beings. m e r (1971) includes within the list Petty, Senior,
Say, and Walras, among others. According to Rosen (1980), the idea of hurnan capital
did not corne into the forefiont of the profession until the late 1950's and early 196OYwith

empirical results of Schultz (1961, 1971), Denison (1962) and othen showing the
importance of education for productivity growth in the United States Economy. The
concept of human capital has since then becorne an important concept in fields such as
development economics, labour economics and health economics. It has also given birth
to a new bmch of economic theory and investigation known as the economics of
education.
Since its inception, there has been a tremendous growth of research and
publications in the area of economics of education. A c d n g to Woodhall(1987a) this
research includes such topics as the contribution of education to economic growth, the
profitability of investment in education, the costs of education, education financing,
effects of education on income and wealth distribution. The concept of himian capital is

central to much of the research in the economics of education. It has also had a powerful
influence on the analysis of labour markets, wage detemination, expenditures on heaith
care and the study of migration.

3.3

Since the advent of the human capitai concept, much attention has been devoted
to the relationship between income and schwling. The earliest explanations of the
concept of human capital suggested that education or training raisad the productivity of
workers, and hence increased their lifetime eamings (Woodhall, 1987b). Education was,
fiom the point of view of the human capitai school, a way of imparting knowledge and

usehl skills that made the worker more productive. The eamings of workers with more
education were, therefore, justifiably more than those with less education because they

wvere more productive than the less educated workers. This is the basis of viewing
education as an a fom of investment in human capital, that is, education raises the
productivity of workers and that higher earnings of the educated reflect the value of their
marginal productivity.

Wwûhail argues that if this basis is accepteci, then the relatiomhip between
earnings and education has fm major implications. First, since educated workers earn
more than the uneducated ones, their eaminp cm be used to measure their contribution
to growth of national income over tirne. Second, if it is accepted that relative earnings
reflect productivity ciifferences, eamings differentiak cm be used as a measure of the
economic benefits to education in calculations of social
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education (Woodhall 198% 216). Thus using differences in market eamings among
individuals with different schooling has become an acceptable way of measuring the
benefits of education in most empirical studies employing human capital models.

The view that education is a form of investment in oneself for future benefits
measured by an enhanced earnings has been challenged from several angles. Solmon
(1987) argues that observea of education must remind themselves that monetary benefits

are only one type, and perhaps not the most important type, to be considered in the total
evaluation of the value of educsa'on. There is a consurnption aspect of education, which

is usually not easy to separate from the investment part. Moreover there are numerous
psychologicd, behavioural, and other impacts of schooling that are dificult to identiw

and measure. Basad on a research on peasants in Uganda, MaMn brïngs out an
important point about benefits of education when he concludes that:

" The characterisation ofAfiican parefits us being intemted in schooling as O meuns to

attuin the maximum financial gain is a cnde over-simpZ$cation which has not been
adequateiy proved to e x i s ~ i af child wants to work in the ci@ und is able to find O
jùrmal salmied position, a father wiil be pleased On the other han4 f a s c h d lemter

should tum to agricuttwe or the informa1 sector to eum his living, the father is not
necessarily disillmioned nor does he feel he wasted his money " (Manin, R, 1975: 444445). An important benefit to women is in the fonn of lower fertility, better nutrition,

healtb and education of educated women's children. The problem, however, is that most

of the other benefits of education are difficult to quanti@ and thus the persistence use of
market eamings in most calculations of benefits to education.

3-4 Theoretical and Emirical Develomnent of Human Capital Mdels

The theoreticai and empirical development of the human capital model is usually

associated with Jacob Mincer, Garry Becker, and Ben-Porath among others. Mincer
(1958, 1974) forms the basis for most theoretical and empirical models. In contrast to

models that emphasise chance as a major determinant of eamings differentials, his model
is cast in a rational choice in which the differentials are a compensation for various
advantages and disadvantages of receiving those incornes. To simpliQ Mincer begins
with a model that assumes that: (1) al1 individuals have identical abilities and equal
opportunities to enter any occupation; (2) occupations differ in the arnount of training
they require; (3) flow of earnings is constant throughout the working life; (4) zero

depreciation both during schaaling and during working Me; (5) postponement of
eamings due to training is tantamount to a reduction of the eaming span; (6) the cost of

training are only the forgone earnings (Mincer, 1958: 258, 1974: 8-9). With these
assumptions then he proceeds to show the effects of schooling on earnings. Denoting:
Vn= Present value of an individual lifetime earnings at the start of training
Yn= annual eamings of an individual with n years of training
F

discount rate (interest rate)

t== 0,1,2 ,........., 1 time, in years

d= difference in the amount of training, in years
I= length of working life plus length of training
e= base of natural logarithrns.

When discounting process is discrete and the process is continuous:

v"=

ynf(ee" )dr

=

II

Yn
-(P
- e-" ) . Similarly, the present value of lifeearnings of
r

individuals with (na) years of training is:

Yn - -d (e-r(n-d)
Vnd = r

- e - r ~ l) ,and solving for the ratio kn, na from equalising present

values Vn=Vn-d we get:

From equation (1) the following conclusions can be drawn; (a) Kn, n 4 is larger than

one, implying that people with more training have higher mual pay; (b) K.,n-â, is a
positive function of r, implying that the difference between earnings of individuals
differing by d yean of training is larger the higher the rate at which futwe income is

discounted; and (c) Kn, n 4 is a negative function of 1, irnplying that the difference
baween earnings of individuals is larger the shorter the general span of working life.
That is to say that the difference between a person with d amount of training and one
without has to be larger if a person has to invest in training whose benefits have to be
recouped in a short time. For someoae approaching retirement for instance, they would
need a big difference between their present pay and pay with training if they are to be

induced to invest in training at that age (Mincer, 1958: 285). The general conclusion

from this mode1 is that the more skills and experÏence are acquired over time, eamings
rise, but in later years ageing oRen brings about a deterioration of productivity and hence

a decline in earnings. Mincer concludes that "dlflerences in training resulr in dtxerences
in levds of eumings among occupations as well as diferences in dopes of lif-paths of

earnings among occupations"(Mincer, 1958: 288).

Becker and Chiswick (1966) present the idea of human capital in demand and
supply. The individual demand curve is derived fiom a schedule of marginal rates of
r e m or increments of investment in human capital and is downward sloping. The
supply cuwe shows the marginal costs in tenns of rising interest payments and is upward
sloping.

The intersection of the two c w e s detemines the equilibriurn level of

investment. If demand were greater than supply, then the marginal rate of retum would
exceed the marginal rate of interest, and income would be increased by additional

investment. Investors have different demand c w e s for human capital because they

differ in such characteristics as ability. The more able have a demand curve that is to the
right of that of the less able. Investors also have different supply curves because of
differences in economic circumstances. People from rich families have more access to

fiuids and thus apply a lower rate of discount to their forgone time for investing: thus
their supply curve is to the right of those fiom poorer families.
Using this model we can for instance address questions like equality of
opportunity. By the Becker - Chiswick model, this is equivalent to making the supply
c w e for human capital identical for al1 investors, ir., giving everyone an equal

opportunity to invest. This only leaves the demand side as the deteminant of eamings
differentials. The problem however is that, some of the demand detenninants, like
ability, may still be highly positively comlated with level of wealth, such that equality of
opportunity is unfairly extended to those who are not entitld to a subsidy. If the aim was
to equalise lifetime earnings and improve general income distribution, it is not surprising
that income differentials and general income distribution might remain the same or even

worsen defeating the whole pirpose of equalising lifetime incomes.

The idea of optimal hurnan capital production is well developed in Ben-Porath
(1967) and Becker (1 967). Mincer (1958, 1962) observed that people make most of their

investments when they are young and that observed eamings are relatively low at early
ages and rise as investment declines. Ben-Porath provides an answer by combining the
arguments conceming the demand for education with a more explicit treatment of the
supply, or cost conditions, facing the individual (Ben-Porath, 1967). Ben-Porath assumes
that in every year of one's life they invest in themselves in accordance with costs and
knefits of investment at that stage of the life cycle. hdividuals are thought of to behave
the same way as firms. The benefits are in the fonn of present value of extra wages

obtajnable fiom the incremental unit of investrnent. To introduce the cost side he
introduces a human capital production fiinction. The output (Q) =f (Y T, R), where K

denotes previously accurnulated human capital, T is time, and R is other market
resources (Mincer, 1974). The marginal cost curve is assumed to be upward sloping on
the bsis that the production fiction is subject to diminishing rehuns. He ignores

leisure in his analysis and also assumes that the stock of huma. capital is homogeneous
and subject to an exogenously given rate of depreciation, 8. He postulates a human
capital production fiinction in the form:
Qt =

p~~tKt)~'&
where
~,

BI,

>O, and where Qt is the flow of human capital

produced; D is the quantity of purchased inputs (Ben-Porath, 1967). Following Polacheck
and Siebert (1993) let us denote Et as the most that individual aged t could earn if al1

available time was spent working (eamings capacity). This would be equal to the amount
of hurnan capital accumulated in the p s t (Kt) multiplied by the wage rate per unit of

human capital (w), Le., wKt. Let us further assume that the hurnan capital production

',

fiuiction is a Cobb-Douglas type: Qt- ( ~ t K t ) ~ .where St is the proportion of human
capital Kt diverted h m eamings, Le., used for fuither production of h m a n capital;
OGt-4 ; b is the ability parameter; 04% 1. Further suppose that the costs of investment
are only the forgone earnings: Ct= wStKt
The benefits Bt= PV (w, i) Qt, which is the present value of the Stream of future
wages that the extra unit of investment will bring. Assuming the individual retires at age

65 then these benefits are:

' The quantity ofpurchad inputs (Dt) and depreciationrate are omitted h m to malte the solution simple.
20

The marginal b e n e f i ~aBt\dQt

1
- (l+i)6st
)

W

= -(1

r

(2)

';
1

Since Ct = wStKt and Qt = ( ~ t K t )then
~ StKp ~t
Marginal COSF XtfdQt = (

a

1

) ~t i-l

W

1

Ct = w ~"(3) t
1-b
-

Equating (2) and (4) and solving for Qt:

There are three relationships that we can bring out from equation (5). First, a
higher b is aswciated with higher human capital production (Qt) and therefore higher
earnings. This implies that more able people do invest more in themselves than the l e s
able ones; the reasoning being that more able people do face lower marginal costs to
human capital production (Mincer, 1974). Secondly, there is an inverse relationship

between the discount rate (i) and human capital accumulation (Qt). Individuals facing
higher discount rates will invest less, accumulate less capital, and consequently have
lower growth in eamings over their lives.

Polacheck and Siebert (1993) argue that

people who face high discount rates are likely to be the poor. This they argue, is the
equity basis for subsidising education. M y , there is an inverse relationship between t

or age and human capital (Qt).

The lower t is, the higher the human capital

accumulation; that is younger people do invest in themrlves more than older ones do.

This is because as one gets old, the time p e r d for reaping the benefits of human capital

investment becomes shorter; and hence they face a lower marginal revenue/benefit. As
one ages, the marginal revenue coatinuously decrease untii it is zero at retirement age,
where it is assumed that the individual stops investing at all. By setting t = 65, Qt = 0,
implying that individuals do not invest in themselves d e r retirement Mincer points out
that generally "the higher the marginal revenue m e and the fower the marginal cost
curve, the larger the imesmient in hunmn capiaf in any giwR perios' (Mincer, 1974:
15).

Weizsacher (1993) provides a more rigorous lifecycle model of individual
eamings that extends Ben-Porath's work by providing an explicit structural approach that
permits explicit treatment of certain human capital variables. The life-cycle model

assumes the fom of a control problem, which can then be solved for optimum values.
This also allows for a comparative analysis of optimum values. nie model is based on
the following assumptions: (1) labour supply is omitted in the analysis - this implies that
the time spent in the labour market is fixed and constant for al1 working periods; (2) an
individual's human capital stock reflects the individual's productive economic skills,
talents and knowledge; (3) human capital does not affect tk utility associated with any
given conswnption plan

-

intangible benefits of accumulating human capital are

accordingly ignorai; (4) there is a perfect capital market for human capital investment this allows for availability of unresüicted h d s for lending and borrowing at a constant

rate of interest; (5) the prices in the model (human capital pnce or wage Ft, educational
goads pnce or tuition and book fees, P and interest rate) are constant, exogenous, market

determineci futor prices, i.e., individuals act as price taken in al1 markets; (6)

individuals have perfea knowledge about themselves and are risk neutral (Weizsacker,
1993: 25-29).

The description of the individual's formation of income is as follows: at the
beginning of his worlring life, the individual hm an initial human capital stock = KO (>O).
Given the wage rate R, the eamings of the individual in the initial pend are RKo. The
individual cm increase his stock of human capital in two ways: by reinvestment of their
stock and by buying educational markets goods. Representing the stock of human capital

diverted away for investment in period zero by s b then the eaming realised in p e r d
zero amount to R (Ko- s,,Ko) = RKo (1-s. ) [Ml]. if direct education costs are PDo,
where P is their pnce and D is their qmtity, then disposable eamings in period zero are

RKo( 1-so> PIh=Ao. in general for al1 periods then:
An

RK, (1 -s&

PD,,Sn€[O, 11, D,,E [O,O~],R>O, PM;n=û...N.

To describe how the individual capital stock changes over time Weizsacker then
introduces an intemaliseci human capital production fiuiction similar to one introduced
by Ben-Porath (1967). This is the form Q,, =b.

( a d b '~ . ;with
b ~the usual assumptions

that bl +b2 4 implying diminishing r e m s to scale in human capital production; b, and

b2 give the production elasticities of the factors s,k& and D,,respectively; & is a factorneutraI parameter of production efficiency

- it reflects the ability of the individual to

increase their productive capacity. It is deteminecl by a number of factors summarised

as follows: bo

= b o p (G,H07CU);DF(H07CU);QPC(a,b,c7);CR;SQ];
LA denotes

learning ability, which in t u . depends on genetic factors (G), cultural influences (CU),
family background (HO).

DF denotes the Lydall's D-factors such as motivation,

ambition, selfdiscipline, will power, etc. These are noncognitive factors, which are

influenced by family background, and cultural factors. QPC denotes other personality
traits such as leadership qualities and organisational abilities, which depend on factors
such as ability to take nsks and ability to assume responsibility. CR denotes class rank
variables, for example grades, while SQ denotes school quality. The partials for al1 the
five groups of determinanu are expected to be positive; i.e. ûbJdLA>O, &/aDlaDEM, etc.
(Wiezsacker, 1993: 32-37).
In contrast with Ben-Porath, Weizsacker includes an implicit human capital

production fûnction to take account of the fact that human capital profits fiom leaming

l
.The
by doing phenornena This is done by including an expression c(l-Q& d
proportionality to

K. reflects the

idea that the higher the human capital, the better

equipped one is to leam fiom experience. An accumulation equation for human capital

stock is therefore summarised as follows:
Kn+l = K, + Q +c(l-%)K.

a&,

n=û,...,N-1, Ko*;

where 6 is the depreciation rate

reflecting ageing, failing mental agility, etc.

The individual's objective function is to choose S. and Q, given the above

=x
N

constraint so as to maximise the present value of disposable income V:

A,(1+ r)-" .

n 4

T h i s problem takes the forrn of a control problem, which can be summarised as:

M i

b m 49lWm E['A~l)

V=

,

L, ( K.: s,,, Dn)+ LN (KN),under the constraint that:

Kn+,= g(Kn; %yDn),n=û,...,N1:; given KoM. Where Ln (Kn; s,,, Da:=An (l+r)q
n= O, ...,N-1:

~z~+[l +c(1-~#5]Kn.The solution to this problem requires the

g(&:&,4):= b O ( m b l

definition of a sequence of Hnsuch that aHJds, =O, aH,,/dDn=O; n= O...N-1. This then
solves for optimum values SQ' and '
.
D from the stationary conditions above (Weizsacker,
1993: 40-52).

The above mode1 was base4 çn an asswaption of an exogenously given Ko. But
part of the initial Ko would have been generated endog~nudy-eomeducation before

entry into the working life. To complete the model Weizsacker therefore incorporates
the education decision that occurs before entry into the market. By backward induction

Ko= Ko(S) to make the optimal disposable camings a bction of S, with s~[O,ao]; dKo/
dSM. The objective then is to find the S that will create the b a t of al1 trajectories for
the individual. The control pmblem in the previous section Oves the value V'

=

~~*@)(l+i)"= v*(s).The ta& becomes maxirnising this value with respect to S.
n=û

discounteci to the tirne of the choice of S. Igwring the direct costs of schooling, the
maximisation problem becomes: MarW
sdO.-]

=

v*(s)(1+r)*, where W is the value of fbture

disposable earnings. To obtain the optimum length of basic education we require that
dW/dS =O: obtaining dv0/ds(S.)

= h(l+r)~'(~').In other words, the pend of full

time

schwling is extended until the marginal p i n of increase in S. d ~ ' / dequals
~
opportunity
costs ln(l+r)v' h m the delayed start of income flow (Weizsacker, 1993: 53-57). In

order to find a solution for this model the function of Ko(S) is specified as Ko(S) = & +

alS; a,,*,

al*;

Sts[O,ao].

Q represents the stock of human capital at the

beginning of the

planning penod; and its a function of genetical inheritances (O), home environment (HO)

and cultural environment (CU). al is the panuneter for production eficiency like b. in

the production fiuiction of the previous section. It represents the individual's leming

eficiency dunng the full t h e schooling phase; al = al[LA(GJIO,CU); DF(HO,CU), and
like b,, the partials are p a t e r than zero, i.e. &,/&A

s0,dai/dDRO (Weisacker, 1993:

53-60). The problem can then be solved for the optimum amount of full time schooling

s'

rtie mode1 produces the following factors that determine eanilngs differentials:

prices R, P, r; structural parameter c,6, bl, b2 and production efficiency p m e t e a

and

b.

al

The advantage of this model is that it brings out explicitly some of the

determinants of eamings differentials like home environment and cultural factors into the
model, in other words it has more structure than most human capital models and yet
arrives at a closed solution for the optimum values. Macroeconomic aspects such as
economic growth, inflation, unemployment, cm for instance be added easily with a
specification R(.), P(.), and fi.).
The theoretical link between human capital and lifetime eamings is summarised
in the form of an eamings profile. Earnings are seen as a return to training (both

schooling and on-the job). Since human capital grows over the life cycle by means of
investment and declines by means of depreciation and obsolescence, eamings change
accordingly. An average eamings profile shows rapid growth during the first decade of
working life, lesser growth subsequently, and levelling in the third and fourth decades
(Mincer, 1980: 106-107). Why do eamings grow over the life cycle in a decelerating

fiashion?

Mincer puts the answer in the following words: "rhe lfe cycle growfh of

eumings refects the rate of accmuIation in persoml investments. This self-imestment
con be

unalysed as an optimisation decision of an individuaI... the investment may

increuse initiaIly, but continue at o dirninishing rate through the resf ofthe working li/"

(Mincer, 1980: 107). Investrnent diminishes over time because the benefits decline as the
payoff period shortens, while the oppomuiity cost of time is likely to rise over the

working life. This is why investments are concentrated at younger ages. Monover, net
investment (gross- depreciation) vanishes or tums negative earlier when depreciation
begins to outstnp maintenance, a progression which eventually brings about retirement
(Mincer, 1980).

3.5 Eurninns Functions

An important empirical tool for human capital models is the eamings function, as
pioneered by Jacob Mincer. Working with human capital models has involved working
with a variety of eaming fiinctions that are derived h m the original Mincerian eamings
function. According to Mincer (1980), the earnings fùnction is a mathematical and
econometric specification of the eamings profile. The basic Mincerian earnings function
is usually in the fom:

l n ~ t = a o + r ~ ~ + a ~ ~ - a ~ ~ ~ + ~ (1)
Where Yt is eamings, S is years of schooling, T is expenence, and u is the error term.
The coefficient of S (r) has been interpreted as the average rate of return to schooling.
Mincer (1 970,I974,1980) derives this fiuiction from the following postdates: Demote Yt

as observed eamings; and Et as potential eaminp, which is the arnount of earnings that
could be observed if there was no investment in time t, i.e. the rnost that an individual

aged t could earn if he spent al1 his time working. The difference between Et and Yt is
the part of capacity eamings diverteci away fiom the market for m e r investment, Ct,
which are the forgoae eamings. Therefore:

Yt=Et-Ct

(2)

But eamings capacity grows over time because of investment so that at time t Et

exceeds &-, by the rate of retum on investment incurreà in period (t-1).

Thus:

J5= 6-1+ rt-G-1

(3 1,

where rbl is the rate of retum on investments in (t-1).

and fiom (2) then:

Eo is the original eamings capacity, i-e. before investment or eamings capacity for
someone who has never been to school. The next step is to express the variables on the

right-hand side of (5) in terms of tirne spent in investment or earnings foregone. They are
expressed in this way because the monetary costs of investments are not observable in
data, especially for pst-school investment. Mincer accomplishes this by viewing the
ratio of investment expendinire to gross earnings (kJ as a time equivalent amount of
investment:

kt = CtEt

(6)

t of 20% for

instance implies that 20% of the year's gross earnings was spent in

investment (Mincer, 1980: 108-109).

From (6) then

=m;
and substituthg this into (3) then:

&=hl
+r,-l(E,-lk3 = Et-,(l +rk,-,), andbyrecunion:
E, = &(l+rb)( 1+rk l)-..(l +rkM), which when approximated in logarithms is:

Segregating the k-tenns into schooling and pst-school investments equation (7)
becomes:

S represents years of schooling, r, is the rate of retum to schooling, and r, is the rate of

retum to pst-school investment.

Equation (8) is simplified further by using the
s-1

information that kt = 1 during the schooling phase, implying that: x k ,

= S:

(8) is

1=0

therefore:

Following Borjas (1981) we assume that pst-schml investment (kj) declines
monotonically with experience. This is predicted to occur because earlier investments
have a longer payoff period, and investments undertaken later in the lifecycle are more
expensive. Human capital will therefore increase at a decreasing rate and so will
earnings. Borjas (1981: 366) suggests the following functional fom descrïbing the path
of investment over the life cycle:

k=ko-Pt

(10)

is the initial level of investment ratio, and

where

is the rate of decline of human

capital investment. Rewriting equation (9) ia continuous form and substituting equation
( IO), and integrating yields:

Since Yt= E@kt), then the earnings fiuiction can be written as:
inYt = In& + ln(1-kt)

(12)

Substituthg(1 1) into (1 2) for ln& we have:

The difference between ln& and lnYt is ln(1-kJ . InE, lnYt when ln(l4) is
small, and it is small when kt 4; i.e., when there is no more time diverted to investment,
potential earnings are equal to actual earnings. Before then, potential would always be
grrater than actual by the amount ln(1-kt). For purposes of econometric estimation (1-kt)
is estimated by one or more tenns.

If we assume ln(l-k, ) = 4 , then equation (13)

becomes:

Equation (14) cari be approximated by (1) with only an addition of an error terni ut as:
Y t = h + r s S + alT-a2T+u,;
where,

a0

= (1nEo-ko);

al

= r&, +f3;

a2 =

@;
r is the average rate of r e m to
2

-

schooling ;T is experience, which is estimated by Mincer as (Age-S 6), where 6 is the

approximate age at which the individual starts school (Mincer, 1980: 1 1 1). Equation (14)
has been the basis of most empirical research using human capital models.
Murphy and Welch (1990) point out that quadratic specifications of the eamings
fiinction such as the one above result in significantly biased estimates of the eamings
profile. They show that the quadztic spification understates early career earnings
growth by about 30%-50% and overstates midcareer growth by 20%-50%. They show
that alternative specifications reduce the bias significantly. The cubic approximation
show a noticeable pattern similar to the quadratic, while the quartic residuals show very
little pattern (Murphy and Welch, 1990: 202-2 17).

3.6 F~tenvionsofEaminns Functions andsome Empiricaf Resulrs
Since the pioneering work of Mincer (1974), many eamings equations have been

estimated for both developed and developing countries. These estimates have been
improving, in terms of both data and the sophistication of the techniques used. The usual
procedure for estimating lifecycle patterns was to use cross section age- eamings profiles
based on easily available data from census and household micro data. Until recently
panel data were not available, but even were they were available they have a major defect
that they follow the individual for a limited time p e n d According to Rosen (1980),
cross section data have a limitation in that they mix cohorts experiencing vastly different
labour market and education experiences. One major deficiency that was mognised
about the simple Mincerian earnings fùnction was that it did not take into account the

effects of personal ability and investment financing opportunities as major determinants
of earnings. Mincer brings this point clearly when he asserts that " If equality of

opporrunityprevailed, income d~flerentialswill still exist because more able people will
have an incentive to invest more. Converse&, men if oïl people were equaI& able.
d@eernt oppormities. due either to differences in inherited weulrh or other constraints.

would result in d@ierences in investments and therefore eurnings " (Mincer, 1980: 12 1).

The omission of ability dso leads to a biased estimate of the rates of r e m to education.
A great deal of research has gone into elucidating the role of ability and

opportunity in eaniings, reporting generally a positive correlation between education,
sociwconomic background and measures of ability. Taubman, using data on identical
twins to control for differences arising fkom genetical endowment and family
environment concludes that not controlling for genetics and family environment may
cause a large upward bias, up to two-thirds of the non-controlled coefficient (Taubman,

1976: 459). Other studies find similar results; Le., controlling for these variables does

reduce the schooling coefficient2An exception is Griliches (1977) who found no left out
ability bias in the eamings equation. One major problem for studies that find a major
bias however is that, they are confionted with measurement problems. For instance, some

use IQ as a proxy for ability, fder's occupation for family background, etc.: measures
which themselves do not hilly capture the variables they are meant to measure.
Moreover Mincer (1980) argues that most of the studies find a correction for ability that
is minor. Rosen makes a similar conclusion when he argues that "there is now a

smcient number of such studies to reach something of a consemus that the effects of lefi

See Mincer (1980: 120-125 and Rosen (1980: 139-144) for a detailed discussion ofthese results.

out ability measures bias rates of return to schooling. but the blas probably is less thon
30% and may be substanfiai&iess than that" (Rosen; 1 980: 139).
A second major omission fiom the hurnan capital mdels is school quality.

Cohort &ta combine individuals who have gone through different schooling qudities. A

study by Card and Krueger (1992), using pupiVteacher ratios, average term length, and
relative teacher pay as proxies for school quality, do find that school quality does matter.
Men who were educated in states with high quality schools do have higher retums to
additional years of schooling. Wise (1975) and othen also find a strong schwl quality
effect on earnings3. Rosen (1980) questions whether it is school quality that is king
measured by these proxies since some studies report immense collinearity among schml
quality, neighbourhood and farnily background indicaton.

He argues that school

conscious parents, typically with high sociwconomic status, instil similar values in their
children and tend to purchase higher quality education for them (Rosen, 1980: 134). The
initial distri'bution of assets therefore rnatters and those advantages can be hansferred
between generations. Thus education expansion might be associated with increases in
income inequality.
A third omitted variable is usually the houn worked. It is observed that the

educated worken spend a greater amount of time in gainfil employment than the less
educated. This gives them greater oppoctmity for further job investment and thus ability

to cornmand higher earning in the future. Some studies correct for differences in hours

by inciuding a variable log hours in their eamings huictions [for instance, Kugler and

See Rom (1980) for M e r discussion of thir aspect.
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Psacharopoulos (1989), Psacharopoulos and Alarn (199 111. But this correction introduces
another potential econometric problem in the form of simultaneous equation bias since
hours-worked are endogenous to the model. Such a potential problem is however
capable of beiag tested using for instance a Hausman-Wu test for exogeneity. Most
studies, including the above-cited ones, however, do not test for such a potential pmblem.
A fourth problem with human capital models is that rehims

?O

experience might Vary

with level of schooling, in that the more schwted would have a higher rate of retum to
expenence. Psacharopoulos and Layard (197%) quanti@ this interaction by extending
their eamings fmctions to include ternis in which the level of experience is multiplied by
the level of schding and its square tenn. The drawback with this formulation,
according to McNabb and Richardson is that it imposes an arbitrary stmcture on the

nature of the interaction: there is no reason to be confident that the outcornes are
multiplicative. It also makes interpretation of coefficients to schooling and experience
difficult. They instead estimate the r e m s to experience for different schooling groups,
and r e m s for schooling for different levels of experience (McNabb and Richardson,
1989: 58). nie last problem with human capital models is that the dependent variable,

Le., earnings is itself not fully measured since most studies usually uses paid out wages

as a measure of -ngs.

The missing wmponents are the fnnge benefits and other

wage supplements. Such omission creates a downward bias on the measured effects of
the human capital invesîments.

Duncan (1976) uses fnnge benefits and other

nonpecuniary benefits as measures of labour market reward The findings of this shidy

are that education is a sipificanî determinant of fnnge benefits; combining pecuniary
and nonpecuniary variables into a composite eamings measure increases the coefficient

of education by as much as 25% in some data The major problem with including fnnge
benefits however, is that data on fiinge benefits are usually not available on most survey
data; thus, the common use of pecuniary eamings as an acceptable masure in most

studies.
Apart €iom extending the human capital function in the ways described above,

human capital models have been applied across occupations, sexy regions, industries,
sectors, ethnic groups, etc., in both developed and developing countries. Generally
eamings fwictions in both developed and developing countries have been found to
explain at least one-third of earnings variations Marry studies on rates of return to
education have been conducted in large number of co~ntries.~Some notable general
results from such studies can be made. Firstly, rates of r e m are not far off the yield of
more conventional investments, i.e., they are comparable to those fiom physical capital
and they do fa11 ovet time following education expansion. A pattern of declining returns
to investment would be consistent with the equalising effect of educational expansion on
income distribution, i.e., other things k i n g equal, an increase in the nurnber of more
educated relative to the less educated would narrow the reward structure and hence lead
to a lower index of income inequality (Psacharopoulos, 1989: 225-226). Secondly, rates
of r e m are much higher in the developing countries than the developed countries reflecting both scarcity of human capital and barriers to the allocation of fun& to human
capital in developing countries.

Moreover, the power of forma1 education as an

explanatory factor in eamings is significantly greater in developing countiess. Third,

'Sœ for instance Psach8t0pouIos(1 985,1994)for a summary of these -dies.
Sce Psacharopwlos (1 985,1994)
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retums decline by level of schooling, i.e., they are highest for primary, followed by
secondary and least in higher education. These rates of retum are calculated using both
the elabmte method and eamings function method specified with dummies for different
levels of education.
Fourth, private rates are typicaily higher than social rates because of public
subsidisation of education in al1 parts of the world. Fiflh, the maximum distortion
between social and private rates is at the university because this level is more heavily
subsidised in most countries relative to other levels. Sixth, both private and social
returns are higher in the private sector than in the public sector of employment- due to
compressed public sector pay structure. Seventh, more general curricula have higher
rates of return than vocational education

- due to

higher unit costs for vocational

education from more specialised faculty and equipment.
Lastly, females ofien yield a higher rate of retum to education investment than
males, even though their average earnings are less than those of males. This is because
generally females face lower forgone eamings (Meier, 1995: 322-324, Psacharopoulos,
1989, 1994, Mazumder, 1989, Jain, 1991). Experience and education are the most

significant variabla in explaining variance of logarithm of eamings which is a measure
of inequality (Psacharopoulos, 1989).
Evidence also seems to be more consistent with the human capital theory of the
relationship beîween eaniings and education, rather than alternative theories of

screening, segmentation, etc. (Psacharopoulos, 1989). These general results are however
not without exception for certain general aspects discussed above. Ecuador for instance,

had a u-shaped kind of behaviour of rates of retum; retum were highest for primary, but

rate of retum for secondary education was lower than of university education (GornezCastellanos and Psacharopoulos, 1990). These rates were calculated using the elabrate
method This is a three step procedure. In the first stage a regrasion of the type:
Yi=a+bAgeE, + c ~ ~ e E , ~ (15)

is titted within subgroups of workers with the sarne level of education. In the second
step, age-earnings profiles are constructed by predicting the values of Y for given ages
and educational levels using formula (15). In the last step, the predicted values of Y are
inserted into formula (16) in order to compute the rate of retum (r) for each subgroup by
level of education:
%ypy,),(l+ryt=O

(16)-

where p stands for primary and ne stands for no education, and so on for secondary and

higher education. Levels of education variables are entered as durnmy variables (GomezCastellanos and Psacharopoulos, 1990: 22 1-222).
For Brazil and Venezuela, the rate of retum was higher for specialised education
rather than for pneral education (Tannen, 1991; Fisbein and Psacharopoulos, 1993).
Benne1 (1996) concludes that rates of return studies in Sub Saharan Afnca have deficient

and/ or incompatible data and methodologies. Secondly, îhat the conventional rates of
r e m patterns almost certainly do not prevail in Sub Saharan Afnca under current labour
conditions.

3.7 -M

The model to be used is the Human Capital Mode1 developed by Mincer (1974) with
some modifications. In this respect, education is seen as purely an investment in oneself
during school and later through training on the job. The standard Mïncwian empirical

model is in the fonn:
l n ~ , = a + b ~ + c +~u+ d ~ ~

(17)

where :
log Y, = the log of eamings in year t

S = Years of schooling

T = experience (pst-school investment in human capital)

T' = experience squared
u = the normally distributed residual variance in eamings.
a = entry-level wage to a new labour market entrant with no schooling;[a> O]
b = average rate of r e m to schwling; p]
c, d
<O];

= coefficients describing the of growth of

eamings over the life cycle;[c 4;[d

the negative value for d is to capture the concavity of the observed age- eamings

profile. This is a result of diminishing marginal retums to on-the -job training and rising
marginal costs of m e r training over time.
Two additional independent variables are added to this basic model; the

logarithm of hours worked to compensate for the differences in houn worked; and family
background to capture the parental background effect in determining investment. Family

ôackground is approximated by including dummy variables on education of the head of
the household and education of parents. This is imporîant for Botswana's economy given

the relatively unequal distribution of income and wealth. Chemichovsky points out that
"the variable with the most signtjicant impact on child schooling is the education of the
person heaiiing the houoehold: the more educoled the head of the household, the more
likeiy are his or her children to be enrolled in school, the longer their sroy in sclrool
before dropping ouf, a d the higher the level of schwling of children still enrolled"

(Chemichovsky, 1985: 329). Patrinos (1 999, measuring farnily background by father's
education, fin& that in Gceece the rates of rehini to education rise as the educational
attainrnent of the worker's father increases. Jallade (1982) breaks down Brau'lian
population into 14 socio-economic groups using sex, place of residence, place of origin,
and socio-economic background. He concludes that rates of r e m to primary education
tend to be highest for the highest income group and lowest for the lowest income group.
The rates of return to secondary education show a less clear pattern (Jallade, 1982: 188189).

Using ordinary least square methodsyequation (17) will then be

rwi separately

for male and female workers; employed and selfemployed; public and private

-

employment especially to test whether screening might be prevalent in Botswana's
labour market. High rates of return to workers in the public sector (which is assumed to

be less cornpetitive) compared to the private sector, will indicate some screening role of
education (PsacharopouIos, 1979% Zidennan, 1990,1992, Lambropoulos, 1992). Data
are also available by location, which allows for calculation of rates of retwn for each
location. Age-eamings profiles will also be constructed for each level of education;

which is smoothed out by applying a regression of the type:
Yi = a + bAgq + c ~ ~ e :

(18).

This regression is fitted within subgroups of workers with the same level of education.
Equation (18) is an ad hoc fitting regression6 Cornparhg the eamings functions for the

formal sector and the non-formal sector also tests screening, (which for the Botswana
economy are mostly self-employed)'. The selfemployed are the unscreened group. while
the employed are the screened group.
Eamings are to be defined as gmss wage or salary plus any other allowances like
car allowance, etc. To adjust for net wages we subtract taxes fiom gross eamings. This
distinction will be important for distinguishing between social and private retums. To
calculate private retums to the individual investor, the regressed 1nY will be the net
eamings. The variable for experience usually used in most human capital empirical work
is an estimate for potential experience; which as derived fiom Mincer (1974) is
approximated by A-S-6; where A is the age; S is the level of schooling, and 6 is an
approximate age at the beginning of schooling. This estimate assumes that the individual

spends al1 time after graduating in work until retirement. But factors such as extended
periods of unemployment may bias this estimate. It is especially true for women, who
rnight have spent most of that time niising children at home. nie supplementary survey
generated the actual years of experience as a mesure of T to avoid this potential bias.
With the FEES data, we approximate experience in the usual Mincerian way.
Two rates of r e m are estimated in this study; the social rate of retum and private
rate of tetum. Pnvate rates of retum are useful for explaining people's behaviour in

setking education of different levels and types. Social rates of retum, on the other hand,

6

7

See Psacharopoubs (1990,1991) for a discussion on smoothing out age-eanrings ftnctions.
See Rernpel, et al (1994) for resufts on informal activity in Botswana,

can be used to set priorities for future educational investments (Psacharopoulos, 1994).
In order to estimate the private rate of retwn to different levels of education, we convert
the continuous years of schooiing variables into a series of dummy variables refemng to

completion of main schooling cycles; pnmary, secondaryyand higher levcl of education.
Equation (17) is therefore modified into:

Where D* are dummy variables and k stands for level of education; H is houn of work
and F is family background variables. In this specification, the rate of return to the kth

level of education (rd is estimated by comparing the coefficient of 4 with that of Q.l
- 4 -4 - 1
and divide by the number of years of rhwling at the kth level; i.e. p nk

this study equation (19) is specified as follows:

where Prim,Sec, and High are the categones of education, with T Ting experience; h>
O, implying that those with more educated parents have more schooling and thus eam

more. The rates of retum to the different levels of schooling are derived from the
estimated coefficients b, c, and d from (20) as follows:

where S stands for the number of years of schooling of the subscripted education level
(FMmary, F secondary, II= higher). The coefficients are first adjusted by

This io in line with Haivorsen and Phquist (1980). Thy point out that the YPhK of the coefficient of a
dummy variable in d o g a r i t h regression equation is not a good estimate of the efIéct of that variable on
the variable being explainecl for large values of the coefficient. We thetefore adjust as pet their suggestion.

A recent line of research has questioned the empirical validity of the assumption

of equal retums for each year of schooling, and that retums to a partial completed school
cycle are zero (Hungerford and Solon, 1987; Dabos and Psacharopoulos, 1991;
Dougherty and Jimenez, 1991; Gnffin and Edwards, 1993). To allow for mon flexibility
in determination of education-eamings profiles and rates of retum, separate dummy
variables for each year of schooling completed are entered into eamings regressions and
cornpared with those obtained by using level of education dummies. Using each year of
education competed dummies allows us to compute rates of r e m for each year of
education completed, instead for each schooling cycle. Adopting this more flexible way,
Dougherty and Jimenez (1991), Griffin and Edwards (1993) find results that indicate that
eamings education profiles are convex and that rates of retum nse with level of
education. This might be due to a possibility that more able people obtain more
schooling, or that the quality of education increases as one rnoves up the education
ladder, or that direct costs, which are higher as students move up the educational ladder,
are not taken into account (Griffin and Edwards, 1993: 249-250).

The rate of retum so computed with the regession method, however, only takes into
consideration the forgone eamings as the only type of cost. To account for the private
direct costs of schooling a second method is used; we use the elaborate method, which
amounts to using the standard formula for intemal rates of retum:

where :

B= benefits, C = costs, r = interna1 rate of retum, n = the p e n d of Stream of costs and
benefits. This formula is used to calculate the overall rate of return rate of retum to
eàucation investment, and rates of r e m for each level of education. To calculate the
overall rate for instance we use B,= (Bp + Bs+ Bh )i and (C, + Cs+ Ch)t, where the Bs

are marginal economic benefits in the fonn of additional net earnings (afier tax income)
for primary, secondary and higher level respectively. The Cs are also the marginal costs
for those levels.
To calculate the rate of r e m for an individual level of schml, the same formula
above is used, but now the benefits are the differences between the earnings of that level
and the preceding one. The opportunity costs are measured by the w a p of the
proceeding level multiplied by the nwnber of years taken for thet level. Unlike the costs

based on the Mincerian eamings fiuiction, the costs useà in the formula above include
both opportunity costs and direct individual costs. One other advantage of using this
method as opposed to the Mincerian earnings hction is that forgone eamings for
primary school children can be explicitly adjustad Psacharopoulos (1994) observed that
primary school children, mostly those aged 6-12, do not forego earnings during the entire
length of their studies; hence it is a mistake to mechanically assign them six yean of
forgone eamings as their opportunity cost of education. With this method we can,
however assign some reasonable yean of opportunity cost for pnmary education (usually
three years). Assigning opporhmity costs to more years of pnmary education might not
bias the rates of retum to education grossly for the Botswana economy, given that girls
and boys do help a lot in the rural household even before they are ten years of age. The
job of taking care of the small stock falls in large part to younger boys, while older boys
(10 and over) herd and water the cattle.

Mueller (1984), Chernichovsky (1985),

document substantial economic contributions of children to the household even at early
ages, normally starting to be detemnt to schooling at age 9 and above. This study
therefore assumes three years as reasonable years to assign to opportunity cost to primary
schooling.
To compute social rates of retum, we use the same formula above, but now the
bemefits are calculated using gross eamings (eamings before tax). The costs will also

have added to opportunity costs and individual costs to education the cost per student

fiom society as a f o m of gant or subsidy.
To deal with the equity issues of education three things are considered First, a
ratio between social and private rates of education for each level is calculated. A high
ratio implies that the level of education is more highly subsidised than others. A second

method used is to calculate rates of r e m to different socioeconomic groups categorised
on the bais of family background which are proxied by education of the head of the
household and education of parents. Retums are expected to rise as the education of the
head of the household and parents increase, suggesting a positive interaction behveen
schooling and social origin in the eamings determination pmcess. Paninos (1 995) points
out these results may be due to two things; first that students with more educated parents
score higher marks because of a more conducive leaming environment rather than their
inherent ability; and second that those fiom privileged backgrounds obtain better jobs
regardless of their ski11 because they have more contacts.

Heckman and Hotz (1 986)

also find that the education of the mother had persistently strong and robust effects on
earnings for males in Panama.
A difficulty in estimating earnings hctions by gmups is that the actual samples

of individuals selected, particularlythose with positive earnings, may not be completely

random, as mechanisms of ~el~selection
may be at work to determine ones employment

or educational status. Using a two-stage estimation procedure proposed by Heckman
(1976) the inverse of Mills' ratio in earnings models are constructed for various regimes.
This is then inserted into the right hand side of the eamings equation before reestimating

it.

3.8 Data and Testable Hytwtheses

Following standard Mincerian procedure, the study uses cross section data from
the 1993194 Household Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES). This is a swey that is
made every ten years, this king the second one. The data generated from this survey is
micro data collected at the household level. It reports for instance, occupation by
industry, gross wage and deductions from wage, education of al1 family members, age,
gender, and expenditure on education. This data is supplemented by a sample swey
done by the author in 1996. This was necessary to test some of the issues in which HIES
data was thought to be inadquate.
A number of hypotheses are tested using the methodology and data described

above. These are as follows:
1) the retunis to education are higher in the private sector than the public sector

supporting the productivity-enhancing role of education in the private sector and some

screening role and cornpressed pay structure in the public sector;

2) given the hi& subsidisation of education in Botswana, the private rate of retum to
education is higher than the social rate of retum, with the highest distortion being at the
higher levels of education;
3) those from less privileged backgrounds experience lower returns to schooling at al1

levels of education;
4) retums to education (both social and private) decline by level of schooling reflecting

diminishing retwns to schooling, i-e., r e m s to primary schooling are higher then
seconciary education, and the latter is higher than retum to higher education; and

5) retums to education for females is higher than for males given their lower forgone

eamings.
3.9 Limitatiom of the s t d v

niere are a number of limitations to this study. The first limitation relates to the

use of cross sectional data To constmct life-cycle age eamings data one needs panel
data that follows individuals for a substantial amount of time. Cross section data mixes

individuals who have gone thmugh different schooling cycles and employment
experiences, Le., it combines cohorts that might have gone through sigificantly different
experiences both in school and in the labour market. Panel data is however still a luxury
in the developed countries, let alone the developing counties where it's not available;

thus almost al1 studies on rates of rehim and eamings differentials use cross section data.

The second limitation is that there is no control in the mode1 for the quality of education
,

and ability. The major problem with quality of education variable however, is that, there
is usually no precise way of measuring it except by using proxies like teacher's
education, pupiVteacher ratios, etc. Such data, however, is usually not available in micro

data and is not reported in HIES. Given Rosen's (1980) observation regarding strong
collineanties between school qdity and family backgrounds indicators, part of the
omission for school quality might be taken care of by the farnily background variable
included in this study. Not comcting for ability does bias the results upwards. Data
limitations do not allow for no-monetary benefits to education. Benefits to education are
therefore limited only to monetary benefits. Due to data limitations, we dso do not deal
with the wastage in al1 the education cycles. Sorne people might require more years to

complete an education cycle than others. This will have the effect of raising the cost side
and therefore lower the rates of return to education. We also do not include capital costs

in our consideration of costs. This omission creates a bias in favour of tertiary education
since the capital costs br upper levels are much higher than for lower levels. One of the

major problems of dealing with capital costs is how to find the depreciation value for the
things like buildings, equipment, etc.

CHAPTER FOUR
TFIE BOTSWANA LABOUR MARKET
4.I introduction

The main purpose of this chapter is to investigate the relationship between
education and eamings in Botswana The first section gives an overview of the
relationship in general. This is followed by a discussion of the development of the major
institutional structures that influenced the labour market in Botswana. In the next
sections we present some major characteristics of workers fkom the 1993/94 Household
Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES) &ta and a supplementary s w e y data. This is
followed by a discussion of the major sources of eamings differentials using HIES data
and a supplementary survey data. This involves fitting Mincerian earnings functions by

gender, location, and type of employment and type of organisation.
The last two sections present age/experience- eamings profiles fiom both data
sets and a discussion of the relationship between education and the labour markets ove?

tirne.

4.2 Education and labour markets

Human capital theory relies on observed earnings differentials as a means to
measure the benefits to a certain level of education. Understanding how the labour
market fbnctions to determine those earnings is therefore important to undestanding the

hurnan capitai model. A major assimiption of the human capitai model is that the labour
market is perfectly cornpetitive. The implication of such an assumption is that the wages
that are p i d to the worken reflect their marginal productivity and are determined by the

forces of demand and supply. The demand and supply functions in tum reflect the profit
maximisation khaviour of employers and the utility maximisation of workers and a
notion of cornpetitive equilibrium

The interaction of demand and supply would

determine the equilibrium wage and employment and would adjust the market back to
equilibrium whenever a disequilibrium situation exists. If there is an increase in high
school graduates for instance, the market will automatically adjust their wages downward
to reflect the abundance of such ski11 relative to demand.
Since the 1970's a wide range of alternative labour market theones have been
developed. The theones have emerged largely in response to a number of empirical
observations of the industtialised countries labour markets which have been at odds with
the implications of the neo-classical theory. Hinchliffe (1987) mentions poverty and
income inequality, failure of education and training to raise the inwmes of the poorest
groups, among others, as the empirical oddities observed The alternative theones of

labour market fwictioning can be divided into labour market segmentation and job
cornpetition rnodels. Generally, segmentation models assert that labour markets are

characterised by a number of segments, each of which has different conditions of
employment, and recruits among different segments of the labour force (Hinchlifle,
1987). In developing countries for instance, segmentation may be in the fonn of fonnal

versus informa1 sector labour market; where a worker employai in the latter can not
easily move to the former. The implication is that the workers in the fonnal sector are

sort of sheltered nom competing with those outside the sector. Such labour market
sheltering usually cornes in the fonn of institutional factors such as unions.

The job cornpetition model is based on the uncertainty that surrounds the hiring
of labour, i.e., the fim usually does not have much information about the worker during

hiring tirne. As a rnult, highly stnictuted labour markets develop within the fim. A
worker is recruited to a career path and not a job and his or her eamings might initially be
lower than the altemative eafnings, during the probation or training perd. Wages are
based on characteristics of jobs rather than the characteristics of the people in them. An
important aspect of alternative models to the neo-classical model is that firms react to
changes in supply of workers and other demand shocks by adjusting quantities rather than
prices, nurnbers employed rather than wages. As a result, we have sort of 'bbumps",
w h the educated worker 'bbumps"the less educated workers out of the jobs. Burnping
rests on the assumpions that both rigid wages and education screening are important
features of the labour market, assumptions that are likely to be mie in countries where

the public sector is a large employer. Manmider summarises the bumping mode1 by
pointing out that, "Whor huppens when the supply of educated 1abow continues to outrun
the demandfor labour in thosejubsfor which the educated ore typically ernployed? fier
rime, entployer.. respond to the excess supply by raising the minimum educational

requirement for those jobs...as long as there are job seekers with f i e r yeurs of
education who are being crowded out. the rate of r e t m to education will not fuW'

(MaPunder 1989: 89).9

9

For fùrther discussion on education and alternative labour market modds see Bhagwati and Srinivasa

(1 977); Thurow (1 976).

4.3 fierview of BO~SWUM
's Incornes pokv

Botswana inherited fiom the colonial period a public sector salary structure based
the racial discrimination of the South Anican system. At independence there was a 36 to
1 ratio between the highest and the lowest paid jobs (Hamey and Lewis,

1990). The

governrnent planned to reduce that ratio h m the early stage by increasing the wages of
the lowest paid, while holding constant the pay of the highest paid. The first major step
was a consultancy in 1970 which undertook

a study of wages and wages policy in

Botswana. The report constituted the b i s for a White Paper, "National Policy on
Incornes, Employment, Prices and Rofits; Govemment Paper No. 2 of 1972" (Kann, et
al. 1988: 101).
The policy stated that private sector salaries were to confom to, an4 on no
account significantly exceed those in government. Minimum wages in the forma1 sector
were also instituted and were to be based on comparable rural incornes (Republic of
Botswana, 1972). The implementation of the incomes policy was monitored by a body

bnnging together govenunent and representatives of employers and employees hown as
National Employment, Manpower and lncomes Council (NEMIC). The implementation
of the policy has, however always been voluntary since there was no legislation to back it

up. Minimum wages are applied to unskilled employees and have legal force in the
construction, manufachiring, road transport, trade and hotel secton (Kann, et al. 1988:
102). To facilitate more control of wages in the parastata! and pnvate secton, another
structure, the Wages Policy Cornrnitke (WPC) was created. Its main h c t i o n was to
process and approve private and parastata1 sector wages and salaries. This was sort of a
"watch dog" for govemment over these sectors. The memben of W C were senior
govemment officials. The private sector employen and twde unions wm not represented

in this cornmittee (Colclough and Olsen, 1983)
Despite the fact that the Incomes Policy was based on voluntary restraint by the
parastatals and the private sectors of the economy, some parts of the policy finctioned

successfully. One notable aspect is that the eamings in the pnvate and parastata1 sectors
kept their relationship to the public sector up to at lest the mid 1980s m n , et al.
1988). Salaries differentials between top level worker and lower level worker also

decreasd The pay of a permanent secretary to that of an unskilled labourer fell fiom
26: 1 in 1970, to 13:1 in 1974, where it stayed until there was a reversal to 17:1 in 1978.

The pressure for r e v d was maidy coming from more citizens moving into higher civil
service grades (Colclough and McCarthy, 1980). Another source of pressure for higher

incomes at the senior level was the widening gap between local and expatriate employees
doing comparable jobs. Since government was recniiting expatriates intemationally,
expatriate incoma rose, while citizen salarieswere king held dom.
Despite the pressure fiom citizens, govenunent managed to keep the ratio fairly
constant at around 17 or 18 to one up to the mid 1980s (Harvey and Lewis, 1990).
Oommen shows that distribution of wagedsalaries within the format sector as a whole
was more equitable between 1974 and 1979. The ginicoefficient for 1974 was 0.5 8 for
al1 employees and falls to 0.49 when only citizen eamings are considered. For 1979 the
gini-coefficient works out to 0.57 and 0.45 for al1 employees and citizens respectively. It
is evident that it was the noncitizen earnings that made the distribution less equitable

(Oommen,et. al, 1983: 44-45).
Towards the end of the 1980'~~
however, govemment had to yield to the pressure
as it was losing much of ifs skilled manpower to the unrestncted pnvate sector. The

result was a 1990 "decompression" exercise that suas aimed at deampressing salaries of
the public sector to give an incentive for workers to stay with govemment. This was a
prvt of the 1990 Revised National hcomes policy. Among other things, the top person in

the civil senice received an increase of 83%, while the bottom peson received just an
inflationary adjustment of 12%. The results of this exercise were that the income
differential increased tremendously to a b u t 34 to 1, almost doubling (Republic of

Botswana, 1990).

The Revised 1990 Incornes Policy provides that private sector wages are to be

market detemined, with the need to remain cornpetitive and the profit motive
constraining the degree to which salaries could be r a i d To make sure wages are set

with caution, govemment salary adjustments are supposed to provide a reference point
around which wage settlements betweem employers and employees should be negotiated.

On the other hand, parastatds were restricted to conforrn to the top and bottom wages
and salaries of govemment. Between the top most paid wwker and the least paid one,
parastatals were no longer required to tie wages and salaries job-to-job with govemment
scales (Republic of Botswana, 1990).
A major source of influence on wages and salaries in Botswana was a series of

Salary Review Commissions in the public sector. Since wages in the pnvate and

parastata1 sectoa were tied ta the public sector wages, this mesnt indirectly influencing
wages in those sectors. Since 1981, annual reviews of public sector salaries have been

carried out as part of govemment amual budget activity. Most of it has usually been

annual across the board inflationary adjustments to wages and salaries.
4.4 General Summurv of Data

In this section we present an analysis of Botswana' labour market fiom two data
sets; the 1993/94 Household Income and Expenditure S w e y (HIES)

and a

supplementary Survey to HIES done in 1996.

The Household Incarne and Expenditure data was provided by 3608 households
living in r d o m l y selected dwellinp al1 over Botswana These households were selected

fiom dwellings within 144 blocks randomly selected fiom 3088 blocks. This represents
approximately 4.5% of the blocks. Seventy-two of these 144 blocks are h m the urban
areas, while 36 are fiom the urban villages and the remaining 36 are fiom the rural areas

or villages. For the purpose of this study only those with positive eaniings aged between
15 and 65 years of age were selected. The number of cases (after removing some obvious

outliers) was 3382 cases with 3141 (93%) k i n g citizens and 241 (Ph)king noncitizens. Maies comprise of 1870 (55%)- while females were 1512 (45%). Forty-six
percent were never maniai, 33% were married, and 17% were living together. Ninetytwo percent or 3101 were employed, while 8% (281) were selfemployed. For the non-

citizens, 73% of the employees were male, and only 27% were female.
For female employees 56% were never married, 23% were married, and 16%

were living together. For male employees 46% were never married, 33% were manied
and 19% were living together. Therefore, a higher percentage of women (56%) were

never maniecl compared to 46% of men The location of the sample is as fo1lows:-2086
(61-7%) urban,839 (24.8%) urban villages, and 457 (13.5%) rural dwellers.

The supplementary data was provided by a subset of the households selected for
the CS0 Household and Income Expenditure Survey (HIES). These were selected

randomly using proportionaiity to size of the bblock from 108 blocks selected fiom urban

areas and urban villages for the HIES study. A total of 25% of the sample w a s taken,
making a total of 27 blocks, 18 fiom urban areas and 9 fiom urban villages. The target

group inte~ewedwere those Batswana viw had positive earnings fiom labour and self-

employment over the p s t thirty days and were aged between 15 and 65 yean.
The number of usable cases is 1026, of which 813 (79%) are taken fiom selected

w h n areas, while 2 13 (2 1%) are from the nine uiban villages selecteâ Males comprise
of 532 (52%), wbile females are 494 (48%). A majority of the workers (55%) were aever
married, while 25% are m&ed and 16% are living together. When data is disaggregated

by gender of respondent, marital status has a similar trend to the aggregate for both sexes,

with a higher percentage king those who have never been married, followed by those
who are married, then those living together. Sùay percent of women were never married

compared to 51% of men. Ninety-one percent of the respondents are employed, while 9%
are selfsmployed. Sixty-three percent of the heads of the households are male, and

female heads make up 37% of the sample.
4.4.1 Characteristics of workers by citizemhio

Tables 4.1 shows characteristics of worken by citizenship, while table 4.2 shows

the t-values which are used to test for significance of differences in means of various
characteristics between citizens and non-citizens. The mean eaming of al1 the workers is

P923.96. Noncitizens earn about four times more on average than their citizen

counterparts. Republic of Botswana (1992) shows eamings difierentials beîween noncitizens and citizens of 5:1. Our results show a lower eamings gap than that reported in
1992. This is mainly due to higher increases in average earnings of citizens than was

obtained by noncitizens over time (Republic of Botswana, 1992: 2).
Non-citizens in the HIES sample are also five yem older on average than the citizen
workers. The differences in earnings and age between citizens and noncitizens are
sipificantly different fiom zero at the 1% level. Noncitizens also have a significantly
higher percentage of them with some training than citizens. That difference is also
significant at 1% level. The only advantage for citizens is that they have a slightly higher
potential expenence than non-citwn employees. The difference in means of potential
experience is nonetheless not significant even et 5% level. The high average earnings of

non-citizens are therefore explicable by their higher average education and a larger

proportion of them having gone through some training than their citizen counterparts.

These mults are expected, given that in most cases, non-citizens fil1 up manpower gaps
in post for which citizens do not have the necessary education and training.
Table 41 Characteristicsof workers, means and s t d a r d deviution of selected variables
in the sampfe.overafiand by Citkemhip (HIES)

Variable

Standard

Sample Size

ûeviation
1. Monthlv eaniings

All

1224.99

3101

Citizens

891-53

289 1

Non- Citizens

2349.97

210

Al1

10.52

3101

Citizens

10.49

2891

Non-citizens

9.9 1

2 10

Al1

11-03

3 101

Citizens

11.13

2891

Non- citizens

9.62

210

Al1

4.46

3101

Citizens

4.17

2891

Non- Citizens

3.17

210

Al1

0.45

3 101

Citizens

0.43

2891

Non- citizens

0.45

210

2.Age

3,Potential emrience

4.Years of schoolinp;

5.Traininp;ll.O otherwise]

Table 4.2 t- valuesfor some variables between citizens and non-citizens (HIES)

Variable

t-values

Gross Income

15.19**

AS

6.99* *

Potential Expenence 0.45
Years of Schwling

29.67..

Training

15.24**

** Significantly different fiom zero at 1 % level of significance

4.4.2 Characteristics of Workers bv aender

Table 4.3 shows the mean values and standard deviation of characteristics of the
HIES sample of worùers by gender, while table 4.4 presents t-values for differences in

characteristics between gender. Fifty-six percent of the sample is male. In 1991 women
made up 34% of the forma1 labour force (Republic of Botswana, 1992: 2). A strict

cornpison of these figures would imply that female participation in the labour market
has been increasiag between these periods. Male employees fiom the HIES sarnple are on

average significantly much older than femde employees. Male employees are also on
average more experienced than Fernales. The differences in mean age and ptential
experience between sexes are significantly different fiom zero at the 1% level. This is
explained by the h c t that not many female Baîswana participated in the forma1 labour

market in the past
Female employees are on average more educated than males but they eam much
less than males on average. Male employees on average earn 1.6 times more than female

worken. As table 4.4 shows, the differences in eamings and education are signifcrntly

different fiom zero at 1% level. K m ,et al. (1988: 108) show similar results. They show
that for every level of education obtained women have lower average monthly salaries

than men.No attempt is made to explain the discrepancy in salaries by gender.
TaM e 4.3 Characteristics of workers. meam und standard deviation of selected variables
in the siample, overoll and by gender (HIES')

Variable

Standard M a t i o n Sample Sim

Sex (1 =M, O =F)
-

0.5

Age

ûverall
Male
Female
Potential Experiendvrs)
ûverall
Mate

Female
Years of Schooling
Overall
Male
Female
Monthlv EamiaasPula)
ûverall
Male
Female

3101

Table 4.4 t- valuesfor some variables between male andfimafe workers (HIES)

Variable

t-values

Gross Income

9.97"

Age

6.26-

Potential Experience

5-83**

YearsofSchooling

5.53**

Training

0.3 1

** Significandy different fiom zero at 1 % level of significance
* Significantly different h m zero at 5% level of significance
Table 4.5 shows some major characteristics of the workers from the
supplementq survey (SS) ample and table 4.6 shows the t-statistics. The mean earnings
of al1 the worken i s P857.18. Male workers on average earn more than their female

counterparts. The ratio is about 1: 1.5 in favour of male worken. On average, male
workers are a year older than female workers, and have an average of three years of
experience more than female worken. Female worken have higher average years of
schooling. Except for differences in years of schooling, al1 the other differences between
means of characteristics between sexes are significantly different fiom zero at 1% level
of significance. Mean differences in y e m of schooling between sexes are however
significantly different h m zero at 5% level of sigaificame. Both sexes have an equal
percentage of workers with some training (38%). With the exception of years of
schooling (which is significant at only 5% level), al1 the differences in means between
male and female workers are significantly different fiom zero at 1% level of significance.

From both samples, generally male workers are rnuch older, have higher number

of years of experience and eam significantly more than their female counterparts.
Fernales, however, are more educated tban males. The lower eamings of women and yet
their higher average yean of education is indicative that there might be some
discrimination against women in the labour market

Tabk 4.5 Characterisslis of workers, means und sr<mdarddeviation of selected vuriables
rn the sample. m e r d and by gender (SSdata)

std. deviation

Variable
1. Monthly earnings
Al1

Males
Females
2. Age
Al1
Males
Females
3. Experieace.
Al1
Males
Females
4. Years of schooling.
Ml
Mafes
Females
5.Training
othenivise)
Al1
Male
Female
6. Hom of work
Al1
Male
Female

(1,o

sample size

Tabk 4.6 t- valuesfor al[ the variabfesbetween sexes (SS data)

Vm-able

t-values

Gross Income

6.64**

Age

3.33'*

Experience

7.05**

YearsofSchooling

2-10'

Training

0.04

Hours worked

2.61f*

** Significantly different fiom zero at 1 % level of significance
Significantly different from zero at 5% level of significance

4.4.3 Distribution ofsample by education fevel

Table 4.7 shows the proportion and percentages of workers in the HIES sample
with different levels of education by gender. When the sample is disaggregated by level
of education attained, it is clear that male employees have a higher percentage of workers
with less education tban their female counterpts. In the zero y e m and 1 to 4 yeaa of

education categones males have a higher percentage (35%) and females a lesser
percentage (18%). For 5 to 10 years of education, females have a higher proportion of
68% as against male's proportion of 59%. For education higher than 10 yean, the

percentages are the same between gender. It is therefore clear that the higher average
education for fernale workers than their male counteqmts is due to a large number of
them having attained higher primary education and lower secortdaiy levels of education

than their male counterparts.

If we define a good education as those with at lest a higher primary education

level, females have a higher proportion (82%) of workers in the sample wi-th a good
education than male workers (66%). To test for statistical significmce of the differences
between these two proportions WC:calculate the ca value'^. The calculated 2-value = -9.6.
Since the absolute value is greater than the tabled value (1.96), we reject the nul1
hypotheses that the difference in proportions of workers with good education between

male and female workers in the sample is not sipificandy different from zero. The
difference in proportions is even significant at 1% level. We can therefore conclude that
female worken in the sample have a significantly higher proportion of them with a good

education than male workers in the sample.
If we define a good education as those with at least a lower secondary (in Iine with the

present govemment policy of providing every Motswana child with at least this level of
education), the proportion of male workers in the ample with that education is 35%
while that of females is 47%. When we test for the significance of the differences
between the proportions we obtain a z-value = 4 . 5 5 .
Since this value is greater than the tabled value, we still reject the nuIl hypothesis.
The differences in proportions are also significant even at 1% level of significance.

'O

The g e n d fonnilr is Z =

,where p

=

XI + x2

n1 +n2

Table 4.7 Disrribution of respondent.~by levd of education overall und by
gender - citi=enr on& (HIES)

Education

Ovedl

Male

Femaie

No Schmling

487 (1 7)

359 (23)

128 (IO)

1 4 years of schooling

283 (10)

178 (1 1)

105 (8)

5- 7 years of schooling

948 (33)

493 (31)

456 (35)

8- 10 years of schooling

761 (26)

330 (21)

433 (33)

1 1-12 years of schooling 296 (10)

1 59 (1 O)

136 (1 0)

13 + years of schooling

67 (4)

46 (4)

-

113 (4)

Table 4.8 shows the proportion and percentages of workers in the supplementary
suwey sample with different levels of education by gender. Male workers have higher

percentages for al1 levels of education with the exception of lower secondary. A larger
percentage of female workers (58%) have at least lower secondary compared to male
workers (48%). It is clear tberefore that the high average schooling atîainrnent by female
workers is due to a larger proportion of them ping through lower secondary compared to

their male counterparts (40 % compared to 28% of males).
If we define a good education as those with at least a higher primaiy level of

education, females have a higher proportion (89%) of people with a good education than
male wodceea in the sample (83%). Testing for statistical significance of the difference
between these two proportions gives us a 2-value = -3.03.

Since the absolute figure of the calculated 2-value is greater than the tabled value
(1.96), we reject the nul1 hypothesis that the proportion of male people with g

d

education is equal to that of female worken in the sample. In other words, a sipificantly
greater proportion of female worken has a good education compared to male worken.
The difference in proportion of people with good education is even significant at 1%

level of significance.
If we define a g d education as those with at least a lower secondary (in line
with the present govemment policy of providing every Motswana child with at least this
level of education), the proportion of males with that education becornes 48% while that

of females is 58%. Mien we test for the significance of the differences between the
proportions we obtain a z-value = -3.2.
Since this value is greater than the tabled value, we still reject the nuIl hypothesis.
The differences in proportions are significant even at 1% level of significance.

Defining good education as either having at least high primary or at least lower
secondary, indicates that a significantly higher proportion of female workers in both the

HIES sample and SS sample have a good education than male workers. Kossoudjie and
Mueller (1983) show similar results. Using the 1975175 Rural Incorne Distribution
Survey data (RIDS), they show that Botswana is one of the few places in the world where
women obtain more schooling than men. niey find the main reason to be the role that

boys play in cattle herding, which usuelly takes them away fiom the village and increases
the opportunity cost of their t h e (Kossoudjie and Mueller, 1983: 849). This could still be
the major reason for the differential in schooling thst we observe in our sample,

especially for the older generation. The validiîy of this reason is however, very

questionable when applied to the recent cohorts given that boys do not spend that much
time in the cattle pst.
We have shown fkom our data that female worken earn signifcantly less than

their male counterparts despite their higher average education. The lower eamings of
women and yet their higher average education might indicate that women are

discriminated against in the labour market. The 1st part of this chapter will anmipt to
provide çome answer to this issue.

Tabk 4.8 Distribution of respondents by level of educafion, o v e d i und by gender (SS
data) *

Education

Overall

Male
-

Female

No Schooling

68(6.6)

4K9)

20(4)

low primary

77(7.5)

M(8.3)

33(6.7)

high primary

339(33)

183(34.5)

1 56(3 1-6)

lower secondary

346(33.7)

l49(28)

197(39.9)

higher secondary

125(12.2)

67(12.6)

SS(11.7)

p s t secondaq

71(6.9)

N(7.7)

30(6.1)

TOTAL

1026(100)

53S(lOO)

Wi(lOO)

* Percentages are shown in brackets

4.4.4 Averane Eurninns of workers in sarnpk bv education level
-

Table 4.9 shows average monthly earnings of workers in the HIES sample by
education levels. For both sexes average eamings i n c m as the level of education
increases. For al1 citizen employees those with post-secondary education earn seven
times more than those with no education. Males with pst-secondary education earn six
times more than those without education. The eamings differential is more pronounced
for female employees; where those wiui post-secondary education earn thirteen times

more than those

no education at all. Compared to those reported in 1972 and 1986

(4.5 and 6.1 nspectively), this ratios indicate an increase in earnings differentials

between those with lower levels of education and those with higher levels of education".
n i e earnings differentiation by gender declines by level of education. For the
illiterate and those with lower primary, male workers eam about twice more than female
workers. However, for those with higher education and higher secondary, the ratio of
earnings between male and female workers is about 1:1. To test for independence

between average eamings by gender and education level we calculate a chi-square and
compare it with the tabled value. The calculated Chi-square = 196.1612.The tabled value
at 0.5% and O. 1% levels are as follows; xL5,
0.005

=

16.75;

xL5,
O.ml= 20.51.

Since these

values are lower than the calculated chi-square, the nul1 hypothesis of no association
"

See Kann, et ai.. 1988, pg. 104 for summary of the ratios for 1972 and 1986.
A

l2

The fomiula for chi-square is x2=

(o,j-Eu)2
,where Oijis the observed
Eu
A

=

=

A

eamings,

E is the calculated expected earnings, i is the number of columns and j is the

behveen education levels and eamings by gender is clearly rejected even at the 0.1%
level. This in other words means that there is dependence between average earnings by
gender and education level. in fact, the earnings differentiais between male and female

workers decline as the education level rises.
Table 4.9 Month& earnings of workers by education levels 0means,
:overall and by
gender (?iIES)

School category

Overall

Male

Female

Illiterate

345.54

403.04

186.82

Lower Primary( t 4)

452.79

568.04

26 1-54

High Primary (5-7)

490.5 1

627.80

350.21

Low secondary( 8-10)

843.10

1050.58

703.72

High Secondary(l1-12)

1592.92

1699.8 1

1449.52

Higher education (13 plus) 2503.55

2s 16.69

2484.42

Table 4.10 shows monthly earnings of employees fkom the supplementary survey
by eâucation levels and gender. This initial description of earnings distribution shows
that the most signif'cant earnings differentials are due to education. Average earnings
increase as the level of education increases. For al1 employees, those with post secondary
education earn about 4.5 times more than those with no education at all. For male
worken, they eam 4.7 more, while female ernployees with pst-secondary earn seven
times more than those females with no education. The earnings ratio between male and
female employees decline as the level of education increases. It is about 1: 2 for the
illiterate and those with primary education, and falls to about 1: 1.4 for those with

secondary and higher education. To test for independence between average eamings by

gender and education level we calculate a chi-square and compare it with the tabled
value. The calculated Chi-square= 67.35. The tabled value at 0.5% and 0.1% levels are

as follows; x

= 20.51.
~0.00~
~ =,16.75; x~~~~~~

Since these values are lower than the

calculated chisquare, the nul1 hypothesis of no association between education levels and
earnings by gender is clearly rejected even at the 0.1% level. This means that there is
dependence between average eamiags by gender and education level. This is to be
expected since earnings differentials by gender achially fa11 as the level of education
rises.

The high average eamings of male workers as compared to female workers nom
both samples is due to differentiation of eamings between male and female worken with

lower education. These results might be due to the fact that there is an increased supply
of female worken with lower secondary and above, who might be pushing workers of
lower education levels to lower paying jobs. If there is any eamings discrimination on
gender basis, that is likely to be at the lower level of education, especially among the
illiterate and lower pnmary school levels. This might also be due to differences in pay
m e n jobs employing males versus females with lower eàucation as there is likely to

be a more strict division of labour on the bais of gender for the jobs p e r f o d by the
less educated.

Table 4.10 Monthiy earnings of empioyees by education levels (Pula): meam, overoll
and by gender (SS data)
Schooi categow

ûverall

Male

Female

Illiterate

598.87

664.30

296.25

Lowver Primary (1-4)

568.69

668.49

363.40

Higher Pn'mary (5-7)

577.24

684.29

413.58

Low secondary (8-10)

825.85

920.86

743.O7

High secondary(l1-12)

1295.47

1472.96

1085.12

Higher education(l3 +) 2710.78

3 144.46

2 127.55

4.4.5 Some characteristics of workers bv Ioc~tionand nender

Table 4.1 1 shows some characteristics of the workers in the sample from HIES by
location. Table 4.12 shows t-values to test for significance in mean differences of
characteristics between locations. The disaggregation of sample by location shows that
the workers in the urban areas are on average more educated, followed by those in urban

villages, and the l e s t educated are those in the rural areas. Training and average eamings
also follow the same pattern with higher averages king in the uhan areas, followed by
urban villages. These differences in mean earnings, training and education between

locations are al1 significantly different fiom zero at 1% level. Differences in age between

locations are not significant even at the 5% level. Rural workers have a significantly
higher average potential experience than urban workers do in the sample. The rnean
differences in ptential experience between urban villages and niral workers and between

urboui village workers and wban ones are not significantIy different from zero at the 5%
level.

The results from the analysis above irnply that people with more human capital are likely
to take a job in the

urban area and less likely to locate in the villages. This could be a

result of workers preferring the d a n areas for some other benefits like better
infrastnicture, better schooi for their oflspring's, better services, etc. It a h may refîect

that better jobs are found in the urban areas and the second best in the tuban villages.
Most highly pying compies are more likely to locate in the urôan areas than the ml

areas given the better infrastncture and sornetimes higher demand for their products in

the urban areas.

Table 4.1 1 Chracteristlics ofworkers &y location (Meaaar)(HIES)

Variable

Urôan

UrbanVillages Rural

Education

7.4

6.49

4.95

Age

33.14

33.72

34.55

Potential Experience

18.08

18.41

19.6

Training(yes= 1,O

otherwise)

Mean Eamings

Tabk 4.1 2 &- valuesfor sone variables between locations (HIES)
Variable

t-values-urbanl

t-values-Urban

urban villages

/Rural Areas

Gross lncome

11.03**

5.01**

Age

1.37

-1.18

Potential Experience

-0.62

-1 -6

Years of Schooling

8.42**

5.77-

Training

7 . W*

2.25+

** Significantlydifferent from zero at 1 % level of sigificance
Sipificantly different fiom zero at 5% level of significance
Table 4.13 gives a summary of some of the characteristics of the sample fiom the
supplementary survey by location and gender, while table 4.14 summarises significance
tests of characteristics by location. This results differ very much fiom those obtained

nom the HIES sample. Urban village workers are on average a year older than the urban

sample of workers. The difference in the mean age by gender is however not significant
at 5% level of significance. The workea in the sarnple have an almost equal average of

years of schooling for themselves and for the head of the household between locations.
For al1 the workers combined differences in mean hours worked between locations are
significant at at least 5 % level of significance. For female worken, differences in mean
gros eamings and training are sipificant at 1% level of significance. For both urban
villages and urban areas the female worker and female head of household have a higher
average years of schooling than their male counterparts.

Urban village workers in the sample are slightly more expeienced than the urban
sample of worken, but îhat difference is however, not significantly different corn zero at
5% level of significmce. Urban workers on average work significantly more hours than

those in the urban villages, with female ones working more hom than the male worken
in both locations. On the other hand d a n workers have a lower average earnings than

those in rnban villages despite îbeir longer hours of work. However, for al1 the worken,
the differences in earnings between locations are not significantly different €tom zero at
5% level of ~ i ~ f i c a n cthough
e,
it is significantly different from zero at the 1% level for

female worken alone between locations. A larger percentage of urban village workers

are trained (44%) than the d a n ones (36%). The difference in training between
locations is significantly different fiom zero at 5% level of significance. In general, the
sample of urban village workers and urban areas has almost similar charactenstics.
Significant differences are observed for average earnings, hours worked and training

between female workers by location. None of the other charactenstics are significantly
different from zero at 5% level of significance for male workers by location. The
supplementary survey data does not show any significant locational bias between d a n
and urban villages by workers given their human capital stocks

Table 4.13 Characteristics of workers by locution ondgender (SData)

At1
-

Male
-

Female

All

Male
-

32.5

33.4

3 1.4

33.6

34.3

33.1

Ed-head 7.9

7.8

7.9

8.1

7s

8.6

Eperien

9.2

10.8

7.5

9.9

11.2

8.8

Hom
-

194

190

20 1

183

182

184

School

8.1

7.9

8.2

8.2

7.5

8.9

&

training

-36

gross Y

842.57

-37

1037.20

Female

-34

-44

-39

627.27

912.94

1001.53

-48

826.82

Table 4.14 t- values b-y location, all workers and by gender (SS Data)

- male

Variable

t-val ues- A11

t- values

Gross earnings

1.19

0.39

2.72**

Expenence

1.31

0.44

1.85

Education of head

0.47

0.76

1.56

Training

1.97*

0.3

2.49*

Hom worked

3.3 1**

1.73

2.92"

** Significantly diflerent fiom zero at 1 % level of significance
* Significantlydifferent fiom zero at 5% level of significance

t-

-

values female

Table 4.15 is a summary of some of the mean characteristics of the HIES sample
by gender and location. Table 4.16 summarïses t-values for t d n g significance in

differences between mean values of characteristics of male and female workers in the
sample for al1 the three locations. The nsults show that female workers are on average

more educated than their male cornterparts in all locations. The differences in these
means are significantly different fiom zero at 1% level. Training also follows the same
pattern, but the mean differences between males and females in the sample are only
significantly different fiom zero at 5% level for those in the nual areas. Average earnings
are higher for males in al1 locations with the largest difference king in the urban areas.

The differences in mean eanings between male and female workers in the rural areas are
however, not significant at 5% level, while they are significant at 1% for both the urban
and urban village sample of workers. Male workers fiom the urban and rural samples are

on average significantly older than female ones at at least 5% level. The differences in

mean ages betwen male and femaie workers in the urban village sample are not
significant at the 5% level. Male workers have a significantly higher potential experience
than female ones at at least 5% level for the urban and rural samples of workers. The

differences in potential experience between gender for the d a n village sample of
workers is not significantly different from zero at 5% level of significance.

In general, the results are similar to those obtained in the previous sections, with
males earning more tban females on average, despite the fact that females have a higher
average of education than male workers. Lastly, differeaces in rnean earnings between

male and female workers in the rural areas are not significant.

Table 4-15 Earnings. age. expertence. und education by s a and location (HIES)
Urban

Urbm Village

Rural

Male

0.28

0.17

0.1 1

Female

0.30

0.21

O. 19

Variable
Education:

Male
Female
Potential
Experience:
Male
Femate
Earnings:
Male
Female
Age:
Male

Female
Training:

Table 4.16 r- vdues for some variables between male cmdjemale workers by locafkm

(71'.8
Variable

t-values-

male/

t-valuesMale/

t-values-Me/

female- urban.

fernale-urbanvillage female Rural Areas.

Gross Income

8-84"

3.35-

1.77

*ge

7.07**

-0.03

2.43'

Potential Experience

6-36..

0.34

2.53*

Years of Schooling

-3.26**

-4.69**

408**

Training

0.49

-1.19

-2.25'

** Significantly different fiom zero at I % level of significance
* Significantly diffemnt fiom zero at 5% level of sipificame
4.4.6 Some characteristics of the samde bv tvpe ofemplovmen!and aender

Table 4.17 gives a summary of sampled workers from the supplementary survey
by type of employment and gender, i.e. whether the respondent is self-ernployed or

dependently employd Table 4.18 is a summary of the tests for significance of
differences between means of some of the characteristics between employees and the
self-employed. Self- employed respondents are on average much older than employees
(38 years as compared to 32 of employees). This difference (as show by the t-value in
table 3.18) is significantly different Rom zero at 1% level of significance. Employees

have a higher average of education of the head of the household and of their own
education than the self*mployed These differences in means between the two types of
workers are significant at 1% level of significance. Selfemployed workers have a
significantly higher average number of years of experience on the job than employees.

Disregarding some periods of unemployment, the fewer years of education for the selfemployed could explain their higher average yean of experience on the job, since they
would have started working at an earlier age than employee respondents, who wodd
have been schooling by then. As Dabos and Psacharopulos observe, schooling and
experience are negatively correlated @abos and Psacharopoulos, 1991). The higher
number of years of experience is also explained by the fact that the selfaployed are on
average significanily older than employees.
For both employees and the self-employed, males have a higher average number
of years of experience on the job than females. On average, ~el~employed
workers work
more hours than employees, and yet earn l e s than those in dependent employment The

diflerence between mean hours is significant at 1% level of significance, while that
between mean earnings is significantly different from zero at 5% level of sipificance.
However, the differences in mean earnings and mean hours worked between male
employees and self-employed males are not significantly different fiom zero at 5% level
of significance. For both employees and the self-employed, female respondents work
longer hours than males, and yet they on average earn less than the male respondents. in
general, females eam less on average than males, and yet they have higher average years
of education than males. Lastly, a larger proportion of employees (38%) is trained
compiued to the self- employed (27%), a difference that is significantly different from
wro at 1% level of significance.
It is clear that the differential in earnings between employees and the sel6

employed in the sample is due to the selfemployed having fewer years of schooling and
training, even though they have more expenence on the job. Their jobs might also be less

rewarding, since some would have taken them as a last resort to finding a fomal job.
Differences in mean eaniings is however, not significantly different fkom zero between
male employees and selfsmployed fedes.
The higher education and higher e a . n g s of the employees vis-à-vis the self-

employed indicates that the screening role of education might be an important
explanation of earnings variation in Botswana's labour market. Wolpin (1977) suggests
that individuals employed in jobs in which it is possible to detennine productivity at
small costs should purchase less schooling than their equally skilled counterparts. We
therefore expect the imscreened worker to acquire l e s schooling than the screened
worker.
Table 4.1 7 Characteristics cf workers by type of employment and gender (SS Datai)

SELF EMPLOYED
All
-

Female

Al1
-

Male

Female

k

32

31

38

38

37

Educ.head

8.1

6.1

5.8

6.5

Experience 9

Hom
School
Training

8.2
7.6

12.9

15.8

9.8

190

193

221

201

242

8.3

8.5

6.1

5.7

6.6

.38

.38

.27

-24

694.50

638.45

Gross inc. 878.72

827.45

.30

423.33

Table 4.18 t- values by îype of emp/oyment,aoll wwkers and by gender (SS Data)

-

Variable

t-values- Al1

t- values male

t- values - female

Gross earnings

2,57**

1.43

3.4 1**

Yean of Schooling

5.54* *

3.9*

4.08* *

Education of head

4.79**

3.43-

3 . W*

3.76**

1.91

3.39-

Training
Hours worked

"Significantly different from zen> at 1 % level of significance
* Significantlydifferent from zero at 5% level of significance

4.4.7 Some characteristicsof the sam~leby tvve of ornanisation

The organisations in Botswana are classified as govemment, parastatals and the
private sector. Republic of Botswana (1992) show that the largest employer was the

private sector, accounting for 64 percent of total employment, followed by govemment
(31%) and parastatals were the lowest accounting for 5% of total employment. Table
4.19 shows some of the worker's characteristics fiom our sampie by type of organisation

or finn; i.e., whether it's a privately owned organisation, whose motive is to make
profits, or a public organisation. Table 4.20 shows t- values for some of the worker's
characteristics between workers employed in the public and private sectors. The public
sector employees are on average three years older than pnvate sector employees. They

also have higher average years of schwling, experience and a higher percentage of
workers with some training (M%) as compared to 33% of the private sector. The
differences in means for these four characteristics between public and private sector
workers are significantly different h m zero at 1% level of significance. For both public

and pnvate sector, males are much older and much more experienced than females. On
the other hand females are more educated and a higher percentage of them have some
training than males for both sectors. However, on average, femala eam less than males

for both the pnvate and public sector. Al1 differences in means of characteristks between
private and public sector worken are significantly different h m zen, at 1%level.
Pnvate sector workers work sipifimtly more hom on average and yet they earn
much less than public sector wodcers. Female workers in the private sector work more

houn than male workers, and yet they earn l e s than they do. In general, workers who
eam less tend to work more hours on average than those who tam more income. The
higher average earnings of public sector workers are explicable by their possessing more
of the human capital stocks of schooling, experience and training than worken in the

pnvate sector. However, it is not certainwhether the higher eamings in the public sector
reflect the higher productivity of workea with more hurnan capital stocks, or whether
those hurnan capital stocks are king merely used as screens without necessarily making
public workers more productive than private sector workers. In other words, screening
might be prevalent in Botswana's public sector. Further analysis on screening will be

made. It is worth noting that the public sector is more attractive to wodcea compared to
the private sector even without consideration for job security and other benefits in the
public sector that are not measured in this model.

Table 4.19 Characteristics of workers by ownership of organisatiodfinn and gender (SS
Data)

PUBLIC

PRIVATE

AS

Al1
-

Male

Female

31

32

29

Educ-head 7.5

7.1

Male
-

Female

34

33

8.2

9.2

9.6
9.7

Exuerience 8.4

9.7

6.6

11.3

Hours

196

198

200

170

168

School

7.8

7.3

8.4

9.1

9.9

training

-33

0.50

0.57

t 230.74

992.44

Gross inc. 736.54

.32

.35

822.76

624.48

Table 4.20 t- values by ownership of organisation/ finn. pu&lio/prvate sectors. a/[
workers and by gender (SS Data)

-

Variable

t-values- Al1

t-

Gross earnings

6.41**

4.54-

4.96**

Age
Experience

5.23**

2.85**

4.86**

4.09**

2,05*

4.46**

Years of Schooling

6.54**

4.58**

4.57**

Education o f head

6.66**

5.21**

3.92**

Training

5.48**

3.44**

4.26**

Hours worked

9.84**

7.8 1**

6.03**

values male

** Significantly dif5erent from zero at 1 % level of significance
* Significantly different from zero at 5% level of sipificame

t- values

- female

Table 4.2 1 shows characteristics of the sampie between Panistatals and the public

sector. Table 4.22 gives a summary of the tests for significance of means between the
public and parastata1 secton. The public seetor sample of workers is on average older,
has a higher average for schooling and experience and a higher average education of their
head of household than Pamtatal workers. Parastata1 workers on the other hand work
more hours on average, and a slightly higher percentage of them have some menin&and
eam more on average than public sector worken. Differeuces in means of al1 the
variables between public and parastata1 workers, except mean eamings are not
significantly different From zero at 5% level ofsignificance. For female workers, even the
difierence in mean eamings is not signifimtly different from zero at 5% level of
significance. In the parastata1 sector, both the male heaQ of the household and the male
worker are more educated than their female counterpart. In the public sector, it is the
female worker and female head of household who is slightly more educated than her
male counterpari. These differences in means are also not significantly different fiom

zero at 5% level of sigtûficance. In general, there is no significant difference in means
between the sarnple fkom the public and panistatal sectors. The only variable that has a
significant difference in the mean values between the two sectors is earnings, and it is
mainly for differences in mean earnings beîween male workers. It is not surprising that
the parastatals are very similar to government given that there has always been a lot of

government control in these organisations. For instance, the old Incomes Policy provided
that the wages in the parastata1 organisations were supposeci to be at par with those in
govenunent Govemment also takes the responsibility of appointing Board of Directors

of these organisations, usually h m their own employees or politicians.

Table 4.2 1 Churacteristic.~
of workers by ownership of orgonisation/jinn and gendet (SS
Data)

PARASTATALS

Age

All
-

Male
-

Female

33

34

32

Male
-

Female
33

34
9.2

9.6

8.0

11.3

9.7

172

177

170

168

9.3

8.1

9.1

9.9

Educ.head 8.5

9.0

Exmrience 10.2

11.2

Hours
-

174

School

9.2

training

-52

Gross inc. 1567.55

7.4

-48

-60

0.50

0.57

1833.22

933-72

1230.74

992.44

Table 4.22 t- - values by ownership of ~rganisation~~fitm,
PublidParast~taI~s,
al1 workers

and by gender (SS Data)

-

values male

t-values- Al1

t-

Gross earnings

2.25'

2.13'

0.01

A@

0.71

0.23

101

Experience

0.32

0.05

1.37

YearsofSchooling

0.61

0.27

1.25

Education of head

1.62

0.35

2.44*

Training

0.27

0.23

0.23

Hom worked

1.55

0.57

1.51

** Significantlydifferent fiom zero at 1 % level of significance
Significantly diflerent from zero at 5% level of significance

t-

-

vaiues fernale

Variable

4.4.8 Earnings hv Education Level and Tvm o f Ornanisation

Table 4.23 shows average eamings by level of education and whether the worker
is a public or private sector employee. Average eamings increase as the level of

education increase. Except for the illiterate, public sector employees, on average earn
more than private sector employees at al1 education levels. Earnings ratios between those
with no education and those with post secondary education are slightly higher between
public employees. Results fiom Kana, et al. (1988) show that for no education and
primary education average salary was higher in govemment, whereas for secondary and
tertiary education private sector p i d a higher salary.

The higher wages and salaries of

govemment for those with secondary and tertiary education than the private sector in the
present sîudy reflect two things. Fintly, the "decompression" exercise of 1990 increased
govemment salaries for higher level worken quite significantly. Secondly, due to the
relative abundance of graduates from secon&ry and tertiary levels of education, the
private sector no longer needs to pay higher wages than govemment in order to attract

them to its employment.
On the basis of gender, it is the female worken that have higher ratios for both
secton. The ratio is significantly larger between the private sector female employees (1:
12 compared to 1: 4 for male employees). Eamings are therefore highly differentiated

between femde employees than between male workers.
For both public and pnvate sector employees, the eamings ratio between male

and female workers decline as the education level increases. To test for independence
between earnings by gender and education level we calculated xZfor the both the public
sector and the private sector. The calculated x2for the private sector is 293.7 and that of

the public sector is 1 18-92.Both calculated x2figures are greater than the tabled value at
0.1% level (20.51).

For both the private sector and public sector employees there is no

independence between earnings by gender and education level. Eamings differentials

between male and female workers are higher at lower education levels and becorne
narrower at higher levels of education. That implies that in fact eamings differentials

between male and female employees are equalised as education levels increase. This is
more pronounced in the pnvate sector.

Table 4.23 Earnings by ievel of educution, by sector und gender (SS Data)
PRIVATE EMPLOYEES

fi
illiterate 608.41
lowPrim

535.12

Male
658.2 1

Female
2 10

NI

Male

584.56

675.54
972.17

609.71

303.90

667

hiehprim 526.28

622.03

402.5

704.98

808.9 1

lowsec

668.78

774.12

577.32

1023.63

1 104.86

hiehsec

1265.32

1088

13 19.23

1541.44

2485.1 1

2842.46

3491.22

U

r

2416.05

1395.36

2364.25

The r d t s from the previous sections indicate that earnings are dflerentiated by
various characteristics of the sampled workers. First, eamings differentials are due to

differences in education between sampled workers, with eamings rising as the education
level rises. Eamings are also differentiated by sector of employment. The public sector
offers higher pay p.clcages relative to the pnvate sector. Shacp differentials are also

observed between mate and female workers. On average, female workers eam about 65%
of what male workers eam This differential is not obsewed unifomly at al1 levels of

education; the earnings differential diminishes as the education level increases. Eamings

dieerentials are also due to the type of employment, i.e. whether the worker is in
dependent employment or selfemployment Those in self- employrnent eam about 72%
of those in dependent ernployrnent. This differential is more pronounced between female
workea across the two types of employrnent Lastly, earnings are also differentiated by
whether one has had some training or not Those with some training eam about twice the

eamings of those without any training (P618.92 for those without training and Pl25039
for those with some training). If we compare eamings of those with no training with
those whose training is related to the job they are doing, the eamings differentials

between the two groups increase slightly. This would suggest that those with training
related to the job they are doing are rewarded slightly more because of the enhancement
in productivity. However, training might be highly correlated to the level of schooling,

and therefore the eamings differentials might mainly be due to ciifferences in schooling
between the two groups. More analysis on this issue is done in the followingchapter
using the tegression analysis.

4.5 SOURCES OF EARNINGS DIFFERENTIALS

In this section we make further analysis of earnings differentiation using the
Mincerian earnings fiuiction. The dependent variable is natural log of net earnings, where

net eamings are defined as gross eaniings less tax. Gross eamings are defined as cash
earnings plus wages in kind. Eamings are the money plus in-land payments reported for
the month preceding the survey perioà, i.e.
(1) Gross eamings = gross wage or salary + car allowance + back pay/ bonus/overtime
+ other allowances + value of wages in kind (mealie meal, other food, clothing, blankets,

other goods). (1).
For the self empioyed a major form of eamings are profits. We therefore could not
determine the share of labour from profits of the selfcmployed for the HIES data. For the
supplementary survey &ta we had asked the respondents to estimate the money payments
they would have paid themselves from the profits. We therefore use that figure to

estirnate the eamings to labour for the self-employed.
Another important variable in the Mincerian earnings function is experience or on

-

the job training. For the HIES data this is appmximated in the usual way as Age years of

-

schwling 7 for those with education higher than 7 years of schooling, and Age - 14 for

-

those with education of 7 or less yean. The Age 14 is a correction aimed at avoiding
The
overestimating potential experience for those with fewer years of ed~cation'~.
supplementary survey data has the ectual number of years of expenence reportecl by the
respondent.
-

l 3 See Dnigherty and fimenez (1991)

for fiirther discussion on this correction.
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4.5.1 Earnings fùnctiort, all and bv nender

Table 4.24 summarises the basic earnings fhction using the HIES &ta.
Education is presented as continuos years. The column labelled (a) presents results of the
basic Mincerian earnings fwiction, with education, experience and its square as the only
dependent variable. All the coefficients are significant at 1% level of significance and
have the nght signs. The model explains 38% of the variation in the eamings. The
explanatory power of the model is quite robust and is quite comparable if not slightly

better than some of the results that used this basic eamings fùnction on developing
countries; for instance Kugler and Psacharopoulos: 1989; Psacharopoulos and Steire:
1988; AlQudsi: 1989. The education coefficient, which is also the average rate of retum
to education is 16%. Experience adds positively to eamings until 38 years on the job

b o n d which it contibutes negatively to eamingsI4.
The second column labelled (b) adds a dummy variable for training which takes
the value of 1 if the person has receiveà training and zero otherwise. Adding this variable

increases the explanatory power of the mode1 substantially to explaining 45% of the
variations in earnings. Ail the coeficients still have the nght sips and are significant at
1% level of significance. The rate of retum is reduced to 12%- and experience also peaks

a year earlier than in the model without training.

-

l4 The point whcre cirpcriaia stops aâding poativdy to eacNngs ir dc6ncd by

earnings M o n ; LnY = a + bS + CX+ d ~ ' .This is equal to

c
;d < O.

-2d

a n u = O, h m the
a

The last column explores the possibility that there might be a relationship

between schooling and training, in parh~larthat the more educated might also be the
once likely to be having some training. A multiplicative interactive terni between school

and training is therefore introduced. The results of this modification are a slight increase
in the R squared to 46% and a M e r reduction of the average rate of return to 11%. Al1
coefficients are still signifiant at 1% level of significance and have the right sips. As
expected, the coefficient of the interactive tenn is positive showing diat those with more
schwlhg tend to be the ones most likely to also have some form of training. Therefore,
training has a significant independent influence on eamings, independent of schooling.
Table 4.24 Minceriun eamzngsfunction: overoll (HIES) *
Dependent variable (In monthly eamings)
Variable
Constant
Education
Experience
Experience Squarecl

Training
Training x Education

'R (Adjusted)
Sample Size 0
Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis

**Sipificant at 1% level of significance
* Significant at 5% level of significance
The resdts presented in table 4.24 are however poteatially subject to a type of
seleetion bias. The results are based on an equation estimated fiom data ftom only those

who were working resulting in a censored sample of the population. The problem is that

the unobserved wage offen of those not working are probably lower than those for
persons in the sample. To correct for this we use the Heckman's technique. This involves

a two-step process in which in the first step the probability that an individual w.11 be
gainfully employed and out of school is detemined according to a probit regession
equation in which a series of persona! charecteristics serve as regressors niese are age,
education and marital status. The probit results are reported in the appendix tables. From
this probit equation a selection variable, the Inverse Mills Ratio is created and inserted
into the right hand side of the earning hinction. That equation is then re-estimated for
those employed to yield estimates free of censonng bis. The sample selection tenns also
provide an insight into the relationship between die error ternis in the earnings equations
and the probit equation. The negative value of the selectivity tends coefficient implies
that the error ternis in the probit and revised earnings equations are negatively related.
The inclusion of the selectivity term in the revised wage equation, however,

introduces heteroscedasticity. This is because the variance of the enor t e n in the revised
wage equation is dependent on the selectivity tem. To correct the estimates for
heteroscedasticity we use White (1980) Heteroscedasticity-Comistent variancecovariance rnatrix estimation".
The results for the comcted estimates are reported in table 4.25 below. The
results of this wnection are that the average rate of retum (which is the expected average

rate of retum) is lower by four percent (basic earnings bction) and three percent for the

'' S a White (1 980,

1993) for this correction for hetaosdastcity.
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other two specificationsof the model. The explanatory power of the model also improves
significantly, especially for the basic eamings function. Experience becomes significant

in the 1st two specifications of the model. 1t is also noteworthy that the inverse mil1 terni
is negative and significant even at the 0.1 percent level. The negative coefficient of the
selectivity term impiies that observed wages are lower than the wage offers of a random
sample.

in other words, those individuals who are less productive in terms of

unobservable characteristics are more likely to be included in the sample of workers.
This might mean that those who do not parhcipate take a longer-tem view of their labour
market cornmitment.
Table 4.25 Mincerian eantingsfunction: overall- correctedfor censoring bias (HIES)v

Dependent variable (In monthly eamings)
Variable
Constant
Education
Experience
Experience Squared
Training
Training x Education
Inverse Mills Ratio
R' (Adjusted)

Sarnple Size (N)
Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significant at 1% level of significance

* Significant at 5% level of significance

In table 4.26 we fit the Simple Mincerian earnings Function with continuous
education between male and female workers using HlES data. The (b) parts of the table

shows the results that are adjusted for censoring bias with the inclusion of an Inverse
Mills Ratio as discussed earlier. The results in the (a) parts show that the mode1 has a
better explanatory power for females with an R squared of 48% when fined on female

workers for male worken. Al1 coefficients are significant at 1% level of significance and
have the right s i p for both sexes. Femala have a higher average rate of return of 21%

than that of males, which is 14.5%. These paradoxical results are observed in most
studies and are attributed to the lower forgone earnig of females as compared to their
male counterparts (see for instance Psacharopoulos and Alam: 1991;Gomez-Castellanos

and Psacharopoulos: 1990; Psacharopoulos, Velez and Patrinos: 1994; Kugler and
Psacharopoulos: 1989). The high private nites of retum to females also explain why
females have a higher demand for education than males as evident fiom their higher
average years of education. Experience contriiutes positively to eamings up to 36 years
on the job for females and 33 years for males.

The earnings fwictions adjusted for censoring bias present very similat effect to
the model as in table 4.25. The most significant changes are the lowering of the average
rate of retum by about four percent and an improvement in the explanatory power of the
model. The Inverse Mills Ratio is also significant at the 0.1% level.
Table 4.27 is a sumrnary of a Mincerian eamings hction with a dummy variable
for sex equal to 1 for males and O for females. We also add an interactive term for
education and gender. The column labelled B presents results that are based on an
eamings hction that is corrected for sample selection bias. Ail coefficients are
significant at the 1% level. The coefficient for the dummy for sex is positive, implying
that king male increases your uimings versus those of females. The coefficient of the

interactive terni is negative; implying that males are likely to be less educated than
female workers, ceteris pari'bus. These results indicate to what we have already

established; that females tend to be more educated than their male counterparts and yet
eam less than their male counterparts. The actual and expected average rates of retum to
females are significantly higher at 21% and t8% (these are actually the coefficients for
the education variable in table 4.26).

in table 4.28 we add training and an interactive variable for training and
schooling. For both the model corrected for censoring bias (columns B) and those not
corrected for the b i s , the explanatory power of the model for both males and females
increases quite substantially. The model explains about 50% for male population and
about 56% for female workers. AL1 coefficients are still significant at 1% level of
significance and have the right signs, except for the coefficient for training for male
workers, which, even though still significant, it is only significant at the 5% level. The
inverse mills ratio is still significant at the 0.1 percent level. The average rate of return to
education is reduced by about three percent for males and about four percent for female
workers. Experience peaks one year earlier for both sexes as compared to the model
without training and its interactive.

Table 4.26 Mincerian e m i n g s ~ c t i o nby gender (HIES)
Dependent variable (ln monthly eamings)
Female (b)

Variable

Male (a)

male (b)

Female (a)

Constant

4.36 (61-8)

5.67(42.1)

3.5 (36.01)

4.8(26.3)

Education

O. 145 (33.8)**

0.12(22.4)**

0.2 1 (34.1)**

O. 18(22.9)**

Experience

0.087 (15.2)**

0.037(5.4)**

0.069 (9.5)**

0.01 8(2.08)*

Experimce Squared

-0.00 13 (-1O.9)**

-O.ûûû6(4.8)**

-0.00096 (-5.9)**

-0.0003(-2)'

Inverse Miils Ratio
lt2 (Adjusted)

-1.29(-11.3)**
0.44

-0.98(-9)**

0.47

0.48

0.5 1

1587

1304

1304

#

Sample Size (N)

1587

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis. Columns labelled (b) are corrected for censoring bias
**Significant at 1% level of significance
* Significant at 5% level of significance
Table 4.27 Mincerian eurningsfmction with dummyfor gender.(HIES)y
Dependent variable (ln monthly earnings)
Variable

Constant
Education

Experience

Experience Squared
Sex (1=male, O otherwise)

Sex x Education

Inverse Mills Ratio

R~(Adjusted)
Sample Size (N)
Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Signiticantat 1%level of significance

Table 4.28 Mincerian earningsjimction by gender, with training and an interactive t e m

Variable

(A) Male

(A) Female

(B) Female

Constant

4.5 (65.8)

3.8 (41.64)

4.7(27.4)

Education

O.11 (20.9)**

O. 15 (22.8)**

0.14(17.1)**

Experience

0.078 (l4.l2)**

0.057 (8.4)**

0.02(2.8)**

Experience Squared

-O.O012(-10.2)**

-0.0008 (-5.4)**

-O.00039(-2.6)**

Training

0.23 (2.2)*

0.66 (8.7)**

0.65(11.3)**

Training x School

0,036 (3.6)**

O.OO89(1.5)

0.005(2.6)**

Inverse Mills Ratio

4.66(-6.4)**

R
' (Adjusteci)

0.57

Sample Size

1304

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis. Columns labelled (B) are corrected for censoring bias
**Significant at 1% level of significance

* Sipificant at 5% level of significance
Table 4.29 presents the basic Mincerian earnings function to the supplementary
survey data, with the column labelled (a) adding training and (c) adding an interactive

terni between training and schooling. The last column is to investigate the issue that
those with more schooling might at the same time be the ones with training as already
discussed in the last section. The results fiom (a) show that the private rate of retwn to
education is 12%. The variables education and experience have explanatory pwer in the
model because their coefficients are significant at 1% level of significance. The model
explains 47% of the variation in earnings. This is slightly better than what was obtained

fiom the HIES data The coefficient of experience and its square imply that earnings
grow at 8% annually in the beginning of working life and dmease continuously until
they reach zen>growth after 29 years of experience; thereafter, eaming growth becomes

negative until retirement Adding training increases the explanatory pwer of the mode1
by four percentage points. The schooling and training interactive term has a positive

coefficient, which is significant at the 5% level. These results suggest that those with
more schwling tend to be the ones likely to have some training. The coefficient of
training is not significant at 5% level for this specification of the moéel. The avenige rate
of retum to education is slightly reduced by two percentsge points to 10%.
Table 4.30 presents results of a basic Mincerian Eamings fiinction by gender to
the supplementary suwey data. Education, experience and its squsre are the only
independent variables. The mode1 has a better explanatory power when fitted on females
with an R square of 55% as compared to 44% for one on male workers. Al1 the
coefficients of the variables are significant at 1% level of significance for females and
also have the right signs. For male workers, the coefficients for education and experience
are significant at 1% level o f signiticance. For male worken, however, the coefticient for
the square of experience is not significant at the 5% level. Experience adds positively to
eaming up to 50 years of experience for males and 20 for females. What this means is
that earnings of male worken will continue to grow because of experience on the job up
to M yean on the job, while for female workers, earnings could peak as early as 20 yean

of working on the job. The impact of experience for females is more important than it is
for males. Female workers have a higher average rate of return to education of 15%.

Male workers are 4 perceatage points lower with a rate of 1 1%.
Table 4.30, last column also presents a Mincerian earnings function with a

dummy variable for sex equal to I for females and O for males and an interactive for
education and gender. Al1 coefficients are signiticant at the 1% level. The coefficient for

the dummy for sex is negative, irnplying that king fernale lowers your eamings venus
those of males. The coefficient of the interactive terni is positive, implying that females

are likely to be more educated than male workers, ceteris paribus. These results indicate
to what we have already established; that females tend to be more educated than their
male counterparts and yet earn less than their male counterparts. The average rate of

retum to males is significantly lower at 11%. With the exception of experience on the
job, the results obtained from table 4.30 are very similar to those obtained from the HIES

data in tems of trend (refer to tables 4.26 and 4.27 of HlES data). nie rates of retum
figures are however lower than those obtained fkom HIES data, even though the mode1

has better explanatory p w e i for female employees.

Tabk 4.29 h i c Mincerian Earnings F~w>crn,employees and self employed. ûverall
(SS data) y

Variable

Constant

Education
Experience
Experience Squared
Training

Training x education
R square (Adjusted)

N
Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Signïficant at 1% levei of significance
Significant et 5% level of sipificana

Table 4.30 Basic bfincerion Earnings Funclion. employees. by Gender und Ail ( s s ) ~

Dependent Variable (Log of net monthly earnings)
Variable

Male

Female

Constant

5.3 (67.5)

4.4 (51.8)

Education

O. 1 1 ( 17.8)**

O. 15 (20.2)**

Experience

0.05 (Seo)**

0.010 (9.7)**

Experience Squared

-0.0005 (-1-6)

-0.0025 (-6.0)**

Sex(male=O,
fernale=1)
Sex * Education
R square (Adjusted)

0.44

N

532

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significant at 1% level of significance

* Significant at 5% level of significance

4.5 -2 Earninns Funciions by Location of Workers

Table 4.31 shows results of fitting a basic Mincerian earnings function by
location of employees to HIES data For al 1 the three locations, the explanatory power of
the mode1 is quite robust. The coefficients for years of education and experience are
significant at the 1% level for dl the three locations. Experience is more important in the
nual areas, followed by the urban areas, and least important in the urban villages. in fact
the coefficient for the square of experience is not significant at the i % level for the urban
village workers. The average rate of return is equalised at 14% between the urban areas

and urban villages, but 2 percentage points higher for the rural worken. This suggests
that education is more rewarding on average to the rural worker. The evidence also

suggests that there is no labour market segmentation between the urban and urban
village's labour markets.
Table 4.32 presents results that are corrected for s e l d o n bias using Heckman's
(1976) technique as discussed prewiourly.Tbis correction msults in lower average rates

of retums for al1 locations. The biggest decrease is with the rural areas whose rates are
now equalised with the other two locations at 11 percent Experience and the square of

expenence become insignificant afier this correction. The explanatory power of the
mode1 improves quite substantially for the d a n and urban villages while the explanatory

power of the rnodel falls for the rural areas. The inverse Mills ratios are also still
significant at the O. 1 percent level.

Table 4.31. Basic Mincerian Earnings Function. UirIrban villages. uurbn oreas and Rural

areas (HIES)
Variable

'

Urban

Urban Villages

Rural Areas

Constant

4.4 (54.4)

4.5 (38.6)

3.7(25.3)

Education

0.14 (29.2)**

O. 14 (1 8.6)**

O.17(16.9)**

Experience

0.068(1 LOI)**

0.039(4.1)**

0.069(5.6)**

Experience Square

-0.0008 (-6.5)**

4.0003 (-1 -6)

-0.00098(-4.0)**

0.31

0.42

R square (Adj usted) 0.34

Y Note: t-statidcs in parenthesis
**Significantat 1% level of significance
* Signifiant at 5% level of significame

Table 432. Basic Mincerian Earnings Function with correction for censoring bias.
Urban villoges. urban oreas und Rural areas
Variable
Urban
Urban Villages
Rural Areas

Constant

5.8 (41.7)

5.75 (876)

5.9(4 1.7)

Education

O. l l (22.4)**

O. 11 (14.3)**

O. 11(22.4**

Experience

0.024 (0.28)

0.029 (0.8)

0.0024(0.28)

Experience Square

-0.0004 (-0.2)

-0.0003 (-1.6)

-O.ûûû44(-0.2)

0.35

0.40

R square (Adjusted) 0.40

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significant at 1%level of significance
* Signifiant at 5% level of significance

The next table (table 4.33) shows results of tining a basic Mincerian eamings
fhction for urban villages and urban areas separately using the supplementary s w e y
&ta.

The columns labelled B are conected for choice of location by the inclusion of an

Inverse Mills Ratio. This is created fiom a probit that has the choice of location as the
dependent variable regmsed against age school gender and marital statu. The results of
the probit equation are show in the appendix.

The results from the columns A (not comcted for location bias) are very similar to the

ones obtajned f?om the HIES da&. For both locations, the explanatory power of the

mode1 is quite robust. The coefficients ofexperience and education are significant at 1%
level of sipificance for both uiban areas and uiban villages. The coefficient for the
square of experience is however, not significant for the urban villages. Experience is

more important in detennining eamings for the urban area than the urban village. Lady,
the average rate of return to education is equalised between locations at 12%. This
evidence suggests that there is no labour segmentation between urban areas and urban
village's labour markets. This implies that workers with similar human capital
characteristics are not rewarded differently depending on the segment of the labour
market in which they happen to be locatd The results fiom fining an eamings function
with correction for location bias are very sirnilar to those without the correction. The

inverse mills ratio for the mode1 fitted on uhan areas is significant at the 1 percent level,
while that of the mode1 fitted on the urben villages is not significant at the 5% level. The

significant and positive coefficient of the selectivity term implies tbaî those who chwse
to work in the uiban areas have a comparative advantage in ternis of the unobserved

characteristics.
Tabk 4.33. B&c Mincerian Earnings Function. Urban villages and d a n areas (SS

Vanabie

Urban(A)

Utban Villa~edA) Urban Villages(B

Constant

4.8 (70.4)

5.06 (37.4)

5.7(16.4)

Education

0.12 (20.9)**

O. 12 (1 2.3)**

O. 12(13.5)**

Experience

0.086 (9.8)**

0.06 (3.5)**

0.059(3.6)**

Experience Square

4.00 15 (-4.9)**

-0.0008 (-1.3)

-0.00089(- 1 -5)

Inverse Mills Ratio

R square (Adjusted) 0.46
N
736
V Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significantat 1% level of significance

* significant at 5% level of significance

-O.45(- 1.9)

0.48

0.49

198

198

Table 4.34 is very similar to 4.33 except that we now add training, iogarithm of

houn worked and family background variable as measured by the education of the father
to the basic earnings fiuiction. The wlumos B are those corr~ctedfor choice of location

bias. Al1 coefficients are significant at 1% level of significance for the hareas and
the explanatory power of the mode1 improves quite substantially for botb locations. The

coefficients of Logarithm of hours worked, square of experience, and education of the
father are not significant at 5% level of significiuice for the urban villages. Experience
and training are rewarded more in the urban areas than in the urban villages. The average
rate of retum foP the urban villages is now one percentage point higher than that of urban
areas. There are no hdamental changes fiom correcting for choice between urban and

urban areas.

Table 4.34. Basic Mincerian Eurnings Function by Iocation, hours. training und furniiy

background (SS dutu)

Variable

'
Urban(A1

Urban(B1

Urban
-

Urban

Villages(A)

VillagdB)

Constant

6.03 (14.5)

6.8 (7.3)

7.5(6.6)

Education

0.09 (15.7)**

o.10 (9.3)-

O. 1O(9.6)**

Experience

0.08 (9.6)*

0.055 (3.2)**

0.053(3.4)**

Training

0.35 (8.1)**

0.25 (2.9)**

0.23(2.9)**

Log Hom

-0.22 (-2.8)**

-0.33 (-1.9)

-0.34(-1.6)

Education of Father

0.016 (2.7)**

0.016 (1.1)

O.O15(l.14)

Expetience Square

4.0015 (-5.08)**

-0.0007 (-1 -2) -0.00079(-1.4)
-0-38(-1.8)

Inverse Mills Ratio

R square (Adjusted)

0.52

0.52

N

736

198

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis

**Significant at 1% level of significance

* Signifiant at 5% level of significance
4.5-3 Earninns function bv î~m
ofemdovment

Table 4.35 shows the results of fitting the eamings function for the self-employed
and employees. The B columns show results of the eamings hction with correction for
choice of employment. The coefficients for education and experience are sipificant at

1% level of significance and have the ngbt signs for employees. For the selkmployed,
The coefficient for education is signifiant at 1% level of significance, whiie that of
experience is ody significant at 5% level of significance. The results indicate that
exjmience is more important for employees than for the self employed. The mode1 also
explains better the variations in eamings for employees (R squaee of 47%) than the self

employed (R square of 23%). The coefficient of the square of experience is not
significant for the selfcmployed. Even though the selfemployed have more yem of
experience as show in table 4.17, the results fiom table 4.35 suggest that experience is
not that important in determining wages for the selfemployed group. The average rate of

r e m to education is just one percentage point higher for employees than the selfemployed ïhis suggests that although sector of employrnent is a critical deteminant of
eamings, this variable has a less clear-cut impact on the rate of return to education h
fact forma1 education is almost equally rewarding between the selfemployed and
employees. Dabos and Psacharopodos (1991) report very similar results for the Brazilian
economy. The correction for choice of employment has no hdarnental effect on the
results of the employee workers. For the selfsmployed, however, the average rate of

r e m is reduced slightly by about 2%, but the inverse mills ratio is not significant at the
5% level.
Table 4.35. Basic Mincerian Earnings Function. ernpfoyeesand serfemployyed. Aff

Dependent Variable (Log of net monthly eamings)

-

Constant

Selfem~loved(A)
4.8 (1 8.2)

Selferndoved(E3)
4. I(6.9)

Education

O. 11 (4.3)-

0.089(2.58)**

Experience

0.06 (2.4)*

O.O69(3.3)**

Experience Squared

-0.0012 (-1.8)

-0.00 1 t (-2.6)**

Variable

Inverse Mills Ratio

0.43(1.5)

R square (Adjusteci)

0.24

N

92

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Sipificant at 1% level of significance
Significant at 5% level of significance

4.5.4 Familv background and Homs worked

Table 4.36 is similar to table 4.26, except that we now add houn of work and
family background variables. Family background is approximated by the education of the
head of the household For al1 employees, al1 c d c i e n t s are significant at 1% level of
significance, and the explanatory power of the mode1 improves slightly by one
percentage point. Experience is still more important for female than male workers; in
fact the square of experience remaias uuimportant for male worken with this
specification of the model. The coefficient of the education of the head of the household
is only significant for male employees at 1% level of significance. The average private
nite of

retum is reduced and is quite a big decrease for male employees, where it falls

from I l % to only 3% with this specification.

The meaning of a positive sipificant coefficient to a family background variable is that
suggest that family background is important in detemination of eamings. This enten in
two ways; one through provision of a better leamhg environment and second corn better

contact about good jobs in the labour market Given that unemployment is quite hi&
especially for pnmary and lower secondary education graduates, it is very likely that
family contacts are becorning an imporîant way of learning about a good job. Those with
more educated parents are more Iikely to get bettcr information about jobs and therefore
obtain better payingjobs.

Hours of work have a padoxical negative coefficient for both male and female workers.
This seems to suggest that those who supply more hours tend to earn less on average.

Table 4.36. Minceriun Eamings Funclion with log hours and family background
variables. employees on& (SS data)y
Variable
All
Male
Female

-

Constant

6.4 (16.4)

6.8 (11.2)

5.6 (12.3)

Education

0.08 (7.6)**

0.033 (2.2)*

O. 14 (lO.l)w

Experience

0.079 (10.3)*+

0.049 (5.1)**

0.0 1(9.4)*

Experience Square

-0.00 14 (-49)**

-0.00005 (-1 - 5 )

-0.0024 (-5.9)**

Log ~ O W S

4.289 (-3.9)**

-0.27 (-2.4)*

-0.23 (-2.8)**

Education of heaâ

0.04 (3.9)**

0.079 (5.5)**

0.0079 (0.6)

R square (Adjusted)

0.48

0.49

0.55

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Signifiaint at 1% level of significance
* Significant et 5% level ofsignificance
Table 4.37 compares the selfemployed and employees &er adding log of houn
and education of head of the household The average rate of rehirn to education is now
higher for the employees than for the self-employees. The coefficient of the logarithm of
hours supplied has the nght sign for the selfemployed, but it is not significant at 5%
level of significance. The coefficient of the education of the head of the household is
significant at 1% level of significance for employees and 5% level of significance for the

self-employed sample of workers. But with the correction for choice of employment and
heteroskedasticity, it is not significant for the employees at the 5% level. The positive
coefficient suggests that those whose heads of households are more educated tend to earn
significantly more in the labour market.

Table 4.37 Mincerian Eurnings Function with log hours und fumily buckground

variabies, empioyees and serf-empplqyed(SS datajP

Variable
Constant
Education
Experience
Expefience Square

Log hours
Education of head
Inverse Mills Ratio

R square (Adjusted)

N
Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significant at 1% level of significance
Significant at 5% level of significance
Two other family background variables are added to the mode1 for both

employees and the selfemployed These are the education of the father and the education
of the mother. nie coefficients of these two variablesare individually not significant for
the ~el~ernployed.
This suggests that among the selfiemployed, family background as

measured by either the father's education or the mother's is not a significant determinant
of eamings. The coefficient for education of the father is also negative. This might rrflect

a fact that family contacts are less important for getting a sel€+mployment job.
For employees, it is only the coefficient of the father's education that is
significant at 1% level of significance. The coefficient of this variable is positive,
suggesting that those whose fathers have more education eam ~ i ~ f i c a n t more
l y in the
labour market. The results of this analysis are presented in table 4.38 below (mother's

education variable is not shown in this table). The introduction of family background
variables for employas has a tendency to reduce the estimated eff-

of the son's or

daughter's own education on eamings, heace the rate of retum to their education This
evidence suggests that a part of the estimateci effect of one's own education on earnings
fiom regressions that do not control for family background is due to parental influence on
earnings. Table 4.39 shows that d n g s rise with family background variable. Those
workers whose fathers have more education eam significmtly more in the labour market.
This is partly due to the fact tbat they have attained a bigh level of schooling than those
workers whose fathers are less educated and most probably due to better contacts about
jobs in the labour market. Experience generally d e c r e ~ sas the fatha's education

increase, which is consistent with the finding that schooling and experience are
negatively related.
The signifiant positive relationship between eaniings and family background as

measured by fathen' education and education of the head of household suggests that
eamings rise with improvement in fmily background The meaning of these findings is
unfortunately, ambiguous. Radical economists use such evidence to argue that society i s
stratified along class lines. Neo-classical economists argue that background variables
proxy the quality of the leaming environment when the child is Young. Unfortunately, it
is not possible to distinguish between these competing hypotheses with cross-section data

of the type at our disposal.

Table 4.38 Mincerian Eamings Funetion with log hows and family background

variables (SS data)'
Variable

Ern~lovees( A )

Em~lovees

Self Em~loved(A) Self-em~ioved(B)

Constant

6.3 (16.4)

6.5(12.7)

3.96 (3.2)

3.2(3 .O5

Education

0.1 1 (22.3)**

0. 11(13.7)**

0.12 (4.4)**

0.09(2.8)**

Experience

0.08 (10.4)*+

0.08(9.4)**

0.066 (2.3)*

0.07(3.4)**

ExperienceSquare

-0.0014(-S.)**

-0.0013(-3.9)**

9.0012(-1.8)

-0.00 12(-2.8)**

Log ~ O W S

-0.27 (-3.7)**

-0.28(-3)**

0.16 (0.73)

0.16(1)

Education of father

0.0 13 (-3.7)**

0.012(2.2)*

-0.03 (0.93)

-0.38(-1.3)

Inverse Mills ratio

0.48(1.3)

-0.45(-1.969)*

R square (Adjusted)

0.48

0.48

0.24

0.26

N

934

934

92

92

CY Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
"Wgnificant at 1% level of significance

* Significaniat 5% level of significance

Table 4.39. Earnings. education und experience by educatzon ofjather ( S S data)
FATHER' S EDUCATION
Variable

No Educ.

Primary

LQWSec.

High Sec.

Higher

Earnings

820.21

866.92

1202.36

1503.44

265 1.78

Education

7.6

8.9

10.4

12.44

13.8

Experience

9.6

8.4

7.3

7.8

5-7

4.5.5 Earninns Function bv Sector of EmpZovment

In the following section, we present results of fitting the Mincerian earnings
function to three sectors of E30tswanays economy; the public, private, and
parastatal sectors. Table 4.40 presents results from an earnings fiiriction that is
not corrected for choice of employment among the three sectors. The model
perfonns equally well for the public and Parastatal, explaining 53% of the
variation in earnings in those sectors. The explanatory power of the model is
however relatively weak in the pnvate sector. For the pnvate sector, the model
explainsjust about one-third of the variation in earnings
Experience is more important in determining earnings for the private
sector and least important in the public sector. The coefficient of the square of
experience is not significant at 5% level of significance for both the public sector
and Parastatals. Given the lack of information about worken in the public and
parastatal sectors, one would expect experience to be an important variable in
determining earnings. Yet the mults here show otherwise. This could be a
reflection of wages and salaries in the public and pamtatal secton king less tied
to pmductivity. On the other hand, in the private sector, productivity is an
important issue and thus experience shows up as important in determining
eamings. in other words, it may be that unobserved individual influences, such as
effort, are more important in the pnvate sector. Fiszbein and Psacharopous (1 993)
show similar resdts for Venezuela.

The average private rate of retum to education is highest for the public sector and

lowest for the private sector. This is to be expened aven that eamings are less
compresseci in the public sector then the private -or

as shown in table 4.23.

Table 4.41 presents rcsults ôased on an eamings function that is corrected for
choice of employment The choice variable is significant at 1% level for al1 the three
sectors, but it is negative for the public and parastatals sectors, while it is positive for the
private sector. The positive selectivity tecm for the private sector implies that those who
choose to be in the private sector hold a comparative advantage at it. In other words, an
individual with in private employment has higher expected earnings than a public
employee with the same characteristics. The average rate of r e m (expected) between
the private and the public sector are equalised while that of the parastata1 sector is one
percent lower than the other two. The explanatory power of the mode1 improves quite
substantially, especially for the parastata1 sector, where the R square increases by 11
percentage points. These results suggest that not correcthg for choice of employment,
especially for the parastataisector may bias the results quite significantly.

Table 4.40 Basic Mincerian Earnings Function by sector of empIoyment (SS)

Variable

Public sector

Private Sector

Parastatals

Constant

5.2 (48.)

5.05 (59.5)

5.46 (27.6)

Education

O. 12 (16.6)**

0.10 (13.4)**

O. 11 (8.1)-

Experience

0.046 (3.8)**

0.075 (6.9)**

0.06 (2.3)*

Experience Square

-0.0005 (-1-2)

-0.0013 (-3.2)**

-0.0008 (-0.9)

R square (Adjusted)

0.53

0.35

0.53

N

276

499

79

V Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Signifiant at 1% level of significance
* ~i&ificantat 5% level of significance

Table 4.41. Basic Mincerian Emings Function by sector of employment- corrected for
Variable
-

Public sector

Private Sector

Parastatals

Constant

6.4 (24)

4.9 (45.08)

7.8 (14.)

Education

0.09 (7.8)**

0.09 (7)"

0.08 (5.1)**

Experience

0.028 (2.5)*

0.07 (5.S)**

0.057 (2.5)*

Experience Square

-0.00023 (-0.6)

-0.0013 (-2.5)*

-0.00077 (-1 .O9)

Inverse Mills Ratio

-0.6(-4.9)**

0.47(2.8)**

-2.2(-4. t )**

R square (Adjusted)

0.57

0.36

0.64

N

276

499

79

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis

**Significantat 1% level of significance
* Significant at 5% level of significance

Table 4.42 and 4.43 are extensions of the bction fitted in 4.40 and 4.41. We add
family background, logarithrn of hours worked, and training to the basic model. The
result of adding these three variables is an improvement in the explanatory power of both
the model corrected for choice of ernployment and one not corrected for it across the
three sectors that employ labour. The R square for al1 three sectors increases by four
percentage points. For the public sector, only education, expcrience and training are
significant explanatory variables to eamings variation. Their coefficients are al1
significant at 1% level of significance. Logarithrn of houn has a positive sign for the
public sector, while it still has a negative coefficient for the other two sectoa. Its
coefficient is however, not sipificrint for al1 the three sectors at 5% level of significance.
For parastatals, it is only the coefficient of the level of education of the worken and their
training that are significant at 1% and 5% levels of significance respectively. With the

correction for choice of ernployment, however, experience also becomes a significant
explanatoty variablefor earnings (its coefficient is significant at the 5% level). variation
in hours of wodc and education of father are not significant explanatory variables to this

sector. For the private sector al1 coefficients, except that of hours of work, are sipificant
at 1% level of significance.

Table 4.42 Basic Minceriun Earnings Function &y sector of empIoyrnent and hours.
training undfimily backgrod (SS datu)'

VariabIe

Public sector

Private Sector

Constant

4.8 (5.6)

5.7 (1O. 1)

Education

O. 1 1 (14.04)**

0.08 (9.9)**

Experience

0.046 (3.9)**

0.07 (6.7)**

Training

0.27 (4.7)**

0.28 (5.3)**

Log Hom

0.072 (0.44)

-0.12 (-1.1)

Education of Father

0.007 (0.9)

0.019 (2.6)**

Experience Square

-0.00006(-1.7)

-0.0013 (-3.2)**

R square (Adjusted) 0.57

0.39

N

499

276

Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significant at 1% level of ~ig~ficance
Significant at 5% level of significance

Tabk 4.43 Busïc Mincerian Earnings Funciion by sector of employment and heurs.
training andjàmïly background- correctedfir choice of empfopent (SS data)'

Vm-able

Public sector

Private Sector

Constant

5.5 (9.5)

5.5 (10.2)

Education

0.08 (7.2)**

0.07 (5.7)**

Experience

0.03 (2.7)**

0.068 (5.6)**

Training

0.23 (4.4)**

0.26 (5.1)**

Log Hours

0.13 (1.4)

-0.1 (-1.1)

Education of Father

0.008 (1 -1)

0.018 (2.3)*

Experience Square

-0.00039 (-1 .O)

-0.0012 (-2.5)*

Inverse Mills Ratio

-0.55(-4.4)**

0.32(2.1)*

R square (Adjusted) 0.60

0.40

N

499

276

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significant at 1% level of signifiace
* Significant at 5% level of significance

Eamings generally rise with age at a decreasing rate, and eamings profiles are
higher the higher the individuai's level of ducation (Polacheck BtSiebert, 1993:19). III
this section we present age-eamings profiles fiom both the HIES and supplementary
survey data. The profiles are constnicted by taking average eamings at each age for the
different levels of education. nie education levels here refer to completed levels as
opposed to level attended For instance, primary education refers to those who completed
7 yean of education, but did not complete lower secondary (juniorcertificate).

Figure 4.1 Shows age-eanUngs profiles for four level of education and for those
with no ducation at dl. The highest eamings profile is that of workers with completed
higher education, then those wiîh upper secondary and those with lower secondary. Thus
the results are as expected with the highest protile being for those with the highest level
of education and the lowest king for those with no education There is very Iittle
difference between the age eamings profiles of those with no school and those with
primary education. The age eamings profiles for those with primary education and those

with no education are relatively flat, implying thet they have slower growth rates of
earnings as their age increases. nie eamings profiles for those with higher education and
the two secondary levels rise, and reach a maximum at around the ages of 35 and 40
years of age.

Figure 4.2 shows age eamings profiles that are smoothed out. The smoothing
hction used was parabolic: Earnings = f (Age, Age Squared). This gives us a clearer
picture of the relationship betweeu eamings profiles and also a ôetter shape of the
individual eamings profiles Generally, the eamings-profiles between education levels

diverge as the q e increase, at leas<up to the point of peak earnings of the profiles. The
eaniing profile for univenity educationysenior secondary and no education are well

behaved with a sort of concave sbpe; incmsing at an increasing rate initidly, then at a
decreasing rate, reaching a Peak an# thereafter the earnings dedine. The eamings profile
of thos with senior secondary md those with junior certificate converge after the age of
50.

If we assume that the eamipgs of the young with different education levels will
have the same patterns in the fuMe as those of the older wage groups today' we may
conclude that the pattern of divergiiig age earnings profile implies that Botswana's labour
market functions in such a way W t the relationship between education and earnings
h o m e s much more seongly estdlished at later ages. Unfortunately the cross-section
picture does not necessarily refle* lifetime earnings, especially that r e m s to education
may have fallen for ment cohorts.

The ageeaniings profiles by gender are shown as figure 4.3 and 4.4. Males have
higher age ehngs

pofiles for lower and upper secondary. The profiles for males also

diverge fiom thos of fernale worken as age increases (see figure 4.3). For primary

education males have a higher profile up to about age 58. For tertiary, the profiles do no
have a clear panem. For less than 30 years of age, males have a higher profile. Between

32 and 47 females have a higher profile, thereafter the male worker's profile is again
higher (see figure 4.4).

Fimre 4.1 AGE -EARN?NGS PROFILES, AU WORKERS (H..Es~ a t a ) ' ~

RGURE1. AGEWEARNINGS PROFILES.
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l6 Cambridge is higher secondary education levd, Junior Cert is lomr m n d a r y and highcr education is
equivalent tc tertiary and university ducation Ievels.

Fieure 4.2 SMOOTHED- OUT AGE - E A M N G S FUNCTIONS BY LE VEL OF
EDUCATZON A U THE WORKERS( (HIES Data)

Smoothed O ut AgeEanimgs Profies.

AGE
Fieure 4.3 Age - Eamings Profiles &y gender - Upper unci Lower Secondary

AGE

F i a re 4.4 Eamings Profiles by gender - Prirnav and Tertiary education feves

AGE
Age earnings and experience eamings profiles fiom the supplementary suniey are
show in figures, 4.5,4.6, and 4.7. Ageearnings profiles fiom the supplementary survey

generally have many similar characteristics to those obtained fiom HIES data. Figure 4.5

shows age eamings profiles for four level of education and for those with no education at
all. The highest eamings profile is that of worken with completed higher education, then
those with upper secondary and those with lower secondary. Thus the results are as
expected with the highest profile being for those with the highest level of education and
the lowest being for those with lower education. There is very little difference between
the age eamings profiles of those with no school and those with primary education.
Figure 4.6 is veiy similar to figure 4.5, except that we now substitute age for experience
on the horizontal axis. The profiles are very similar to the age earnings ones, with the
highest one being for those with higher education and the lowest for those with no

education. The experience earnings profile for those with completed primary education is
however higher than for those with no education at all.
Even though the profiles oscillate a bit, it is clear that the earnings for university
and the two levels of education do nse as the age and experience increase, even though
the shapes of the profiles are not very clear. The age eamings profiles and experience
eamings profiles for those with primary education and those with no education are
relatively flat. This implies slower growth rates of eamings as age and experience
increases for these groups of workea.
Figure 4.7 shows age eamings profiles that are smoothed out. Those with primary
and those with no schooling have similar average earnings at ages between 20 and 35.
M e r the age of 35 the eamings profiles for the two groups diverge continuously. Except
for upper secondary (Cambridge) and junior certificate profiles that are almost parallel,
al1 the profiles diverge as the age increases. The eamings profile for university education
is well behaved with a sort of concave shape; increasing at an increasing rate initially,
then at a decreasing rate, reaching a peak at around age 55 and thereafter the eamings
decline as one nears retirement.

FIGURE 4.5 AGE -EARNINGS PROFILES, A U WORKERS (SS Data)
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FIGURE 4.7 SMOOTHED- O W AGE - EARNINGS FUNCIIONS BY LEVEL
OF EDUCATZON, A U THE WUMERS (SS Data)
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4.7 The Relationshi~Between Education and the Labour Market Over Time

Labour markets, especially in less developed countries, are usually in continuous
adjustment to disequilibria created by the dernand for educated labour altering over the
course of development process. On the demand side, the process begins witb the
emergence of a large public sector that provides the majonty of forma1 sector
employment. Later in development, a strong private sector emerges diminishing the
importance of the public sector as an employer. The change in the economy usually leads
to a change in the occupational structure, with demand for labour shifiing fiom white
collar jobs to blue collar jobs, especially in the manufacturing sector. Partly generating
these changes and partly as a result, an expansion of the school system alters the
composition of the labour supply, with each entenng cohort of worken king more
educated than the last. The result is a growing disparity between the structure of the
labour force and the structure of employrnent opportunities leading to a "filteringdown"
of educated workers into lesser skilled tasks (Cohen and House, 1994: 1556). Therefore,
occupation and year of entry into the labour market may play a more central role in wage
determination process in a developing country. To explore the extent of filtering down in
Botswana's labour market we estimate a multinominal logistic model of occupational
attainment".
We constructecl these broad categories of occupational groups on the basis of ski11
requirements. The highest occupation on the rank is professional/managerial (OCCI);

17

A logistic regrcssion model is a multivariate technique for estimating the probability that an event occurs
as weil as identüjing the variables usdil in making the prcdiction. This is usefiil in anaiysing data where the
dependent variable takes on the value of 1 or O. (See Nomsis (1993)for more details).

e.g. doctors, economists, lecturen, etc. The next highest is the middle white collar

(OCC2); e-g., primary school teachers, nurses, etc. The third highest on the list is junior

white collar (OCC3); e.g clerks, typists, etc. The next is a category of skilled bluecoliar
workers (OCC4); e.g. carpenters, electricians, bricklayers, etc. The fiflb occupation at the
bottorn of the list is a group of semi-skiiled bluecollar workers (OCCS); e.g. factory
workers. At the bottom of the grouping are unskilled blue-collar workers (OCC6); e.g.
cleaners, gardeners, messengen, domestic maids, etc.
To explore the determinants of occupation choice we included five variables
measuring educational attainment (no schooling king the lowest and the highest king
higher education), five variable measuring cohort effects, a dummy for sex (1 male,
O= fernale), and a durnrny for location of wnrker (1= urban worker, O= ruban village).

We expect that the more educated will favour the more skill-intensive jobs. Age is used

as a proxy for date of entry into the labour force.
Table 4.44 presents maximum likelihd estimates of the variables included in
the equation. Table 4.45 presents R Statistics for the variables by occupation. The chisquare, which is a test for the nul1 hypothesis that the coefficient for al1 the ternis in the

current model, except the constant, are zero, is shown at the bottom of table 4.44. The
model chi-square for al1 the five occupations is significant at 1% level of significance.
These results imply that not al1 the coefficients in the mmod are zero in value. The fitness
of the model is quite robust for al1 the five occupations. A m e r analysis of these
coefficients is given by the R statistic presented in table 4-45 The R statistic lies between
+1 and -1, with a small value indicating a small partial contriiution of the variable and

visa-versa.

The R statistic values are show for al1 the occupations. For the occupation of
professionals (OCCI),with the exception of primary and lower secondary (JC), al1 the
variables have a zero R statistic. The R statistic for lower secondary and primary are
negative, implying that possession of those two levels of education decreases the
likelihood that a worker will be ernployed in the professional occupation, ceteris paribus.
For the occupation of middle whiteallar (OCC2) k i n g aged 25-34, no school
and higher education have an R statistic value of zero. &ing aged less than 25, having
gone through primary or lower secondary and location, al1 have negative R statistics. The
implication is that having been to lower secoadary or primary levels of education or
king aged less than 25 yeam reduces the likelihood that you may be employed in a
middle white collar job as comparai to king in the unskilled blue collar job (OCC6).
Ages 45-54, age 55 plus and gender d l have positive R statistics. What this means is that
male workers and those aged above 45 years of age have more chances of occupying a
job in the middle white class category of occupations relative to king in the unskilled

blue collar job.
For junior white-collar occupation (OCC3), no school, ages 25-34 and 55 plus
have R statistics values of zero. Being less than 25 yean of age, or having k e n to junior

secondary and pnmary education, sex and location al1 have negative R statistics values.
What this means in terms of education and age is that king less than 25 years of age or

having gone through primary or lower secondary reduces the likelihood of you k i n g in a
junior white collar job. Being male also reduces the probability of a worker king in this
occupation, i.e. female worken are more likely to be in this occupation than male ones.

On the other hand the codticient for age between 45-54 is positive. This implies that

king in that age group increases the likelihood of a worker being in this occupation.
For the occupation of skilled blue collar (OCC4), ottiy gender has a positive R
statistics. This result implies that king male increases the likelihood of a worker king
in this occupation. Location and ages 23-34 and 55 plus al1 have a zero R statistic. Ages
less than 25 and 45-54, having gone through lower seconâary or less al1 have a negative

R statistic value. Falling within those two age ranges or having been to junior seconâary
education or less decreases the likelihood of a worker being in the occupation of skilled
blue collar relative to being in an unskilled blue collar job.
Occupation 5 is that made up of semi-skilled blue-collar worken. In this
occupation al1 the ages have a zero R statistic. Lower seconâary or less yean of education
d u c e the chances of king in this occupation vis-à-vis occupation 6 (unskilled bluecollar). In other words, with those characteristics a worker is more likely to find an
unskilled blue-collar job than a semi-skilled blue-collar job. Gender has a positive R
statistic for this occupation, implying that k i n g male increases the probability of king
in this occupation than being in occupation 6.
Table 4.44 has Wald Statistic in brackets. For al1 the occupations, except the
semi-skilled blue collar, the coefficients for primary and lower secondary are significant
at 5% level of significance. Age less than 25 is significant at the 5% level for middle

white collar, junior white collar and skilled blue wllar. Gender is only sipificant at the
5% level for the middIe white-collar occupation.

Interpretation of logistic regression coefficients is not as straigbtforward as linear
regression. This is because the coefficients show the logarithm of the probabilities of

being in one occupation relative to the other. In this analysis, locating in one occupation
is king compared to locating in the occupation of unskilled blue-collar job. One way of
interpreting the coefficients is to rank them by size across occupations. Ranking the
coefficients on gender fiom smallest to highest gives the following results: occupation 3,
occupation 5, occupation 2, occupation 1 and occupation 4. These results indicate that
being male increases the likelihood that the worker is in skilled blue collar and
professioual jobs. On the other hand, king female increases the probability that you will

be in any of the occupations lower on the l i a

The results clearly point to an

occupational segregation of employmeat opportunities by geader where females are
confined to a namw range of occupations. Females are likely to be in any of the three
categories of occupations; clerïcal / secretarial jobs (OCC3), semi-skilled blue-collar
(OCCS)and middle white-collarjobs (OCC2).

A fiequency tabulation of distribution of workers by gender with occupations

confinns this results as show in table 4.46. Male workers are a greater proportion in the
following occupations; professional, skilled blue collar and semi-skilled blue-collar jobs.
Females, on the other hand dominate in middle white collar, junior white collar and
unskilled blue collar. Average earnings of ail the occupations are also show on the
same table. It is clear that the occupations dominated by female workers (OCC2 &3) in
the white collar section are on average less rewarding compared to those dominated by
male workers (OCCI). For manual occupations, we also note that the female dominated
occupation (ûCC6) is less rewarding than the male dominated ones (ûCC4 & ûCC5).
Occupational segregation is therefore an important explmation to the already observed
patadox, where we observed that women are on average more educated than men, while

they eam Iess than their male counterpitrts. Koussodjie and Mueller (1983) find similar

results. They argue that, due to sexual division of labour, many of the more attractive
earnings possibilities that are open to men are closed to women
It is not clear fiom our study whether the occupational segregation is itself a
discrimination fiom a biased labour market or that the labour market is merely
responding to workers having different observed characteristics that are heavily shaped at
the family level. For instance, it might be that the family was encouraging girls to take
such jobs as nursing, primary teaching, senetarial jobs, while encouraging boys to be in
the professional jobs such as king managea, doctoa, etc. CClearly, if the socialisation
process at the family level is effective and carried over to schools the chosen occupation
at the end will

follow dong that line, and the labour market will be responding by only

taking the workers into their already chosen occupations. Republic of Bo?swana (1 993)
reports gender gap in academic performance in favour of boys at the primary and
secondary levels. That differential is more pronounced for mathematics, science and
technology. These results from the tendency for educational institutions to reflect the
wider society by reproducing sex stereotypes and low expeçtations among girls. Many of
these stereotypes are also perpetuated by textbooks and curriculum materials and are
even reflected in the choice of subjects of boys and girls (Republic of Botswana, 1993:
35).

We provide similar ranking of coefficients by occupation for the four levels of
education. As expected, no schml, primary education and lower secondary education
individually increase the likelihood that a worker would be in any of the low skill jobs;
piirticularly, semi-skilled blue collar, skilled blue wllar, unskilled blue collar and junior

white collar. With those levels of education, ceteris paribus, a worker has a low
likelihood of getting into professional and middle whiteallar jobs. On the other han&
higher formal education implies a higher pmbability that a worker is in a higher skill-

based job; e.g. professional job or middle white collar.
The coefficients for different age groups are also ranked across occupations.
Those aged less than 25 yean of age are more likely to be into less skill-based jobs; e.g.
factory worker (OCC5), clerk, typist (OCC3), carpenter, electrician (OCC4). Being aged
25 or less means you are less likely to be in the professionall managerial jobs and middle
white-collar jobs. Those ageà betwaa 25-34 are more Iikely to be in junior white-collar
jobs (OCC3) and semi-skilled blue-collar (OCCS). On the other hand, those aged
between 45- 54 are more likely to be in professional (OCCI)and middle white-collar
(OCC2) jobs. In general, king older increases the likelihood of having an occupation

higher up the skill ordering of occupations. This demonstrates that some filteringdown
of jobs occuned when labour market conditions changed. Under today's labour market
conditions, leaving school before complethg secondary education is no longer sufficient
to guarantee a white-collarjob, whereas in the past most people with those qualifications
automatically got those jobs. Filteringdown is likely to be more pronounced in a labour
market that uses education to a larger extent as a screen for jobs.

Table 4.44 Mul..inominul logif madel of occupafional oftainment (éxcIuded class:
unskilieci blue collm workers. 0CC6)v (SS data)

Managerial

Middle White

Junior White

Skilled Blue

semi-skiIled

OCCI
-

OCC2

OCC3

OCC4

blue OCC5

No school

-1S.4(O.O2)

- l4.3(O.3)

- 1l.S(l.3)

-3.9(22.6)*

-2.36(8.3)*

Primary

-6.3(13.95)*

-6.9(71.2)*

-4.8(50.7)*

-3.02(17.7)*

-1.9(6.8)*

J. Cert.

-3.S(6.O8)*

-3.4(24.96)*

-2.7(17.9)*

-2.06(8.1)*

- 1.23(2.7)

Higher

20.89(0.03)

7.2(0.06)

4.19(0.04)

Age < 25

- 1O.S(O.02)

-2.2(10.7)*

-0.76(4.1)*

Age 25-34

-9.6(0.03)

4.08(0.03)

-O.36(l.5)

Age 45-54

1.55(1.88)

1.04q2.04)

-0.94(3.1)

Age 55+

-8.1(0.0008)

2.3(5.1)*

-5.99(0.2)

SEX

1.35(1.75)

0.88(5.5)*

2.87(86.1)

Location

-1 .56(1.6)

-1.03(5.7)*

O.33(O.O 1)

Constant

1-76

3.7

0.46

Chi-square

24 1-98

314-69

198.73

w@ SEC)

(Age 35-44)

Y Figures in parenthesis are Wald Statistics
Coefficient significantly different fiom zero at 5% level of significance

Table 4.45 R stotisticjôr ail variables by occupatiod8

Managerial

Middle White Junior White

Skilled Blue

semi-skilled

OCC1

OCC2

OCC4

blue OCCS

WC3

(High SEC)
No school

-0.1

Prirnary

-0.09

J. Ce&

6.037

Higher
(Age 35-44)
Age < 25

O

Age 25-34

O

Age 45-54

O

Age 55+

O

SEX

0.017

Location

'*

A statistic th<is used to look m the pinPI corrdation bnweai the dependent variable and adi ofthe
independ- variables. A posiîive value indicates h t as the variable increases in value, so does the
likdihood of the evcnt occurring and visa--

Table 4.46 Proportion of workers in each occupation and average earnings in each
occupation (SS data)

Managerial Middle White
-

Junior White

Skilled

semi-skilled

Unskilled

Blue

blueOCCS

OCC6

OCc4

Male workers

74

44

9

Female works

26

56

91

Total

100

100

100

Average

3087.48

1511.09

855.16

earnings(Pda)

CHAPTER FIVE
RATES OF RETURN TO EDUCATION IN AFRICA
5.1 Introduction

The main aim of this chapter is to sumrnarise the literature on the rates of r e m
to education in Afnca, both social and pnvate. We begin by introducing the concept of
rate of retum to schooling5.2 The Concepi o f Raie o f Return to Education

Treatment of education as an investment atlows economists to calculate the
profitability of education by using the same cost-benefit principles used for appraising
physical capital. A central concept in cost benefit analysis is the rate ofretum, which is a
measure of profitability of an investment project In gened, it is a masure of the
expected yield of an investment in ternis of the funûe Stream ofbenefits generated by the
capital, compared with the cost of acquiring the capital asset (Woodhall, 1987b). The
rate of retum is precisely the rate of interest at which the present value of funire benefits
is exactly equal to the present discounted value of costs.

This allows different

investment projects to be compared with the optimum investment strategy to be chosen
king the one that offers the highest rate of r e m .
When cost-benefit analysis is applied to investment in education one needs to
identiq both costs and benefits to education Increased lifetime earnings are usually the

benefits for schooling or training in the human capital models. These can then be
compsued with the direct costs of fees, expendinire on books and equipment, plus the
indirect costs, which are forgone eamings while in x h w l or training (Woodhall, 198%).

The rate of interest that equates these expected benefits to the expected costs is the

expected rate of retum fiom that s ~ h o o l i n ~ . To
' ~ formalise this lets suppose an
individual is evaluating whether to take an extra five yean of school or look for a job
after having a certain level of education. Let us assume the individual will be able to get
an afker tax annual income of El(t) at each age fiom graduation up to retirement.
Moreover the individual will have to pay some schooling costs C(t) in the form of tuition
fees and purchases of books and materials. On the other hand, if the individual decides
to work he is assumed to eam an annual incorne of Eo(t) until retirement. Lets denote R=
retirement; and t= Age; E, ...G= begiming of graduation for the level of education k i n g
evaluated; r is the rate of discount. The expected benefits are thetefore

where El(t)- Eo(t)= expected net differential attributable to the next higher level of
education. The costs of this education are:

where the fint part is forgone eanllngs and the second part is direct costs to education.
Equating (1) and (2) then solves for the rate of retum(r). In other words it is that rate of
discount that equates future benefits to costs. Equating (1) and (2) and solving for r gives:

l9 For a discussion on how students fonn eqectations about funre eamings see Katona (1980)
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This is just one method available for calculating the rate of r e m usually known

as the elabrate method Another method mostly used is the regession method based on
Mincerian human capital earnings hctions (Psacharopoulos, 1987). The individual
making the decision is then assumed to use this rate of retum to evaluate whether its
worth going to school for another five years or not; in other words schooling is
encouraged if the rate of rehim exceeâs the rate of alternative investrnents. The rate of
retum calculated in the above m m e r is what will be called the pnvate rate of retum.
But both the costs and benefits of education also affect socieîy as a whole, since the
assumed productivity of more educated worken also benefits society.

In most countnes education is also paid for by govemment through subsidised
education and free education for some levels of education.

To take that into

consideration a social rate of return is usually calculated by relating society's benefits to
social costs of education (Psacharopoulos, 1987). The simplest correction is usually
done by taking before tax earnings of individuals and subtracting subsidies fiom their
costs. The difference between the two measures Oves an indication of the degree of
government involvement. A big difference between the two shows a high level of
government subsidisation for the school level and income group (Jallade, 1982). Another
major distinction is between average and marginal rates of retum. The rate of r e m can

be interpreted as the marginal if it refers to the whole cycle of a particular education level
(for instance secondary versus primary education), but it wodd be interpreted es an
average for six years of secondary schooling (Psacharopoulos, 1987).

5.3 Rates o f Rerurn to Education in Afiica

The general pattern of rates of rem to education, based mainly on Latin
Amencan countries is for the rates to be highest for primary followed by secondary and
then lowest for higher education. For Afrca as a whole Psacharopoulos' 1985 review
estimates it to be 45% for primary, 32% for university and 26% for secondary and overall
of 13Yiugler and Psacharopoulos; 1989: 359). For the 1993 review it was however
estimated to be 20, 13, and 12 for primary, secondary and higher education respectively
(Psacharopoulos; 1994). However, Sub-Saharan country studies do not seem to support
the pattern of rates of r e m reporteci in the aggregate rates of return. Table 5.1
summarïses social and private rates of retum figures for some sub-Saharan countries (7
out of 12 of those with complete sets of private rates are shown in the table).
Estimates fiom Lesotho and Malawi show a pattern of rising private rates of
return as the education level rises. The pnvate rates of r e m to those countries are
highest for higher education, followed by secondary, and lowest for primary education.

For Zimbabwe for both male and female workers the private rate of return to education
based on data fiom a 1989 labour force s w e y of those in dependent employment only
were highest for upper secondary, followed by lower secondary. Primary education was

next, and university education was the least profitable (Bennel and Malaba; 1993: 277287). For Cote d'Ivoire, the most profitable level to the individual was upper secondary
and the least profitable lower secondary- On the other hand for Ethiopia it is lower

secondary that is the most profitable level for the individual and upper secondary is the
least profitable. From table 5.1, only Somalia and Botswana have primary education as
the most profitable level of education The Botswana estimates are based on a 1984

USAID study. For pnmary education, however the authors report that there were some

fiuidarnental reporting errors, and moreover Bennel rated the data quality as king arnong
the very poor category (Benne4 1996: 185).
The pattern of socid rates of retum is generally that the rates of retum are either
highest for upper secondary (Botswana, Zimbabwe) or lower secondaq (Malawi,
Ethiopia). The least profitable level fiom society's point of view is univenity education
Two important points are evident fiom table 5.1 Firstiy7the pattern of rates of
retum reported by Pscharopoulos do not prevail for most of the Sub-Saharan countries. It
is only in two of those countnes shown in table 5.1 that the private rate of r e m to
primary education is higher than either secondary or higher ducation. Bennel (1996)

notes that the quality of data in the countries that have the highest rates of retum king
for the pnrnary level of education is very poor. A second point is one made by Bennel
(1996), that calculating rates of return to the whole secondary school cycle and not

making a distinction between lower and upper secondary does mask a lot of important
differences. Benne1 (1996) argues that, if Pscharopoulos's aggregate rates of return are
calcdated with upper secondary and lower secondary being separatecl, the aggregate rate
of retum to upjxr secondary i s in fact, the highest and not pnmary education

Table 5.1 Private and sociaf rates of return to education for some Sub- Saharan

corntries**

Countrv Study

Primarv.

Lower Sec.

U~uerSec.

Secondary UNversitv

Botswana (1984)

528 (42)

76 (41)

80 (62)

38 (1 5)

Cote d'ivoire (1987) 25.7

11.3

30.7

25.1

Ethiopia (1 972)

35 (20.3)

36.7(28.6)

22.8 (1 8.7)

27.4 (9.7)

Lesotho (1983)*

15.5(10.7)

Malawi (1 986)

15.7(14.7)

26.3 (21-2)

16.8 (15.2)

46.6 (1 1.5)

Somalia (1983)

59.9 (20.6)

13 (10.4)

25.1 (19.7)

33.2 (19.9)

Zimbabwe (1992)

(M)15.5(11.3)

(M)25.6(22.8) (M)59.1(61.5)

(M)6.4(1.9)

(F)77(.)

(F)32.5(26.6) (F)37.9(33.7)

(F)3. 8(-4.3)

26.7(18.6) 36.5 (10.2)

Source: Benne1 (1 996:1 86-87)
**Social rates of retum to education are reported in parenthesis

* The Lesotho study did only have rates of retun to the whole secondary education cycle

CHAPTER SIX
PRIVATE AND SOCIAL RATES OF RETURN TO EDUCATION IN

-

BOTSWANA RESULTS FROM HIES AND A SUPPLEMENTARY SURVEY TO
EIES
6.1 Int~oàucf
ion

This chapter presents ptivate and social rates of r e m to education fiom two data
sets; one nom the HIES 1993/94 data and another fiom supplementary survey to HIES
done in September to December 1996. The private rates of retum to the different
education cycles are calculated using both the eamings b c t i o n method and the
elaborate methods. These are calculated by gender. type of employment and by type of
organisation. nie social rates of return are estimated using only the elaborate method.
6.2 Private Rates ofReturn to Education- Resulrs h m the Mincerian Earninas Funetion
6.2.1 Results From HIES Data

Table 6.1 summarkes the results of a Mincerian earnings function that has
education as a non-continuous variable. We have here included 1-0 dummies for five
schwling cycles as shown on the table. Al1 coefficients are signifiant at 1% level of
significance and have the correct signs. The explanatory power of the model improves
quite substantially h m an R square of 38% with the continuous education to 44% with
education dummies for each education cycle. The R square for the model applied on

male employees increases fiom 44% to 50%, while fitting it on female wodcers increases
the R Square quite substantially fkom 47% to 58%. The increase in the R square relative
to the continuou years of schooling specification can be interpreted as apparent

(although by no means conclusive) evidence that in Botswana's labour market,

credentialism may be an important aspect in the explanation of the relationship between
education and earnings.
Table 6.2 shows the results of fitting an e-gs

fiuiction that is corrected for

sarnple selection bias. The results of making this correction are mainly the decrease in
the values of the coefficients for al1 the education levels. The explanatory power of the
mode1 improves by about one percentage point Al1 the coefficients including the inverse
Mills Ratio term are significant at the 1 percent level.
Table 6.3 presents earnings premiums associated with each education cycle based
on tables 6.1 and 6.2. The results fiom an eamings h c t i o n not corrected for selection
bias show earnings jmniums to be nsing by education level. Earnings premiums are
generally highest for tertiary education and lowest for primary versus the illiterates. This
is tnie for al1 the worken combined and by gender. When we conect for censoring bias,
the highest premium becomes that of higher secondary and the lowest is still for primary
(al1 workers and female workers).

Table 6.1 Eornings fimet ion with schooling cycles dumnies, ail und &y gender (HIES) y

Variable

Al1

Male

Female

Constant

4.2 (68.3)

4.5 (63.2)

3.9 (41.1)

Primary

0.43 (10.62)**

0.5 (11.8)**

0.5 (7.5)**

Lower Secondary

1.23 (26.8)**

1.O5 (18.8)**

1.3 (16.7)**

Higher Secondary

2.1 (35.9)**

1.6 (18.8)**

2.05 (21.6)**

Terîiary

2.6 (32.6)**

1.97 (19.7)**

2.5 (19.08)**

Experience

0.095 (19.8)**

0.092 (16.2)**

0.0865 (12.4)**

Experience Square

4.0015 (-14.8)**

-0.0014 (-12.7)**

-0.00 15 (-9.8)**

R~(adjusted)

0.43

0.50

0.58

Sample Size (N)

289 1

1587

1304

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significant at 1% level of significance
* Significant at 5% level of significance

Table 6.2 Earnhgs finction wilh schoolnig cycles dummies- corrected for censoring

bias. d l and by gender (HIES)Y
Variable

Male
-

Female

Constant

5.3 (34.3)

4.4 (2 1.6)

Primary

0.5 (10.8)**

0.48 (7.6)**

Lower Secondary

1.1 (23.3)**

0.96 (16.2)**

1.2 (16.04)**

High Secondary

1.9 (28.8)**

1-4(17.3)**

1.9 (1 7.64)**

Tertiary

2.1 (21.9)**

1.5 (12.5)**

2.2 (13.4)**

Experience

0.057 (7.7)**

0.054 (6.8)**

0.066(5.9)**

Experience Square

-0.00095 (-7.4)**

-0.00093 (-6.7)**

-0.0012 (4.2)-

Inverse Mills Ratio

-0.78(-6.6)**

4.89(-5.9)"

-0.349-2.6)**

R~(adjusted)

0.44

0.5 1

0.58

Sample Size (N)

2891

1587

1304

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significant at 1% level of significance
Significant at 5% level of significance

Table 6.3 Approxirnute earnings premium ossociated wilh euch successive level of
educution (5%) (HIES)*

Education Level

Both Sexes

Males

Females

Primary (vs illiterate)

54 (49)

65 (65)

65 (62)

JC (vs primary)

186 (251)

125 (95)

205 (168)

COSC (vs JC)

477 (370)

205 (240)

4 1O (340)

Tertiary (vs COSC)

526 (150)

225 (50)

440 (230)

Source: Based on the eamings fbnctions in tables 6.1 and 6.2
*The eamings prerniums bas& on the model correcteci for sarnple selection bias are in
parenthesis
Table 6.4 and 6.5 are very similar to tables 6.1 and 6.2, except that now we
distinguish those who completed the schooling cycle fiom those who did not complete
the cycle. For the model without correction for selection bias (table 6-41, al1 coeficients
with the exception of the coefficient for completed primary fitted on females only, are

still significant at 1% level of signifiant and have the expected signs. Table 6.5 shows
the results of fitting an eamings function with a correction for sarnple selection bias. The
results of making the correction are very similar to the ones presented in tables 6.1 and
6.2. The major results are a decrease in the values of the coefficients of the various

eduration levels and a slight improvement in the explanatory power of the model.
Table 6.6 shows the eamings premiums associated with each level of education.
Earnings premiums generally bcrease with the level of education. Completed primary

vis-à-vis incomplete primary has negative eamings premiurns. This is probably due to a
f a t that those with less than complete primary education would be a dwindling group of
much older workers who would have higher eamings fiom their many years of

experience on-the-job. Most people would have at least completed primary education in
the last fifleen years. Incomplete senior secondary vis-à-vis complaed junior secondary
for females also have negative earnings premiums. The results of correcting for sarnple
selection pments mixed results on the behaviour of eaniings premiums. Al1 the
completed schooling levels have lower eamings premiums for the mode1 that corrects for
the bias than the one without correction while the opposite is true for the incompleted
education cycles.
Table 6.4 Earnings firnctions with completed schooling cycles dumrnies, aU and by
gender (HIES)Y
Variable
Al1
Males
Females

-

Constant

4.3 (69.6)

4.44 (6 1.4)

3.8 (38.8)

Primary Incomplete

0.32 (7.1)**

0.49 (9.5)**

0.35 (4.6)**

Primary Complete

0.18 (4.0)**

O. 13 (2.49)*

0.32 (5.2)**

JC incomplete

0.9 (15.4)**

0.93 (12.9)**

1-25(14.2)**

JC complete

1.4 (28.8)**

1.44 (23.8)**

1.76 (23.4)**

COSC incornplete

1.5 (7.6)**

1.85 (7.3)**

1.5 (5.7)**

COSC Complete

2.1 (36.03)**

1.% (28.6)**

2.6 (28.9)**

Tertiary

2.59 (32.8)**

2.38 (26.08)**

3.15 (26.2)**

Experience

0.083 (16.9)**

0.094 (16.14)**

0.089 (12.3)**

Expenence Square

4 - 0 012 (-12.0)**

-0.0015 (-12.31)**

-0.00 14 (-8.9)*+

R square (adjustecl)

0.45

0.49

0.56

Sample Size(N)

2891

1587

1304

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significant at 1% level of significance
* Sipifkant at 5% level of significance

Table 6.5 Eurnings fwctions wirh compfeied schooling cycles dummies - corrected for
sampie selection bim, all and by gender (HIES)Y
Variable

All
-

Males

Females

Constant

4.9 (33.5)

5.4 (32.6)

4.08(18.96

Primary Incomplete

0.33 (6.4)**

0.49 (8.8)**

0.36 (4.6)**

Primary Complete

0.14 (3.07)**

0.85 (1-6)

0.32 (4.6)**

JC incomplete

0.9 (16.4)**

0.95 (13.3)**

1.3 (15.9)**

JC cornplete

1.22 (19.4)**

1.18 (16.06)**

1.67 (1 8.4)**

COSC incomplete

1.5 (6.5)**

1.7 (8.8)**

2.5 (4.8)**

COSC Complete

1.9 (28.7)**

1.7 (21.5)**

2.5 (2S.l3)**

Tertiary

2.2 (2 1.O8)**

1.8 (15.7)**

2.98 (18.4)**

Experience

0.056 (7.7)**

0.056 (7.01)**

0.077 (6.9)**

Experience Square

-0.000882 (-6.9)**

-0.00096 (-6.8)**

-0.00 13 (-6.5)**

Inverse Mills Ratio

-O.6(4.8)**

-0.97(-6.02)**

-0.24(-1.6)

R square (adjusted)

0.40

0.50

0.56

Sample Size(N)

2891

1587

1304

'Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis

**Si@ficant at 1% level of significance

* Significant at 5% level of significaace

Table 6.6 Approximate earnings premium associuted with each successive fevel of
education, compleed and incomplee cycles (34) (HIES)*

Education Level

Both Sexes

Males

Females

Primary incomplete (vs illiterate)

38 (39)

63 (63)

42 (43)

Primary complete (vs incomplete)

-18 (-24)

-49 (67)

-4 (-5)

136 (30)

212 (232)

JC incomplete (vs primary complete) 130 (135)
JC complete(vs incomplete JC)

156 (90)

170 (70)

330(160)

Incomplete COSC(vs JC complete)

42 (110)

220 (220)

-230 (-80)

70 (0)

900 (770)

370 (50)

980 (750)

Complete COSC(vsincompletecosc) 372 (220)
Higher educ (vs complete COSC)

510 (230)

Source: Based on the eaniings fiuictions in table 6.3
T h e earnings premiums based on the mode1 corrected for sarnple selection bias are in
parenthesis
In the following paragraphs we present nsults of the private rates of retum for

both worken and gender based on different Mincerian eamings fwictions that have
already been discussed in the previous paragraphsto. Table 6.7 is a sumrnary of the
private rates of retum to different schooling cycles, which is derived fiom tables 6.1 and
6.2. For al1 workers, the highest private r e m is for senior secondary (238.5%), followed
by tertiary (131.5%)).The lowest pnvate rate of retum is for primary education (7%).
Fernale workers have higher pnvate rates of retm to education for al1 the education
cycles except primary education. Primary education has equalised rates of r e m across
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The private rates of return are derived as per the discussion on methodology section of chapter three.

gender. The effect of adjusting for sample selection bias is to lower the private rates of
r e m to upper secondary, primary and tertiary leveis of education. The private rate of
r e m to lower secondary however, increases with this correction. With the exception of

males with higher secondary, the adjustment for selection bias has the effect of lowering
the private rate of return to education. We have already noted that effect about the
average rate of retum in chapter three. In general, the pnvate rate of return to education
is highest for upper secondary education, followed by higher education, and is lowest for

primaxy education.

Tabk 6.7: Annuul Private Rate of Return to Schooling for each Schoding Cycle with
Dummies, All and &y Gender O*
Education level

Both Sexes

Males

Females

Primary

7.7 (7)

9.3 (9.3)

9.3 (8.9)

Lower Secondary

62. (83.7)

41.7 (31.7)

68.3 (56)

Higher Secondary

238.5 (185)

102.5 (120)

205 (120)

Source: Based on tables 6.1 and 6.2
*The private rates of r e m figures based on the mode1 corrected for sample selection
bias are in parenthesis
Tables 6.8 and 6.9 present mu16 of an earnings function with durnmies for each

year of education. Table 6.9 shows results of fitting an eamings fiinction with correction
for sample selection bias. For bot&the earnings function with and without the correction,
the coefficients for the durnmies for the first and second years of education are not

significant at 5% level of significance for al1 workers. For male workers, it is only the
coefficient for the dummy for the first year of primary education that is not significant at
5% level of significance, while for female employees. the coefficients for the dummies

for the first three yean of education are not significant at the 5% level. For female
workers the second year of piimary education also has a negative coefficient Beyond the
third year of primary education the c d c i e n t for the dummy for every year of education

has the ri@ sign and is significant nt 1% level (without selection bias correction) and 1
and 5% level with correction for selection bias. The coefficients for experience and its
square are also significant at 1% level of significance and have the conect signs. The
general goodness of fit of the model is quite robust The model explains about hdf or
more of the variation in eamings.

Table 6.10 is a summary of the private rates of retum to different levels of
education, which are derived fiom tables 6.8 and 6.9. The results are very similar to the
ones presented in table 6.7, which are derived fiom an eamings fùnction with dummies
for each education cycle instead of dummies for each year of education. For al1 the
workers combineci, the most profitable level of education is senior secondary, followed
by tertiary level, and primary education is the least profitable. This is mie even when we

disaggregate by gender. Female workers have higher rates of retum for al1 the education
levels. The figures based on the model corrected for selection bias are lower than those
without the correction for a11 the education cycles. With the selection bias correction the
second profitable level of eàucation is lower secondary while for female workers it is still
tertiary education that is the next profitable level to higher secondaxy. Primary education

is the least profitable level fiom the individual point of view for both the model with and

the model without correction for selection bias and across gender.

Table 6.8 Mincenan eornings f i o n s with yeariy education dummies. overafl and by
gendery

Dependent variable: ln eamings (monthly eamings)
Variable

Males

Females

Constant

4.5 (62.5)

3.96 (41-95)

Standard one

0.28 (1.9)

0.37(1 -9)

Standard two

0.4(3.9)**

0.22 (-1.4)

Standard three

0.48 (5.4)**

O. 17 (1.2)

Standard four

0.52 (5.4)**

0.32(2.96)**

Standard five

0.37 (3.7)**

0.35(2.9)**

Standard six

0.53 (6.3)**

0.55 (5.6)"'

Standard seven

0.57(1 1 S)**

0.62(9.2)**

Form one

0.66 (4.5)**

1 .O7 (6.9)**

Form two

0.89 (1 l.65)**

1 .O9(12.4)**

Fonn three

1.2(18.98)**

1.44(1 8.7)**

Forrn four

1.58(6.4)**

1.1 (4.5)-

Fonn five

1.7(22.3)**

2.2 (23.3)**

Fim year university

1.8 (5.9)-

2.5 (5.4)**

2nd year university

1.9 (9)**

1.8(6.8)**

Third year university

1.8 (IO.)**

Fourth year university

2.05 (12)**

Fifth year University

2.25 (1 3.4)**

Sixth year university

2.7 (5.9)**

Experience

0.086(1 4.8)**

Experience square

-0.00 13 (-1 1.3)**

Training

0.42(8.7)**

R square (adjusted)

0.52

Sarnple Size (N)

1587

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significant at 1% ievel of significance
* Significant at 5% level of significance

Table 6.9 Mincerian eutnings funcfions wïth yeariy education dummies - corrected for
seleciion bim, overall and by gender
Dependent variable: ln earnings (monthly earnings)

Variable
Constant

Standard one
Standard two
Standard three

Standard four
Standard five

Standard six
Standard seven

Fonn one
Forrn two

Forrn three
Form four
Fom five

First year university

2nd year univenity

Third year univenity
Fourth year university

Fi£b year univeaity
Sixth year university
Experience
Experience square
Training
Inverse Mills Ratio

R square (adjusted)
Sample Size (N)
Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Si@ficant at 1% level of significance
* Significant at 5% level of significance

Table 6.10 Annuaf Private Rates cf Return for B%freenr Leveis of Education, A fi und by
Gender (?A)*

Education level

Al1

Males

Females

Primary

7.9 (4)

11 (7.4)

12.3(9.3)

Lower Secondary

5 1.7(27.3)

51 (36)

78 (53)

Higher Secondary

130 (45)

liO(55)

240(135)

Tertiary

77.5 (1 7.5)

57.5

165 (77.5)

( 1 7.5)

Based on table 6.9
*The private rates of retum figures b
bias are in parenthesis

~ ondthe model corrected for sample selection

6.2.2 Resufts from a Sumdementarv Survev Data

In this section we present private rates of retum to education from various foms
of Mincerian eamings fùnction for the supplementary survey data. Table 6.11 shows a

Mincerian earnings tùnction with dummies for various education cycles. All education
levels, except primary education have coefficients that are signifiant at the 1% level.
Fitting the Mincerian earnings function with dummies for each level of education

improves the explanatory power of the model quite significantly. Table 6.12 shows
eamings premiums associated with each successive level of education For al1 workers

and both males and females the earnings premiurn rises with the level of education. The
highest premium is for tertiary education and lowest for primary education. Female
workers have a higher prerniurn for primary, junior secondary and tertiary education than

male workers. Male workers only have a higher premium than fernale workers for senior
seconciary.
Private rates of retum to education derived fiom table 6.1t are shown in table
6.13. Private rates of r e m increase with the level of education. The most protitable

level to the individual is tertiary level, followed by higher secondary and pimary
education is the least profitabte level. Given the changes in the Botswana's labour
market, it is not surprising that prhmq and Iower secondaiy have lower profitability

value than the other two upper levels. In ~ - c u lthere
s has been a considerable increase
in supply of graduates from these two levels of education while there was a lower
demand for this pmtïcuiar labour.

Tabk 6.1 1Earningsfwction with schooling cycles dumies, d l and by gendery
Variable

Al1

Male

Female

Constant

5.4 (68.5)

5.7 (60.3)

4.9 (40.8)

Primary

O. 14 (1.6)

0.23 (1.9)

0.43(4.8)**

0.61 (S.I)**

0.92 (9.1)**

1 .O2 (7.6)**

Tertiary

O.1 1 (1.6)
0.43(5.7)**
0.92 (10.8)**
1.6(16.7)**

1.5 (13.8)**

l.7(ll.9)**

Experience

0.08(1 1.5)**

0.056(5.9)**

0.01 O (9.9)**

Experience Square

-0.017(-6.S)**

-0.0009(-2.8)**

-0.0025(-6.7)**

Training

0.33 (8.7)**

0.28(5.8)**

0.39(7.3)**

0.55

0.62

483

451

Lower secondary
Higher Secondary

R' (adjusted)
O.56
N
934
Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significant at 1%level of significance

Table 6 J X Appraximate eamings premiwn associated with each successive Ievel of
education, al1 and by gender (99).

Education Level

Both Sexes

Males

Females

Primary (vs illiterate)

12

15

26

JC (vs primary )

42

38

58

COSC(vs JC )

96

97

93

Tertiary educ (vs COSC)

245

198

270

Source: Based on the eaming functions in table 6.1 1
Table 4.13 A n d Privaîe Rate of Return to S c h d n g for Euch Schooling Cycle with
Dummies, AI1 and by Gender PA)

Education level

Both Sexes

Males
-

Females

Primary

1.7

2.1

3.7

Junior Certificate

14

12.7

19.3

COSC

48

48.5

46.5

Tertiary education

6 1-25

49.5

67.5

Source: Based on table 6.1 1
Tables 6.14, 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17 show results of fitting a Mincerian eamings
function with dummies for each education cycle by sector of employment. Table 6.15

shows results fiom correcting for choice of employment For the pnvate and public
secton, al1 coefficients with the exception of that for prirnary education dummy are
significant at 1% level of significance. This is true for both the model correcteci for
choice of employment and one without the correction. For the parastatal sector, with the

unadjusted model only experience, higher secondary and tertiary levels of education are
.

significant explanatory variables to earnings variation. The explanatory power of the

model improves quite significantly for ail the three sectors cornparrd to the model with
continuous years of education. The adjusted R square for al1 sectors increase by about 9
percentage points. The choice correction variable (Inverse Mills Ratio) is a signifiant
explanatory variable for the public -or

(at 5% level) and the parastatal sector (at 1%

level) and not in the private sector. For al1 the three sectors, eamings premiums increase
with the level of education. The highest premiurn is obtained for tertiary education,

followed by higher secondary, and primary has the lowest eamings premium.
For dl the three secton, pri-maryeducation has the lowest private rate of retum to
education, and it is even wgative for the parastatal sector. The highest private rate of
rehim to education for the private sector is for senior secondary, while it is higher

education that has the highest r e m for the public end parastatal sectors. Adjusting for
choice of employment generally results in lowering of rates of renim to most education
levels but generally leaves the pattern of rates of r e m unchanged The effect of
adjusting for choice of employment in the private sector is to make the rates of return to
senior secondary and higher education higher than before the adjustment, while in the
public and parastata1 sectors, it is the rate of retum to primary education that is larger

than before the adjustment. The adjustment lowers the rates of return to education for al1
the other education levels, with the exception of primary schwling.
The results also show that the highest rate of return to lower secondary is
obtajned from employment in the parsstatal sectors of the economy, followed by public
sector employment. For tertiary education level, the most profitable sector from the
individual point of view is the public sector, then the parastata1 sector. For senior
secondary, the most profitable sector is the private sector. Adjusting for choice of

employment, however, makes working in the pnvate sector the most profitable for al1 the
levels of education, except primary education. These results obviously corne fiom the
fact show in table 3.23 that the diffe~ncesin earnings between those with tehary,
lower secondary education levels and the respective preceding education levels are larger
in the public and parastatal sectors than in the pivate -or.

On the other hand, the

differences in eaniings between those with upper seconàary and those with lower

secondary are larger in the private sector than in the public and parastatal sectors. The
tertiary education behaviour is easily explained by the fact that governrnent salaries are
less compressed at that level resulting mainly fiom the 1992 governrnent decompression

exercise.
Table 6.14 Earningsjbnction with schoohg cycles dummies. by scctor ofemP1oymcnt y

Variable

Private Sector

Public Sector

Parastata1 Sector

Constant

5.9 (1 1.1)

5.5 (6.7)

8.3 (3.5)

Primary

0.09 (0.9)

0.09 (0.77)

-0.21 (-0.87)

Lower Secondary

0.32 (2.9)**

0.46 (3.6)**

0.35 (1.6)

High Secondary

0.96 (7.8)**

0.74 (5.4)'"

0.79 (3.4)**

Tertiary

1.43 (9.6)**

1.5 (10.3)**

1.36 (XI)**

Experience

0.077 (7.6)**

0.049 (4.6)**

0.088 (3.4)**

Experience Square

-0.00 16 (-4.3)**

-0.0007 (-2.1)*

-0.0015 (-1.8)

Training

0.23 (4.5)**

0.31 (5.5)**

0.22 (1.8)

R~(Adjusted)
N

0.46

0.62

0.64

4.99

276

79

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
"Sigrùficant at 1% level of significance
* Significant at 5% level of significance

Table 6-15 Earnings Mction with schooling cycles dumrnies (odusted for choice of

ernploymen~by sector of emPfoymentY
vanable
Private Sector

Public Sector

Pata~tatdSector

Constant

6.2 (1 1.75)

5.9 (10.9)

10.5 (3.8)

Primary

0.058 (0.4)

O. 11 (0.98)

0.12 (0.6)

Lower Secondary

0.33 (2.3)**

0.36 (2.9)**

0.32 (2.3)*

High Secondary

0.99 (6.3)**

0.57 (4.1)**

0.65 (4)**

Terîiary

1.5 (6.5)**

1.2 (7.9)-

1.O9 (4.6)**

Experience

0.08 (6.7)**

0.038 (3.4)**

0.067 (3.1)-

Experïence Square

-0.0016 (-3.5)**

-0.0006 (-1.6)

-O.OOll (-1.8)

Training

0.23 (4.58**

0.3 (5.9)**

0.26 (2.5)*

Inverse Mills ratio)

-0.21(-1.2)

-0.34(-2.2)*

-O.98(-2.7)**

R' (Adjusted)

0.46

0.62

0.69

N

499

276

79

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significant at 1% level of significance

* Significant at 5% level of sipificance
Tabk 6-16 Appra*maîe eamings premium ussociuted with each successive level of

education by sector ofenrployment PA)
Education Level
Private

Public

Pamstatals

Primary (vs illiterate)

9.4 (5.9)

9.4 (12)

-19 (12.7)

29 (33.1)

49 (31.4)

61 (25)

COSC(vs JC )

122 (1 30)

52 (34)

78 (53.9)

Tertiary educ (vs COSC)

160 (179)

240 (153)

170 (105.4)

JC

(VS

primary )

Source: Based on the eamings fiinctions in tables 6.14 and 6.15

*The eamings pmnium figures based on the mode1 comteci for choice of employment
are in parenthesis

Tabk 6.17 Annual Private Rote of Return to Schooling for Euch Schooling Cycles with

Dumrnies. by Sector of Employment PA)

Education level

Private Sector

Public Sector

Parastata1 Sector

Primary

1.3 (0.8)

1.3 (1.7)

-2.7 (1 -8)

Junior Certificate

9.7 (1 1)

16.3 (20.5)

20.3 (8.3)

COSC

61 (65)

26 (17)

39 (26.95)

Tertiaxy education

40 (44.75)

60 (38.25)

42.5 (26.35)

Source: Based on tables 6.14 and 6.15
*The pnvate rates of retum figures based on the modet conected for choice of
employrnent are in parenthesis
Table 6.18 shows results of fitting an earnings fiinction with dummies for each
year of education for al1 workers and by gender. The coefficients for the first six years of
schooling and the first year in senior secondary are not significant at 5% ievei of
significance for al1 workers and by gender. Private rates of retum to education for al1
workers and by gender are shown in table 6.19. For al1 the worken combined the private
rates of return to education rise by level of education, being higbest for higher education
and lowest for pnmary education.
Tables 6.20 and 6.21 show the rates of return to education by age cohort and for
each education level. Average rates of retum to education rise as age increases and reach

a peak at ages 3544 and begin to faIl (see table 6.20 for these results). For primary,
lower secondary and tertiary levels of education, rates of retum to education generally

rise with increase in age. For example for primary and lower secondary levels, the highest
rates of return are obtained by the 55 plus age cohort. This might reflect the diminishing

scarcity value of these education levels as age decreases. For higher secondary, however,

the rate of return falls as age increases (see table 6.2 1).

Table 6.18 Mincerian eamingsfuncrions with yearly education dummies, overafl und &y

gender
Dependent variable:Ln eamings (monthly earnings)
Males
Variable

-

Females

Constant

5.8 (60.77)

5.05 (43.5)

Standard one

-0.19 (-0.4)

-0.1 O (-0.3)

Standard two

O. 15 (0.8)

0.31 (1.3)

Standard three

0.04 (0.3)

0.08 (0.4)

Standard four

0.3 1 (2.2)'

O. 12 (0.78)

Standard five

-0.02 (-0.14)

0.29 (1.5)

Standard six

4-05 (-0.3)

0.26 (1-9)

Standard seven

O. 17 (2.0)'

0.25 (2.2)*

Fonn one
Fonn two
Fonn three
Fonn four

0.35 (2.4)*

0.4 (2.3)*

0.29 (3.05)**

0.48 (4.09)**

0.6 (6.0)**

0.81 (6.6)**

0.39 (1-4)

0.3 (1.5)

Fonn five

0.95 (9.4)**

1.17 (9.06)**

First year University

1.17 (3.5)**

1.24 (2.7)**

2nd year University

1.1 (3.2)**

1-54(8.0)**

Third year university

1.5 (8.3)**

1.67 (9.5)**

Fourth year University

1.62(3.4)**

1.97 (9.9)**

Fifth year university

1.61 (3.4)**

2.88 (8.7)**

Sixth year university

1.5 (7.2)**

Experience

0.046 (4.8)**

Experience square

-0.0006 (-1-9)

Training

0.26(5.5)**

R square (Adjusted)

0.58

N

483

T Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significant at 1% level of significance
* Simificant at 5% level of simificame

Gender (!?A)

Education level

Al1

Mdes

Femdes

Primary education.

2.3

2-7

4

Junior Secondary

2 1.3

21

32.3

Senior Secondary

45

26

47.5

B a d on table 6.18
Table 6 2 0 Anmrol Average Roies of Return to Ddfferent Age Cohorts

AGE

Average
Rate
of
R e m (%)

c25

11.9

Table 6.21 A n n d Private Rutes of R e t m to all educution b e l s by age cohort
Age

Primary

Lower Sec.

High Sec. Tertiary

<25

-0.085

4.28

4 1.65

16.3 1

25-34

1.O

14.2

28.4

12.6

35-44

1.3

22.75

13.08

18.5

45-54

3.4

21.8

11.9

27.2

55 +

4.9

27.4

-

-

Tables 6.22 and 6.23 show the results of fitthg a Mincerian eamings fùnction
with dummies for each year of educaîion by sector. Table 6.23 has a variable for

comecting for choice of employment. The inverse Mills Ratio is however, statistically
significant from zero for an eamings fûnction fitted on the public sector. For al1 the three
sectors, the coefficients for the whole primary school cycle (ex*

for standard five and

six for parastata1 and public sectors mpectively) are not significant at 5% level of

significance. Almost all the coefficients for the years in University are significant at 1%
level of significance. The coefficient for form five is also sipificant at 1% level of

significance for ail the three sectors.
Table 6.24 surnmarises the private rates of r e m by sector, which are based on
tables 6.22 and 6.23. For al1 the private and public sectors, the private rate of r e m rises
with the level of education, king highest for higher education and lowest for primary

education. Senior secondary has the second highest private rate of retum to education.

For the parastata1 sector the highest private rate of r e m is for senior secondary,
followed by higher education Pnmary education has the lowest and in fact negative
private rate of retum for this sector. Correcting for choice of employment only lowers the
values of the private rates of r e m but docs not change their pattern. Except for tertiary
education (which is more profitable in the private sector) these results are very similar to
the ones obtained h m using a mode1 with dummies for each education cycle instead of

each year of education (refer to table 6.17 for a cornparison of these results).

Table 6.22 Mincerian eamings fùnctions with yearl'y education dummies, by sector of
emP~oymentY

Variable

Dependent variable: Ln eamïngs (monthly eamings)
Parastata1 Sector
Private Sector
Public Sector

Constant

5.5 (50.9 1)

Standard one

0.38 (0.7)

Standard two

0.077 (0.4)

Standard three

0.065 (0.4)

Standard four

0.21 (1.4)

Standard five

-0.03 (-0.2)

Standard six

4.0 12 (4.09)

Standard seven

O. 1O (0.97)

Fom one

0.25 (1.)

Form two

0.24 (2.2)*

Form three

0.59 (5)**

Form four

0.53 (2)*

Form five

1.1 (9.3)-

First year university

2nd year university
Third year university
Fourth year university

Fifkh year university
Sixth year university

Experience

Experience square
R square (adjusted)

N
Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significantat 1% level of significance
* Simificant at 5% level of significance

5.9 (44.9)

5.9 (28.5)

Table 6.23 Mincerian eamings finetions wirh yearlj educotion dummies (corrected for
choice of ernpbymentj by sector of emploFent'

Variable

Dependent variable: Ln eamings (monthiy eamings)
Parastata1
Public Sector
Private Sector
Sector

Constant

Standard one
Standard two

Standard three

Standard four
Standard five
Standard six
Standard seven

Fonn one

Fonn two
Form three

Form four
Fonn five
2nd year university
Third year university
Fourth year university

Fifth year university
Sixth year university

Experience

Experience square

Y Note: t-statistics in pareuthesis
**Significant at 1% level of significance
* Signifiant at 5% level of significance

6.4(25.8)

4.6 (8.4)

Table 6.24 Annuai Private M e s of Return for Different Levels of Educatïon, by Sector

Education level

Private

Public

Parastatals

Primary education.

14 (3 )

-0.4 (-1.1 )

-2.6 (-6.1)

Junior Secondary

23.3 (22)

20 (15.7)

26 (46.7)

Senior Secondary

60 (57.5)

28.5 (2 1- 5 )

43 (66.5)

Based on tables 6.22 and 6.23
*The private rates of return figures based on the mode1 corrected for choice of
employment are in parenthesis

-

6.3 Private and Social Rates o f Retum to Education The Elaborute Method

We have already noted that the rate of return estimated using a Mincerian
earnings function only takes into consideration the forgone earnings as the only type of
cost for going through the partieular education cycle. To account for the private direct
costs of education and subsidies h m govenment, we use the elaborate method. This
amaunts to using the standard formula for intemal rates of r e m . This also allows us to
estimate the social rates of r e m for different levels of education. To calculate the

private rate of return to a piiriicular schooling level, we divide the differences in net
earnings of those who completed the partïcular level and the preceding one by the costs
of education. The costs are both direct private cost and opportunity costs of that level.
For primary education, the benefits are the eaniings of those with primary education less
eamhgs for those with no schooling at all. To calculate the social rate we add the cost

per student fiom society, which is in the fom of subsidy or grant. The earnings are also

gross instead of net.

The direct costs to education for three levels, primary education, lower secondary
and upper secondary were oôtained fiom the supplementary swey to HIES. The mean
direct costs for primary, lower secondary and upper secondary h m the s w e y data were

P300.12, P4 12.5 1, and P X 1-23 respectively. These costs are quite comparable to those
obtained by Atta, et al. (1996) (see table 6.25). These were P383, P548.72, and P872.41
for primary, lower secondary and upper secondary respectively (Atta, et al. 1996:
84&95). The resuits h m the study by Atta and others (1996) are however more detailed

than ours since they had a detailed breakdown into various items that make up the total
direct costs.

The unit costs of education for the various education levels are shown in

table 6.26. These are based on estimates tiom the minisûy's planning estimates for
1996/97. These are obtained by dividing the recment expenditure by the total enrolment

for that level. The table shows that the real cost of univenity education has b e n going
down since 198485. It also went down for secondary education between 1989/90 and
l996/97. The real cost of primary education however, went up between 1984/85 and

1996/97. The ratio of the unit costs show that in 1989190 the cost for educating one
university student was 45 times that of a primary school child, 10 times that of a junior
secondary school child and 8 times that of a senior secondary school child. For 1996/97
the cost for educating one university student was slightly lower at 21 times that of a

pnmary school child and 9 times that of a junior secondary schod child The ratio of the
unit costs of educating a University sîudent to a senior secondary school student is still

the same as in 1989/90at 1:8.

Table 6.25 Private direct costs of education (;Pufaornouni)*

Education Level Direct Private Costs- Direct Private CostsSurvev results

Atta. et. al.

Primary

300.12

383

LowSecondary

412.51

548.72

High Secondary 761.23

872.41

*Source: estimates fiom survey and report by Atta, d a î . (1996)
Table 6.26 Unit Costs of Education- constant 1995/96 Prices (Pula)

Education Level

1984/85

1989/90

1996/97

Primary

501

552

826

Low Secondaiy

2537

1860

Wgh Seconâary

3282

2200

University of Bots. 25352

24955

17374

**

1989/90estimates at constant 1995/96prices obtained fiom planning estimates for

1996/97,pg. 13

-

6.3.1 Private and Socid Rates of Refurn to Education HIES Data

Table 6.27 shows pnvate and social rates of retwn calculated using the elaborate

methd The private rates of return to education from the elabomte method are ver'
similar to thoa reported in tables 6.7 and 6.10. The retums are however lower than
those obtained nom the Mincerian earninp This is because the elaborate method
accounts for private direct costs, while the Mincerian eamings fùnction results only use
forgone eamings as the only costs. The retums are highest for upper secon*

education

(23.8%), followed by lower secondary (1 l.9%), and tertihy education (1 1.8%). Prirnary

education has the lowest rate of 4.6%. Social rates of return are highest for upper
secondary, followed by junior secondary education. Primary education and higher
education have the lowest social rate of 3.7% each. For both the individual and society,
primary education has the lowest profitability, while upper secondq is the most
profitable level.
An index of the subsidisation of education was also calculated by taking the

percentage by which the pnvate rate exceeds the social rate. The index rises by level of
education, king highest for tertiary education and lowest for primary education. The
results imply that the most subsidised level of education is higher education and the lest
is primary education Therefore the highest distortion between private and social rates

happew at tertiary education level and the lest is at primary education level.
The figures in parenthesis on the column for higher education are private rates

and index of subsidisation calculations based on an assumption that there is some cost
recovery in the form of students paying back 5% of their starting salaries for a period
equivalent to the length of study of their programmes. We assume a starting salary of

P2000.00 per month for someone graduating fiom a 4 year univefsity p r o m e . This
gives a private direct figure of P4800.00 for the whole programme. This amount is also
subtracted fiom the subsidy, since its assumed to be a part paid out by the student The
result of this adjustments were to lower the private rate of retum to 6.7%. This however
does not change the general results; upper secondary is still the rnost profitable level for

both the individual and society, and junior secondary education is next The highest
distortion is still at the tertiary education level, but it is by a lesser percentage as
expected.
Table 6.27 Amuai Priwie and Social Rates of Retum, Ail workers- Eiaborate Method

P6.I
Education Level Primay

Low secondaw Hieh Secondary Tertiw

Private Rate

4.6

11.9

23.8

11J(6.7)

Social Rate

3.7

7.8

15.2

3.7

Index of public 24.3
52.6
56.6
2.8.9(81)
subsidisation*
* The index of subsidisation measures the percentage by which the private rate exceeds

the social rate
Table 6.28 below shows the private and social rates of retum by gender. Female
workers have higher private and social rates for al1 levels except primary education
compared to their male wunterparts. Part of the explanation to this apparent paradoXical
result is the lower forgone eamings of female workers. For male workers, private rates

are highest for upper secondary9then junior secondary and lowest for primary education.
The resuits are not afKected by an assumption of cost recovery for tertiary education.
Social rates are highest for upper secondary9followed by junior secondary and lowest for

higher education. The social rate of retum has the same pattern for female worken. The
private rates by education level for female workers are highest for upper secondary, then
lower secondary and lowest for primary education (assuming çome cost recovery). If we
assume no cost recovery, the highest private retm is still for upper secondary education,
then tertiary education, and the lowest is primary education. The only difference is that

higher secondary becomes the second best profitable level, instead of coming third after
lower secon*.

The general results obtaineâ from using the elaborate method are that primary
education has the lowest pnvate rate of retum, while upper secondary has the highest
private and social rates of retuni. These results suggest that the most profitable level of
education fiom both society's and individual's point of view is senior secondary. From
society's point of view, ths least profitable levels of education are primary and tertiary
education levels. Tertiaxy education is the most subsidised level even though it is one of
the lest profitable from society's point of view. For the individual, primary education is
the least profitable.

Table 6.28 Annual Privale and Social Rates of Rerum by GenderS
Private Rates of Return

Education level

Male

Female

Social Rates of Retum
Male
Female

Junior Seconday

12

14

8.3

8.4

Senior Secondan

18.7

27.1

12.7

16.2

Tertiarv Education

8.8(5.2)

15.9(8.9)

3

4.5

* The figures in parenthesis for higher eâucation are rates that assume graduates
contribute 5% of their original salary for a period of 4 years, king a form of cost
recovery

6.3-2Private and Social Rates ofReturn fo Educarion - SuppIementa~Sutvev Data
Table 6.29 shows private and social rates of return calculated ushg the elabrate
methd The private rates of r e m to education fkom the elatmrate method are very
similsr to those reported in tables 6.19 and 6.24(for the private and pubic secton). The
r e m s are highest for tertiary education (26%), followed by upper secondary (17.7%),
and lower secondary (6.2%). Pnmary education has the lowest rate of 0.94%.Social rates

of retum are however highest for upper secondary, followed by tertiaiy education and
lower secondary is next Primary education is still the least profitable level. For both the
individual and society, prirnary education has the lowest profitability. For the individual,
tertiary education is the most profitable level of education, while fimn society7spoint of
view it is upper secondary that is the most profitable level.
An index of the subsidisation of education is also calculated and shown at the

bottom of table 6.27. The index rises by level of education, king highest for higher
education and lowest for primary education. The results imply that the most subsidised
level of education is higher education and the least is primary educstion. Therefore the
highest distortion between private and social rates happens at tertiary education level and
the l e s t is at primary education level.

The figures in parenthesis on the column for higher education are pnvate, social
mes and index of subsidisation calculations based on an assumption that there is some
cost recovery in the fom of students paying back 5% of their starting salary for the a

p e n d quivalent to the length of study of their programmes. We assume a stariing salary
of P2000.00 per month for someone greduating fiom a 4-year univenity programme.

This gives a private direct figure of P48OO.00 for the whole programme. This arnount is

also subtracted fiom the subsidy, since its assumed to be a part paid out by the student.
The result of this adjustments were to lower the private rate of retum to tertiary education
to 14.2%- making it lower than higher secondary. Upper secondary becomes the most

profitable for both the individual and society, followed by teriiary education. The highest

distortion is still at tertiary education level.
Table 6.29 Annual Private d Social Rates of Retum, Al1 Workers- Elaboroie Method

Education Level Pnrnary

Low secondary Hiph Secondaw Tertiaw

Private Rate

0.94

6.2

17.7

Sï(14.2)

Social Rate

0.77

4

10.5

6.3

Index of public 22
55
68.6
328.5(125.4)
subsidisation*
* The index of subsidisation measures the percentage by which the private rate exceeds
the social rate

Table 6.30 below shows the private and social rates of retum by gender.
Assuming no cost recovery, the highest private retum is for tertiary education, then upper
secondary, and the lowest is primary education If we assume that students pay back
sorne of their costs of education upon graduation, the highest private rate for both sexes

is that of upper secondary, followed by tertiary education. Senior secondary has the
highest social rate for both sexes, while primary education bas the lowest. Female
workers have higher private and social rates for primary and secondary education than
male workm. However, male workers have higher social and private rates for senior

secondary and tertiary education than f d e woricers.

The general results fiom using the elaborate method are that primary education

has the lowea rate of return, both social rates and private ones. The hifiest private rates
are either for senior secondary or tertiary education, dependhg on the assumption we

rnake about cost recovery foi higher education graduates. These results are very similar
to those found nom various Mincerian eamings fiurctions (see tables 6.19 and 6.23). The

most profitable level of education fiom society's point of view is clearly senior
secondary. The annuai private rates are lower than those h m the Mincerian eaniings
fundon. This is to be expected, given that the elaborate method takes into consideration
both direct and indirect CO-

of schooliag.

Table 6.30 Annuai Private and Sociol Rutes of R e t m by GendeP

Education level

Private Rates of Return
Male
Fernale

Junior Secondaw

4.9

Tertiaw Education

26.5(14.6) 2 l(10.2)

*

Social rates of R e t m
Maie
Female

7.5

4.7

The figures in parenthesis for higher education are rates that assume graduates

contribute 5% of their original salary for a period of 4 years, king a form of cost

recovery

6.4 General discussion on Rates of Refunt fo Education Resulrs

The general results Erom the previous analysis are that, using both the elaborate
method and Mincerian Eamings fimctions of different types are that,the rates of retum to

education do not decline by level of education. They are highest for upper secondary or
tertiary education, and lowest for primary. The general trend, based mainly on Latin

Amencan countries is for the rates of retum to be highest for primary followed by
secondary and then lowest for tertiary education, Our results dso show that the rates of
retum to the two çecondary school education cycles are quite distinct. Higher secondary
education in al1 cases has higher private rates of return than lower secondary. These
results point to a similar conclusion reached by Benne1 (1996) that, if Pscharopoulos's
aggregate rates of return are calculated with upper secondary and lower secondary king
separated, the aggregate rate of retum to upper secondary is, in fact, the highest and not
primary education.

The rates of return to education figures 60m this study especially those fiom the
supplementary survey and the elaborate method are quite low compared to those
estimated by the 1984 USAID study. It is evident therefore that rates of r e m to
education, both social and private rates, have been declinhg for especially lower
secondary and primary education cycles. The falling rates are quite expected given the

dramatically changing labour market conditions, particularly on the supply side. There
was a signifiant increase in the supply of graduates (as proxied by total student

enrolment) to the labour market, while job opportunities were not adequate. In other
words, the rate of employment creation was not adequate to absorb al1 the graduates

entering the labour market The latest figure on unemployment is estimated at 2 1% and is
highest for those aged l e s than 25 years of age. It is also highest for those with 1-3 yean
of seconâary education, followed by those with primary education (Republic of

Botswana, 1996).

The resdt of this mismatch between supply and demand for labour was that
competition for the few jobs becarne intense. The competition was m e r pushing for
more demand for education at al1 levels, as obtainiag better education qualifications than
fellow job seekers becarne the principal means for securing employrnent. The labour
market was also responding to these increases in supply of graduates by escalating

minimum job requirements. The result was that school leavers were filtering down
occupation hierarchies. For instance, jobs that were previously the pteserve of illiterates
and pirnary school graduates are now k i n g competed for by secondaxy school graduates

as they filter down the occupation hierarchies. These results are discussed in chapter
four.
Workers with more education qualifications have been bumping fiom the labour
queue those l e s qualified to get the job. If those with more education qualifications
perform better on the job that those with less education, then is nothing wrong with this
''bunping" phenomenon. But if the imbdance between supply and demand are massive,

as has been the case in Botswana's ecowmy, qualification escalation and related
phenomenon of filtering down will becorne so pronounced that it becomes quite
questionable that the benefits of this process outweigh its costs (Bemel, 19%: 190).

Although rates of retum are generally low, primary education is the most affected.

The private rates of retum to the level of education are estimated to be less than 1%

(supplementq survey data) and about 6% (HIES data). These rates are quite low, even
lower than the retum to capital, which is usually about 7% or more2! What makes this
rate so low is that the eaniings diserentials between those with primary education and
those with no education are very small. The benefits to going to primary school are
therefore very small. This is a result of a phenornenon we have already discussed that, the
primary school graduata were king bumped out of the labour market to very lowly

paying jobs including the informal activities. Rimary graduates were msinly bumped out
by lower secondary school graduates, whose supply (as measured by total enrolment)
increased quite tremendously.
While lower secondary expanded at a very fast pace, upper secondaq education
expanded at a relatively lower pace. About 30% or less of the lower secondary
complaers got places into upper secondary (Republic of Botswana, 1993). The increase
in supply for this group of graduates was therefore not that drarnatic as compared to
primary and lower secondary levels. It was therefore those upper secondary graduates

who were obtaining an increasing share of the mainly slàlled, middle level jobs that used
to be the preserve of lower secondary school leavers. The additional cost of acquiring this
privileged acceu to relatively few good job openings was usually only two more yean of
full time education. The net income benefits (as shown by the earnings Merential

between this group and the lower secondary school) are quite high. We also show nom

our data that this level of education has a high eamings premium. The result is therefore
large rates of retuni to education than the other levels. However, the eamings

2'

We are atimating the yidd to clpitai by the nominrl rate of intaest.
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differentials between this group and the lower secondary education group cannot be
wholly attributable to any markedly superior human capital acquired by upper secondary
school l m . Part of these differentials may be a result of a straightforward process of
screening (we âiscuss screening in the next chapter).
Tertiary education is also highly profitable, as shown in the results h m the HIES

data This is rnainly due to high earnings compared to eaniings of those with upper
secondary education level.

Generally rates of retum to education increase by level of education. Apart
fiom the changes in the labour market that we have already discussed, these results may
have other major implications about education. First, that more able people obtain more
schooling. The hi*

rates for higher levels will therefore be a result of higher ability.

Second, that quality of education rnay be improving as one moves up the education
ladder. However, our study does not measure changes in school quality and ability
differences. We therefore we can not be more concrete about the changes in ability and
school quality. A more important issue emanating ftom these results is that the British-

type of schooling usually contain a stmng filtering and screening rnechanism through
which more able students, or students fiom household in higher end of income
distribution, transit up the educational hiemhy. Guisinger, et al (1984) make a similar

point about the positive relationship between rates of r e m and level of education for

Pakistan.
Finally, education in Botswana appears to exacerbate income inequalities. The

high rate of r e t m for higher levels of education indicate that the distance ôetween the

earnings of the highest and lowest worker in the ski11 hierarchy is big, which may be the
reason why Botswana has such a higher income inequality2

"

The 1993194 Howchold Incorne and Expenditure Sreports a gini-fiaait ofO. 52, which Y not i
signüicant irnprovem«it as c o m p d to 198986 that reports a gini-codficicnt of 0.56.
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-

TIIE SCREENING HYPOTEESES SOME TESTS

7.1 Introduction

The general results obtainad h m calculating private rates of r e m using various
Mincerian eamings fiinctions are that the lowest retums to education in Botswana are for
primary education and the highest r e m are for higher secondary education and tertiary

levels of education. Establishing this pattern of rising rates of r e m s to higher education

raises an important policy question: are certain qualifications rewarded over and above
years of education? The validity of the above analysis of the human capital mode1 rests
on the assumption that education, as measured by years of schooling imparts various
cognitive skills that increase workers' productivity. An alternative explmation is that
forma1 education is primarily used as a screening device, and workers will compete for
jobs by collecting credentials merely to signal their abilities to employers (Layard and
Psacharopoulos, 1974). The mult of such a process is the tendency for worken to
overeducate themselves.

The fint part of this cbapter surnm~seslitetanire on the screening hypotheses.
We then present the muits of the test for screening fiom o u .two sets of data We test for
the hypothesis by gender, type of employment and by type of organisation.

7.2 The Screening Hvpothesis
A major challenge to the human capital mode1 has been the screening hypothesis.

The screeaing hypothesis wmes in two Corms, the strong version and the weak version.
'Che strong version asserts that education merely identifies students with paiticular
attributes, acquired either at birth or by virtue of family background, but does not itself
produce or in any way improve these aîtriiutes (Blaug, 1985). The weaker version sees
school as an index among o

h used by employers to sort out applicants given their lack

of knowledge about the applicant's poductivity. Blaug (1985) interp~tsthe weaker
version of the screening hypothesis as a label for a classical information problem in a

labour market. The main challenge of the screening hypothesis (whether in the strong or
weak) is to cast some doubt to the human capital's explation of the relationship

between eamings and education as implying that educated worlcers eam more because
they have acquired some useN skill in school that make them more productive. The
screenists argw that education simply confen a certificate, diploma or a sheepskin which
enables a holder to get a well-paid job without necessarily affecting his or her
productivity (Woodhall, 198%).
The strong venion of the screening hypothesis has k e n refuted in most empirical
studies (for instance, Psacharopoulos, 1979% Lamboropoulos, 1992). But the weak
version has not been refuted since it is obsewed that employers do use educational
qualifications in selecting ernployees. Blaug concludes by saying that " ifthe dtfference
between the WU &anations

Cs indeed t b t of dzscovering whefher schools pr&

or

merely ideni& those attributes thut employrs value, the empiicol evidence that would

be cupable of disfinguishing between them is presumably evidence about whol acn<al'

lzappens in clersrooms. However. both sides have instead looked to labour market &a
with which to assaiil their opponents" (Blaug, 1976: 848).

The question, as he puts it, is

not whether schooling explains earnings, but rather why it does (Blaug, 1976). Studies
that try to look into what acîually goes on in classrwms, however, find variables like
grades, number of courses taken, al1 had insignificant effects on wages, especially for
lower levels of educatiod3 Woodhall(1987b) points out that the screening hypothesis

has helped us recognise that education affects attitudes, motivation, and other personal
characteristics, as well as providing knowledge and skills. The human capital mode1
could therefore be made compatible with the weak version of the d

n

g hypothesis by

recognising that schooiing does not only produce cognitive skills but also develops
personality traits that are valuable to employers. It must also be recognised that such
activities increase workers productivity in complex ways.
Weiss (1995) points out that " sorting models" (which is a terni he uses to
refer to both scrwning by finns and signalling by workers) can best be viewed as
extensions of human capital models. The major differences between the two sort of
models lies in the fact that human capital is concerned with the role of learning in
determining the return to schooling. Sorting models, while allowing for leaniing, focus

on the ways in which schooling serves as either a signal or filter for productivity
differences that firms m o t reward directly. Sorting models, extend human capital by
allowing for some productivity âifferences that finns do not observe to be correlated with
the cost and benefiîs of schooling (Weiss, 1995: 133-135). Weiss sums up the argument

" See Weiss (1995)

for a hinher discussion of this iiterature.

that sorting modeis subsume al1 the features of human capital models by arguing that

" it

seem unfikelythut leurning explains all the wage dferences associated with schoolàng
and work history. Better educated workers are not a random sample of workers: they

have low propensities to quit, or be absent, me Iess likely to smoke... However. àfifw
Ievefs of education are associafed with mfavourable employee chara~terisrcs~
and

employers are alïowed to take eduwrion into accomî when hiring workers, we would
expect enployers tof o ~ u rbetter educuted workers os O meuns of reducing their costs of

sickness and job turnover. In turn. stdents will tate these hiring criferia into accowt
when decàding how long fo go to schooI."(Weiss 1995: 133). Buî, if sorting models are
so plausible and able to explain empirical regulanties that are not explained by other

models. why the raistance to using them? Weiss (1995) fint argues that; sorting models

are usually mistakenly grouped with credentialism, in which case education has no effect
on productivity (which as already stated is not implied by the socting models). Second,
sorting models are pareto inefficient since the private and social retums differ. A related

objection is that if the unobserveci differences were important, firms would test for them
directly, or worken would test themselves. The argument here is that there must be

cheaper ways to leam about workers than s c h ~ o l i n g . ~ ~
Several ways of testing for screening have been suggesîed by Psacharopoulos.
The h t test is a cornpison of the average rate of retum between the competitive and
non-competitive sectors of the economy. We expect lower rems in the competitive
sector than in the non-competitive sector. This is because wages in the noncornpetitive

''Among
the problemanating h m altemative solutions are the diffiailty of both the structure of wch
and
to introduce them-it is
an
ofequilibrium move.
tests

how

genedy

out

sector are often detemined by the buresucracy and linked to years of shooling. The
years of schooling coefficient (which is the average rate of return to education) should
therefore explain I«s of the variation of eamings in the non-cornpetitive sector
(Lambropoulos, H.S, 1992).
The second test involves an observation of ageearnings profiles. We expect the
ageeamings profiles for different levels of education to converge. This is because
employers are assumed to adjust downwards the eataitlgs differentials of workers with
more years of education, as information on individual worker productivity becomes
available over time (Ziderman, A., 1992). Zidemian (1990) provides another test, where
he introduces a dummy variable into an eaniings function for those students who have
completed and do have a certificate for an education cycle. Screening if present is
expected to reduce the size of the coefficient on the years of schooling variable. We also
expect the coefficient of the dummy for the dummy for completion of a cycle to be
statistically significant.

-

7.3 Screening;versas human capital Some tests tcsinn HlES data

To investigate the extent of screening, we ran the Mincerian eamings function
with a set of dummy variables for those who have completed a given level of education

(i.e. have the credential for that level). The mults of this specification are shown in table
7.1 and 7.2. Table 7.2 presents results

with correction for selection b i s . The analysis

shows that including a set of dummy variables for qualifications improved the

explanatory power of the model; the gain is m e n percentage points in wiance in log of

eaMngs on the simple hurnan capital model presented in part (a) of table 3.24. The gain
is more pronounced for female worken, where the rnodel's R square is increased by 9

percentage points compared to males whose increase is by 4 percentage points. For al1
workers, al1 the coefficients for the dummy variables with the exception of that for the
dummy for those with a primary certificate are significant at the 1% level. This is also
tme for female workers. For male workers, the coefficient for junior certificate is not
significant at the 5% level. The coefficient for the dummy for primary education is
significant at 5% but has a negative sign. These results are true for both the model with
correction for sarnple selection bias and that without the correction. The inclusion of
these dummy variables also lowered the average rate of return by about half for al1
workea, falling €tom 16% to 8%. The decrease is more pronounced for female worken,
where the average rate of return fell by about 50% with this specification of the model.
The results suggest that many qualifications, notably completion of senior secondary and
university degree are rewarded over and above the years of education. Junior secondary is
rewarded over and above the years of education only for female worken. These results
suggest that an element of screening is present among employers in the formal sector
labour market in Botswana.
International studies on tests for the screening hypotheses present results that are
quite different fiom country to country. Using census data from Israel, Zidennan (1990,
1992) report that the rates of education are higher in the noncornpetitive sector than the

cornpetitive sector, and thus supporting the screening hypotheses. While these results
seem to support the screening rote of education, it is not clear fiom the study whether the
certification effect should be interpreted as the result of screening for ability or of pure
credentialism. Gomez-Castellanos and Psacharopoulos (1990), using data fiom Ecuador
show that, the retums to education are higher in the private sector than the public sector.

and thus supporting the prductivity enhancing role of education and some screening for
the public sector. Lambropoulos (1992) shows similar results for the Greek economy.

The results fiom this study from using the last test are very similar to those
reported by Zideman. Zideman (1 990) shows a considerable reduction to the size of the
coefficient on the years of schooling variable, which is also highly significant, especially
for younger cohorts. The meaning for these results is that, the certification variable does
exert an independent positive influence on eamings, over and above the investment effect
of human capital.
Table 7.1 Earnings fictions with completed schooling cycles dummies. al/ dependent

employees and by gender (HIES Data)'

Variable

AI1

Males

Females

Constant

4.4 (75.3)

4.5 (65.8)

3.8 (43.3)

Years of education

0.93 (12.08)**

0.12(12.9)**

O. 1 1(9.6)**

Primary Certificate

-0.16 (-1.3)

-0.25 (-4.2)**

-0.0s (-0.8)

JC Certificate

O. 14 (2.2)'

-0.02 (-0.4)

0.33 (3.7)**

Cambridge Certificate

0.65 (7.4)**

0.27 (2.5)'

0.92 (7.5)"

Higher education

0.69 (5.3)"

0.9 (3.03)**

0.97 (5.3)**

Experience

0.075(15.9)**

0.088 (15.7)**

0.079 (1 1.7)**

Experience Square

-0.00 11 (-1 1.2)**

4.00 14 (- 1 1.9)**

-0.00 13 (-8.4)**

Training

0.57(15.1)**

0.45(9.4)**

O.6(12.2)**

R square (Adjusted)

0.48

OS 1

0.60

N

289 1

1587

1304

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Signifiant at 1% level of significance
* Significant at 5% level of significance

TaMc 7.2 Earnings functions w ith completed schooling cycles dumies, all dependent
employees and by genùer (a@stedfor select ion b i a ) (HIES ~ a t ay)

Variable

Al1

Constant

5.6 (43.3)

Years of education

0.074 (9.3)**

Primary Certificaîe

-0.07 (-1-4)

JC Certificate

O. 18 (2.8)**

Cambridge Certificate

0.56 (64..

Higher education

0.3 (2.58)**

Experience

0.023(3.5)**

Experience Square

-0.00038 (-3.2)**

Training

0.52(14.5)**

Inverse Mills Ratio

-1.OS(-10.3)**

R square (Adjusted)

0.50

N

289 1

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis.
**Significant at 1% level of significance.
* Significant at 5% level of significance.
7.4 Screening versus human capital - Sonte tests usina a Su~p~ernentarv
S w e v data

To investigate the extent of screening in the supplementary survey sample, we
repeated what we did with the HIES data and run the Mincerian eamings fhction with a

set of dummy variables for those who have completed a given level of education (Le.
have the credential for that level). The results are very similar to those reported for HIES

and are shown in tables 7.3 ami 7.4. The analysis shows that including a set of dummy
variables for qualifications improved the explanatory power of the model; the gain is
seven percentage points in variance in log of eamings on the simple human capital model

presented in table 3.28. The gain is more pronounced for male workers, where the

modelysR square increased by 9 percentage points. For al1 workers, al1 the coefficients
for the dummy variables with the exception of the coefficient for the dummy for those
with a primary certificate are significant at the 1% level. For fernale workers, the

coefficient for junior certificate duunmy is also not significant at the 5% level. The
inclusion of these dummy variables also lowered the average rate of return by about eight
percentage points. These results suggest that many qualifications (junior and senior
secondary certificates, and University degree) are rewarded over and above the other
years of education. This would suggest that an element of screening is present among
employers in the formal sector labour market in Botswana.
Table 7.4 shows results of fitting an earnings fiinction with dumrny variables for
qualifications between those who are self employed and those in dependent employment
Those in dependent employment are divided into the private prof3 and non-profit sectors.

The non-profit making group of ernployers is made up of the public sector, parastata1
sector and the non-profit makuig private organisations. Some common characteristics of
these three types of organisations are that profit making is not necessarily their ovemding
objective and competition either does not exist or its very minimal if it docs exists. On
the other hana the private sector is characterised by usually stiff competition and profit

making objective as an ovemding objective.
The results of this analysis show that for the private sector, al1 coefficients of the
various dummy variables, except that for primary school certificate are signi-ficantat 1%
level of significance. For the non-private secton, the coe5cient for primary certificate

and junior certificate are not significant at the 5% level. The coefficients for higher
education and senior secondary are however, significant et the 1% level. These results

suggest that screening is prevalent in both the pnvate and m p r i v a t e sectors of
Botswana's ecoaomy. In other words, education appean to count for more than simply
improved productivity. It serves both a productivity-enhancing and labelling fiinction,
with the relative importance of each varying with the levd of education and perhaps the

type of curriculum studied As expected, for the self-employed, al1 the coefficients for the

dummies for qualification are not significant at 5% level of significance. This indicates
that the= is no screening for the self-employed.

Table 7.3 Earnings jhctionr with completed schooling cycles dmmies. d l dependent
employees and &y gen& (SS DU@ *
Males
Females
Variable
All

-

Constant

5.4 (77.04)

5.7 (66.25)

4.9 (48.16)

Years of education

0.04 (3.4)**

0.03(2.1)*

0.09(5.1)**

Primary Certificate

0.011(0.15)

0.28 (0.29)

-0.1 (-1.1)

JC Certificate

0.37 (3.5)**

0.38 (2.71)**

0.24 (1.7)

CambridgeCertificate 0.8 1 (6.07)".

0.75 (4.3)**

0.56 (3.1)**

Higher education

1.27 (6.5)**

1.18 (4.7)**

1.0 (3.6)**

Experience

0.075 (10.2)**

0.05 (5.3)**

0.088 (8.5)**

Experience Square

-0.00 13 (-5.OS)**

-0.0006 (-2.0)*

-0.002 (-5.2)**

R square

0.55

0.53

0.61

N

934

483

45 1

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
**Significant at 1% level of significance
* Significant at 5% level of significance

Table 7.4 Earnings fictions with completed schooling cycles dunimies. &y sector (SS
~ a t uY)
PrivateWrofit]
Al1 non- Profit
Self- Emdoved
Variable
Consîant

5.3 (61.1)

Years o f education

0.06 (6.6)**

Primary Certificate

0.04 (0.37)

Junior certificate

0.42(3.07)**

Higher education

1.43 (5.3)**

Experience

0.07 (7.1)**

Experience Square

-0.00 14 (-3.8)**

R square

0.46

Y Note: t-statistics in parenthesis
Wignificant at 1% level of significance
* Significant at 5% level of significance

5.15 (49.9)

4.9 (1 7.07)

CHAPTER EIGHT
POLICY IMPLICATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOLING IN
BOTSWANA

The results from this study have the following policy implications for education
and the labour market in Botswana:
Poliw imdication No.I

The rising pattern of education subsidies and private rates of return to education
by level of education suggest that there exists some rom for private financing at
university level and upper secondary education levels. A shifi of part of the cost burdea

from the state to the individual and hifier family is not likely to create a disincentive of
investing in upper secondary and higher education given the high private rates of retum
to education for these levels of education. Woodhall(1988) suggests that shifting of part
of the cost of upper secondaxy and higher education to either the beneficiary or their

parents has the following advantages:
(a) in the long run, there might be a reduction of costs of subsidising students, which

would allow government to either expand the other levels or reduce public expenditure
on education;
(b) there will be less transfer of incorne from low-income tax payers to those who are

likely to enjoy higher than average incomes in the fiiture;

(c) there might be an improvement in motivation of stuâents since they might become
more cost conscious and more thoughtfbl about their education.
A major problem with shifting education financing to the individuals and their

parents is that the costs of education might end up discouraging low-income midents

from going to upper secondary and university education. This would not be a problem as
long as students fiom poor families could be identifid for scholmhip awaràs.
The fonn of cost shariag at upper secondary xhool level might be in the fom of modest
school fees. Hower, as noteà above?the fees might lead to a high dropout rate out of
secondary education. A shidy on this aspect by Atta, Acquah and Tsayang (1996) shows
that demand for secondary educaîion in Botswana is inelastic and therefore recommend a

fee of not more than P 100.00 per terni in the initial p e n d

The form of cost sharing at pst-secondary education level cm be in the form of
student loan (as is presently the case for University financing). However, the loan system

has got its own problems. One such problem is that the loan scheme does not necessarily
nduce costs immediately to the taxpayer or govemment. SaiQnt loans might also be

difficult to administer and also the default rate might be very high leading to no savings
of public fun&.
One alternative to the student loan system is to have a graduate tax system, which
is thought of to be easier to administer as it works on the sarne principle as an income
tax. A major problem with this system is that it assumes al1 graduates get employrnent,

which might not be the case for Botswana in the future. There is therefore a need for
research into the most feasible fom of cost sharing at pst-secondary schwl level.
Student loans might not necessarily be the best method given the above mentioned
problems with the loan grant.

Policv implication No. 2

From a pure cost-benefit analysis, the results of the rates of return calculations
imply that top priori@ in terms of m u r c e allocation should be given to upper secondaiy
education as a fomi of human resource development. Both the social and private rates of
r e m (HIES data) to education are highest for this level of education.
P o k v implication No. 3

Lower secondary and university education levels are also socially profitable
investrnents and therefore should be punued alongside with upper secondary for
balanced human resource development
Policv imdicution No. 4

Even though the rewards fiom primary education are low for both the individual
and society we still need to pwue it alongside other levels. This is for a number of

reasons. First, there are numerous benefits to primary education that the economic
approaches, including the one adopted in this study, fail to capture. Examples of these

non-monetary rewards are; the effects of primary education on family size, health,
nutrition, literacy, political awareness and awareness of national culrn2'. Moreover, the
benefits to primary education are captured as benefits to the other levels of education for
those who go beyond prirnary education.
Second primary educstion can best serve equity, since a majority of the poor do
attend at lesst this level of education. Third, pnmary school level is a foundation to al1

the other levels. Fourth, given that this study bas show equity to be an issue, we do

2s For more details on this littrahira sa Colclough, 1982.
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recommend the continuation of universal education for the pnmary level. Given that
education and therefore ernployment are highly infiuenced by family background it is
necessaxy to have govemment fund primaiy and lower secondary education. We
recommend a continuation of the present system of having univetsally free 10 years basic
education.
Policv implication no. 5

Given the hi& unemployment rates for especidy primary and junior secondary
school leaver and the lower level of rates of retum to these levels of education, there is
need to make the cunicdum more suitable for the cunent problem facing graduates fiom

these two levels While the curriculum should prepare students for M e r academic
education, there is aeed to cater for those who will not make it into m e r academic

education or those tvko would move into vocational education. There is therefore need
for the curriculum to have built into it the practical subjects (e.g agriculture, business
subject, design and technology etc). The Ministry of Education is punuing part of this

recommendation, but there is need to make follow-ups to make suce that the policy has
the desired effects. It is also necessary to have input from potential employers as to the
necessary skiils they need fiom primary and secondary school leavers.

Policv implicution No. 6

As Botswana's economy developd and the education system expanded the rates
of education were fdling This was mainly due to a mismatch between demruid and
supply for labour. If supply continues to outstrip demand we would expect the rates of

return to fa11 further in the fimin. The high profitability of upper sewndary education

mi@ for instance not ôe sustainable, as tertiary education graduates will be bumping

them out to lower payingjobs as the job market tightens up.
As ducational qualificatious continue to k devalued in the labour market, there

is likely to be (as it is already evident) increased pressure for more places at the uppa
secondary and tertiaq education levels. Some govenunents normally respond to such
pressures by expanding those b e l s of education as well. A fact that must be reckoned
with is that such an appmach just ponpones the real @lem-

As Kaan et al. observe;

giving people additional education does not itself create jobs (except for the teaching
staff); jobs

are created by investment, by goveimnent job-creation policies, etc., not by

expanding schools Ocana, et al. 1988: 127). This therefore means that employment
creation has to be pursued very vigorously. Government probably needs to become
directly involved in job creation instead of its present policy of relying on the private
sector while providing financial aid in the fom of loans and gants.
Policv lmtilicafionNo. 7

The results show that equity is an imporîant issue to consider in irnplementing
cost reduction or cost-sharing schemes in education. Parental background as measured by
either the education of the head of the .household or the education of the father was

shown to be an important determinant of schwling and earnings. It is therefore important
that a system to identify those h m poor backgrounds be put in place. This will enable
government to identify those eligible for b d e s when school fees are instituted at
upper secondary level. P u h g up such a system and actually making it effective has a
number of problems. Woodhall (1988) rightly points out that there is usually lack of

accurate data on family income, a difficulty of defining "famly" where patterns of

"extended f d l y " are comrnon and even problems of measuring income in a panly
subsistent economy. Despite these potential problems, we suggest that involving people
working at the community level like welfare officers and social workers cm best do this.
Policv implication No. 8

When most developing countries including Botswana became independent in the

1960s they were facing acute shortages of local skilled manpower. To reduce dependence
on expatriates, the rational response was to produce enough Afncans with schwl
certificates and degrees to localise existingjobs and meet the annual requirements of the
growing economy. The end result has been to produce more graduates tban the economy
could absorb, especially those with primay and lower secondary education. We now
need to move away fkom massive production to production that is largely based on the

needs of the economy. A study aimed at calculating rates of retum to education for
different disciplines might guide us in our prioritisation.
Policv im~licationN0.9
This study has shown that the average rate of r e m to education to those in selfemployment is almost equal to that found for employees in dependent employment.
Given this results and the fact that the fonnal sectors cannot absorb d l the people in the
labour market, there is need for governent to support the self-employed. This support
can be in various foms including financial assistance, procurement of markets, training
etc. There is thetefore a need to corne up with informed policy to support selfemployment as an alternative to forma1 employment

Pdicv impkztion No. 10

It is evident that there is some discrimination for women fiom this stiady. We
were unable to establish as to whether the source of discrimination is at the family level
or in the labour market At the family level this might be due to certain stemtypes about
gender roles, while in the labour market there might be certain barriers for entry into

some jobs for women There is need for m e r reseaiçh into the question of why women

choose occupations that pay lower than thei. male counterparts. This study recommends
a more detailed study into gender discrimination in Botswana's labour market.
P o l i o implication No. 12

These results indicatc that education in Botswana is not income equalising. This
is implied by a pattern of rising rates of return by education level and a hi& correlation

between earnings and family background Tbus the need to share the costs of education
with the beneficiaries for upper levels of education. We would also need to identiQ those
that would genuinely need a binsary for higher secon*

level.

P olicv implication No. 12

This study has established that screening is prevalent in the private, parastata1 and
public organisations in Botswana The implication is that workers will have a tendency to
overeducate themselves in order to secure a job in the labour market. If eâucation is
purely a signal, then growth in the economy's stock of education has not increased the
pmductivity of the work force. This means more resources are being devoted to rentsecking with no gain to the economy. This is usually an outcome of labour markets that
are non-competitive. This is not surprishg given the Botswana govemment's role in

wage setting through the Incomes Policy. The Revised Incomes Policy of 1991's move to

leave the earnings in the private sector labour market to be detenniaed by market forces
is likely to enhance labour market competitiveness and therefore reduce screening. But it

is very unlikely that screening wouid be reduced tremendously given hi& unemployment
rates, increased supply of labour and the tendency for the labour market to adjust to the

imbalances by raising minimum requirements for jobs.

CHAPTER NINE
CONCLUSIONS

The human capital rnbdcl explains quite a substantial part of the eamings
detemination for the Botswana economy. The simple Mincerian eamings model explains
380/o(HIES) and 47YiSupplementary survey) of eamings variations. An extension of the

simple model by adding training, including dummy variables for each education cycle,
and durnmies for each year of education improves the fitness of the mode1 quite
significantly. However, some element of screening is also predent in Botswana's forma1
labour markets.

Eamings are highly differentiated by citizenship, gender, location, and type of
organisation and education attainment and training. An important p a d o x is that females
eani significantly less than their male counterparts, and yet they are on average more
educated than them. Part of the explanabon to this paradox is that there is an
occupational segregation. Female workers generally occupy jobs that are less rewarding

than their male counterparts. The public and parastatal sectors offer higher pay packages
than private sector labour employment. Family background as measured by father's
education or education of head of household is shown to be an important determinant of

eamings Those from favourable backgrounds generally eam more than those from
poorer backgrounds mainly due to them having more years of 'schooling. Those who
supply more hours in the labour market generally earn less than those who supply fewer

hours.

Age-earnings profiles generally higher the higher the education level. They also
diverge as the age inc~e8ses~
This implies that the relationship between education and
eaniings becomes much more strongly established at later ages. However given the fact
that rehims to education for recent cohorts have been falling quite significantly, such
results may not be t w correct.

Labour markets in Botswana have been characteriseci by some filtering down as
labour market conditions changed. The wnsequence of this filtering down pnness has

been a fa11 in rates of retum to education especially for lower education levels. In
general, those with higher levels of education, those much older and male workers are
likely to locate in jobs ranked higher in the hierarchy ofjobs. These jobs are also highly
rewarding than those ranked lowly.
The private rates are higher in for upper secondary and higher education and
lowest for pnmary education. This implies that there is presently a high demand for
entnuice to these levels of education. Given the tight cornpetition in the labour market,

which is usually in the fom of education qualifications, the hi@ demand for these levels
of education is not that surprising. Private rates of retum to education are generally
higher for female workers than male ones. Part of the explanation is the lower forgone

eamings of fema!e workers. However, females have a lower private rate of r e m than

male workers for upper secondas, education. Private rates of retum are higher in the
public and parastata1 sectors than the private sector. This results cast some doubt on the
d n g s enhancement role of education as postdateci by the hurnan capital mode1 and

points to sorne xreening role of education in Botswana's labour market.

The private rates of r e m are higher than the social rates for al1 levels of

education. The diffnences in private nites and social ones rise by level of education. This
implies that subsidisatioa rises by level of education. This indicates that shifting of costs
of upper secondary and tertiary levels of education from society to the individual and
their parents is feasible. Private rates of retwn to education generally rise by level of

education, k i n g highest for upper secondary and higher education and lowest for
primary education. The lower rates of retum at lower education levels are a reflection of
the ccbumpingout" phmornenon which resulted h m an increasing supply of educated

labour and a low demand for labour.

Table A l Probit regression of employment status. al1 and by gender (HIES data)'

Variable

Male
-

lntercept

-O.47(-0.53)

Age2 (25-34)

0.63(8.4)**

Age3 (35-44)

0.84(8.08)**

Age4 (45-54)

0.89(6.8)**

AgeS (55 +)

O.67(3.9)**

Primary

0.037(0.45)

Luwer secondary

O.l5(1.6)

High Secondary

0.29(2.3)*

Tertiary

I.5(3.6)**

Mamed

0.S6(5.5)* *

Log likelihood Ratio

283.02

Sample Size

2144

# Note: t ratios are in parenthesis

* Significant at 1% level of significant
** Significant at 5% level of significance

Table A2 Probit regession of employment status, by location W

Variable

U r h villa=

Intercept
Age2 (25-34)
Age3 (35-44)
Age4 (45-54)

AgeS (55 +)

Primary

Lower secondary
High Secondary

Tertiary
Manied

Log likelihood Ratio
Sample Size
# Note: t ratios are in parenthesis

* Significant at 1% level of significant
** Significant at 5% level of significance

Rural

S data)'

Table A3 Probit regression ofchoice of location- Urban/ Rural (SS data)'

Variable

Coefficients

Intercept

0.79(3.5)

Age2 (25-34)

-0.14(- 1.O)

Age3 (35-44)

-0.17(-1.1)

Age4 (45-54)

-O.26(-1.2)

AgeS (55 +)

-O.99(-2.6)**

Primary

OZ(1.2)

Lower secondary

O.1q0.7)

High Secondary

-0.01d(4.6)

Tertiary

0.02(0.9)

Manied

-0.17(-1.3)

LoglikelihoodRatio

17.73

Sample Size

934

# Note: t ratios are in parenthesis

** Significant at 5% level of significance

Tabk A4 Probit regression of choice of empioyment (Selfemployed versus employees

(SS data7

Variable

Coefficients

Intercept

-i.l(-4-4)

Age2 (25-34)

-O.l3(-O.7)

Age3 (35-44)

0.05(0.24)

Age4 (45-54)

O.2S(l.O4)

AgeS (55 +)

0.78(2.2)*

Primary

-0.04(-0.2)

Lower secondary

-0.63(-2.8)**

High Secondary

-0.75(-2.6)**

Tertiary

0.69(-2.1)*

Married

0.35(2.5)*

Log likelihood Ratio

61.73

Sample Size

1026

# Note: t ratios are in parenthesis

* Significant at 1% level of significance
** Significant at 5% level of significance

Tabk AS Probit regression for choice of ernployment, govemment, private and

parastatals (SS data)*

Variable
Intercept
Age2 (25-34)
Age3 (35-44)
Ag& (45-54)

Age5 (55 +)

Primary
Lower seconâaxy
High Secondary

Tertiary

Married

Log likelihood Ratio
Sample Size
# Note: t ratios are in parenthesis

* Significant at 1% level of significant
** Significant at 5% level of significance

Earnings differentials and rates of education in
Botswana Supplementary Survey Questionnaire
This Questionnaire serves the purposc of c011ccting daîa to be used for a shdy t
h is being done
for a Ph.D. thesis at the University of Manitoba in Canada The objective of this study is to
generate information on the nature of labour markets and mtums to education in Botswana The
results of this study wilI be used to generate policies for Botswsaa's edudon systcm. Your
response to the questions below is v a y importsnt to the s u d completion of this study, and
îherefore the idormaîion you give us wiU be t&
as highîy confidentid. We thei* you in
advance for Unng your valuable time to answer tht questions

A. General Identification.

1. Stratum
2. District

3. District Name
4. Block number
4. Dwelling Number

-

5. Housebold Serial Number

-

6. Name of Household Head
7. Name of Enurnerator

8. Bow auny m e m k n of your household had positive earnings during the past 3û
days

1

9. Head of Eousehold

1

10. Sex of bead of Househoid

-1. Male
Female

-2.

11. Relationsbip to Heid

-O. Head
-1. Spuse
-2.

Son/daughter

-3. Grriindchild

-

4. Parent

-5. Brotber/sWter
4.
Other relative

-7. Not related.
12. Age of Respoodent
13. Ses of Respondent

-1. Male
-2. Female
14. Marital Status

-1 Married
-2. Living Togetber
-3. Never married
-4. Separated

-5. Divorced
-6. Widowed

C. Familv Backmound.
15. What is the level of education completcd by the head of the household

16. What level of eduation did your pamtr eomplete?

(a) Mother
(b) Father
12 What id wm the oerupcidio~~
of your parents?

(a)Fat her
(6) Mother

lû. Wbat is the moothly aming of the head of tbe household?

-

DeEducation And Traininn.
19. Have you ever attended school?

-1. Yes
-2. No
20. If Ya, what W tbe highest level or grade attended

21. Wbat was the average yearly private expenditure on your education?

Primary Eduation
Junior Seeondary
Senior Secondary
Higber Education

22. Have you ever received any training after schod?

-1. Yes

-{

23. If yes, was the training related to the present job?

-1,Yes
-2, NO
24. Describe type of training programme
25. Length of training

E. Exmrience on the iob
26. How many years have you been working on the kind of job you are prrsently

doing (this includes similar work done in other organWIitions in the past) -(

}

27. What Y the total actual number of yean you bave been working on th* job and

any other job?

C

1

28. What is the total number of jobs you bave had over your entire a m r ?

{

1

FmEm~iovmentand Occupation.
29, For the past 30 days 1worked as :

-1.

An employee.

-2.

Self employed.

-3.

Self employed with one or more employees.

30. M a t sort of work did you do in thb job ? Use two o r more words to describe

occupation. (If you did more than o i e job or work in the past 30 days, describe the
main job, Le. the job on which you worked m o n boum)

{

1

31. Eow many houm did you work per month?

{

1

32. Industry

{

1

33, How would you classi@ your organWation/firm/work:

1. Profit private

-2.

Non- profit private
3. Public

4
.
Parastata1

34. Thinlong about the last week when you workd, and talring into aeeaunt a11 your

jobs, did you work hl1time? (assume 35 boum or more a week to be full time)
-1.
-2.

1

Yes

NO

35. If no would you Iike to have worked more hours than you did h s t week?

-1.

Yes

-2.

No

1

36. Why didn't you work longer?

1. No more work available.
2. Wasn't able to do any more boum

3. Other (speciv rasons).
_A.Not Applicable

1

G. Income.
37. Cash income

Amount (Pula

Item
Gross Wage

Business IncornelProfi&

38. Value of wanes in kind.
Item

!Amwnt (Ma,

+mer
Food

1

39. If main source of income is profits, what proportion of these profits would you

have explicitly paid youmelf as wages fron your profits?

40. Wbat is your total incorne tas deduction per month?

Checked By

Date

{

4
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